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"Think.
We have already been
back there so whatever we
are looking for
must be ahead"

This is the first age thar's
paid much attention to the future.,
which is a little ironic since we may not have one
-Arthur C. Clarke-

the

O::T
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ORIENTATION
Orientation is, basically, a
discovering of actual facts and
conditions and putting oneself
in the right relation to them. In
other words, transforming innocent, disoriented, and often
totally lost new freshmen,
transfer students and night
students
into
full-fledged
W.S.U. students, with as few
problems as humanly possible.
With approximately 1800 incoming freshmen and 600
transfer students, this is understandably a formidable task.
This duty is the responsibility
of a team of 20 faculty advisors
and 25 student leaders under
the guidance of Director of
Orientation, Dr. H. Daniel Pfeifer, and Assistant Director of
Orientation, Gary Biller.
"Intense training for orientation leaders begins in June with
a H)·day workshop," explained
Biller, adding that student
leaders are the front line con-

tact for the new student while the swarms of new freshmen,
still being a peer to him, since transfer students and parents
student leaders are not far that swept our campus.
removed from having the same
Coordinators break down
"new
student"
experience the masses into three separate
themselves. Because of this groups: 1) new students (usurelationship the student orien- ally called freshmen) 2}
tation leader must become an transfer students, and 3} paracademic advisor, a specialist ents who want to know more
in small group dynamics and a about their son/daughter's edwalking encyclopedia of infor- ucation and assist in his/her
mation on university life. This enrollment and housing arincludes all services, activities rangements. There is one coorand programs offered by dinator for each of these three
categories. Then each of these
W.S.U.
"At least," said Biller, "If the larger groups breaks down
student leaders don 't know into smaller groups and is put
something , they will know who under the direction of a student
to ask." Small group communi- orientation group leader. The
cation and leadership are also group leaders do their best to
stressed in the training of an get their fledgling students
orientation leader.
started in their life at W.S.U.
Then, when Orientation 1979 and try to make the transition
began, the student leaders, from high school or working
coordinators, and the faculty life to our campus more profitaadvisors tested their newly ble.
acquired and refined skills on
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the registration tang
On the afternoon of August
23, 1978several people walking
toward the north entrance to
the C.A.C. were startled and
not at all amused when a
madman came running past
them and almost ran smack
into them. The madman was
jogging along at a pretty good
clip, jerking his knees up high
and quick in little spasms like a
marine running through a
boot-camp obstacle course.
Pausing only a split-second to
spit out a breathless apology,
the madman charged on, arms
waving, clawing the air like a
turtle suddently lifted off the
ground by his back. Red in
the face and breathing hard,
the madman sprinteq up to the
entrance of Henry Levitt Arena
to register for the fall semester.
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I was that madman.
The reason that I was so
pressed to get down to the
arena on my appointed time
(somewhere between 2:00 and
2:15, all late-comers get to
stand in line half an hour) is
because since I first came to
this university as a freshman I
have had what you might call
an intimate-like, good-buddylike, come-over-to-my-placefor-a-beer relationship with the
hassle of fall registration .
For two years I have stood in
Henry Levitt Arena on sweltering days and seen the finest
minds of my generation suffer
permanent brain damage from
severe heat stroke. I have had
plucky middle-aged ladies sit
behind battered card tables
and snap their gum at me and

tell me indifferently that the
one class I really wanted to
switch to was closed. I have
been victimized by every weird
shuck that is known to man
while people tried to take away
what little cash I had left. I have
seen guys bend over backwards trying to pick up girls
(and vice-versa) . It is not the
most enjoyable way I can think
of to spend an afternoon .
But of course, the entire
episode isn't without certain
moments of amusement. There
is something debasingly funny
about the general insistence
that your social security
number is more important.than
your name. Honest engine.
There are legends about people who have enrolled three
years straight under the name

of Daffy Duck, but have gotter
away with it because the'
signed legitimate social secu ri
ty numbers. If you get nothin1
else from your university life a
W.S.U., you will at least hav!
your soc/sec number comm it
ted to memory for the rest o
your natural life.
Then there's always twen t~
minutes of continuous, unin
terrupted chuckles when yOl
discover that you will have t<
sign all the computer cards it
your registration packet, but c
course you have forgotten t<
bring a pen. Something like g·.
percent of all the people ir
Henry Levitt during registra
tion , at any given time, havt
absolutely nothing to writ1
with. This means that you hav'
to resort to trying to borrow <

leaky Bic from a total stranger.
That's always good for a laugh,
Iemme tell you. Nowhere is
man's inhumanity to man more
apparent than when you are
hot, tire_d, and very bored, and
then find yourself in a wristwrestling match with someone
for possession of a cracked,
capless, nearly dry,. ball-point.
On the bright side, and with
whatever vacant humor you
can muster after the registration tango, one of the great
things about the entire process
is that, after all, you only have
to contend with the whole mess
only once every semester. After
you 've spent an hour (or several) in the hell-broth turmoil of
registration, after you've
tromped the doom-gray floors
of the arena until you 've memo-

rized all the cracks in the
concrete
concourse, after
you 've taken the mental twoand-a-half gainer that is
necessary to make the transition from civilian life to being a
for real college student, as you
step away from the final check
you feel a deep, restful , almost
religious sense of serenity. ·
Some unenlightened students
even get the feeling that the
worst that can happen to them
is over for at least the remainder of the semester.
It is a feeling that passes
quickly after school starts and
you have your first exam ...
... in all your classes
... on the same day.
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low
anxiety:

the first day of class
The first day of class is students face on the first day of shirt with a HERE COM =s
always a mild anxiety attack. class is trying to find a parking TROUBLE iron-on on the fro 11
Nothing major you understand, space. There simply isn't any (Now picture that scene w tt
very rarely do you ever see place to park. By ten o'clock variations happening all 0\ e
anyone completely collapse on there are people who have campus, all day long.) lnsi j 1
the first day, but the edge is still been touring the parking lots the C.A.C. you don't have tc
there. Uncertainty. A little pre- for twenty minutes who would look more than five feet in anl
season nervousness. The aca- give their right arm and mort- direction to find a good fan a
demic equivalent of stage gage their home just to find a sy. It helps cut the edge, a 11
fright. You see a lot of freshmen place within two miles of the makes the first day a bit ease
swaggering around campus, campus to park.
than it would normally be .
arms overloaded with books,
Fortunately, some of the
In the next few days tn1
knuckles white from holding anxiety is offset by all the novelty of the new semes ·e
them so tightly, eyes straight terrific, well-dressed people begins to wear off. When tn1
ahead and ever-so-slightly wandering around campus . light reading assignments SL d
glazed. It's the normal reaction. The first few days of class denly become pages of mc.tt
Even seasoned veterans get a are the only time during homework, or five page ·e
trifle nervous when they dis- the entire year when most search papers due at the en c o
cover that their first class of a people make more than a token the week, everyone stc pi
new semester is in a room effort to look really good. hanging around campus sc
somewhere in the bowels of a Everyone is decked out in his much . People start worry n(
building they can't even find.
best "back-to-school" clothes. about mundane. matters I kl
A LOT of first day nervous- There is a lot of new, un- their grades. They start · >e·
ness seems to manifest itself in wrinkled denim and/or cordu- coming involved in cam11us
an abnormal preoccupation roy flashing around. Several activities and don't have as
everyone seems to have for the thousand fleshy young teen- much time to stand in .he
time. Nobody wants to be late age girls with Cathy Rigby C.A.C. looking bored sen >e·
on the first day. The people haircuts, in grape-skin tight less. Those who start cutt ng
who don't have watches stretch tee-shirts and perma-press J.C. classes go underground c nd
their necks in all manner of Penney's catalogue sale jeans find places to hide where tt e)
bizarre positions trying to looking like every high school aren't likely to run into !
catch a glimpse of the master quarterback's wet dream (Pic- teacher whose class they v1
timepiece on the steeple of ture this scene: five of the best been cutting .
Morrison Hall. The people who dressed, loosest dudes ·you've
As the weeks progress, 1hi
do have watches check them ever seen-you know the ones, anxiety of being back in sch<'o
constantly. It's unreal. A whole the guys in the hip-hugger gives way to other anxiet i lS
campus full of White Rabbits Faded Glory jeans and the The first few days of traurn1
scurrying around looking for mock-macho
unbuttoned and magic slip quickly awny
the entrance to Wonderland Rugby shirts-holding down a Suddenly there is much work t '
and hoping that they won 't be sixth guy, forcibly restraining do and responsibilities to ·)E
late.
him from diving at a buxom dealt with.
The only other truly major. sophomore girl who bopped
That
anxiety attack that nearly all past them in a tight, braless tee- starts.

them~

entran
to regi
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Flash and=renzy: Homecoming '78
Editor's Note: The first part of thl
following material was copied di· is a night of humiliated frat
rectly, with no spelling, style, o and sorority "pledges, a total
grammar changes, from the da , np d es t ruet'1on o f h uman egos .
badly scrawled notes of Ed w ln
Hyde . Mr. Hyde was assigned by i-J11 t;1ake some poor geek dre~s up
Parnassus to cover all homecom in! hke an Alka-Seltzer bottle JUSt
events on iriday evening priot !I to embarrass him in
the game. Instead of writing a~ tel public ... underneath the mural
-:>rganized, professional arti :le on the side of Ulrich Museum
Hyde chose to wander aroun1 a guy in a red t-shirt tries to put
campus with an open can of b1!et his arm around a squealing
taking piece-meal notes. We ha v blonde girl. "Please! Not here!
printed his notes in their entiret Va Not in front of the Miro! !!, she
a warning to beginning journalisfi screams (the chick must be
students of the terrible things l ~~ an art major) ... the weather
can happen to a reporter who t rte .
bl
f
. -· .
1s unseasona y warm or
to mt.Y busmess and pleasure.
N
b
1
f h' t

the route with the floats and
some guys hang out the
window and scream somethin~
at the security people that
makes them frown ... at the Morrison
parking lot the floats are
parked and everyone moves
over to the ampitheatre for
beer and Do-dah.
8:15 ... over at the pep rally ...
I stumble over to the beer
truck and discover it's all
you can drink for a buck. I
grumble, but spring for it any
ovem er ... 1 see a ot o t-s •r s way ... a lot of sosh chicks
look uncomfortable ... so do
7:30 ... November 3, 1979 .. . I and rolled up sleeves ... now
most of the guys ... HOW IS
the parade starts to move
;tand in front of Wilner
ONE SUPPOSED TO ACT AT
Auditorium watching\to \flocts and a group of sorority girls,
shining with cosmetic splender, A COLLEGE PEP RALLY ... Did
getting preped for the
begin chanting something that you momma send you to
traditional nightshirt
college thinking you'd meet the
parade ... Do-dah night at th£~ must be one of their old
fight songs ...the parade moves RIGHT people? Did she know
frat houses ... gangs of
you'd be dancing and sliding
along to the Morrison Hall
twisted, rowdy soshs ... guys
and doing a chorus-line number
parking lot ... campus security
dressed in red-striped,
on a stage in front of a gang of
looks adamant about the
cardboard cylanders .. .
whole
trip
...
a
car
painted
to
look
beer addled rooty-toots?...not
craziness in the air .. .
like
the
"deathmobile"
from
much happening ... dormies and
looks like dress up day at
"Animal
House"
moves
along
frats
exchanging insults ....
Emmett Kelly junior high ... thi!
1
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10:38 ... the action moves to
the carnival in Henrion
Gym ... people have taken out
their frustrations by
demolishing an old car with a 15
pound sledge hammer ... joe
Harper, Managing Editor of
"The Wichita Eagle and Beacon"
saunters over and introduces
me to Bonnie Bing, the 1970
Wichita State Homecoming
Queen, Bonnie is checking out
the carnival. I ask her if she is
having a good time and she
flashes a dazzling smile and says
"yes" ... the Engineering council
has set up a ring toss ... Brennan
Hall has a cake walk ... outside
the gym the tri-delts are doing
something in a tent that people
are lining up to see .. .l ask a delta
pledge what is happening and
she introduces me to Lynn
Pressnal, who tells me that
inside the tent they're doing
their annual "Delta Dolly
Follies" ...
10:45 I move on to the disco
dance ... a lot of people are

talking, but I see few
dancing ... suddenly someone
puts on a Willie Nelson albumn
and the crowd goes into a
stomping, clapping,
frenzy ... people dance a bizarre
disco/Virginia Reel designed to
break your ankles if you gettoo
drunk ... Feeling the need for
light comedy and a desire for
exercise, I ask a comely brunette
to dance ... Success!!!... Mr Hyde
boogies!! !... the mind
boogles ... the room spins ... great,
rich, smiling, craziness .. .

I realized tnat I had really
blown it when Hyde staggered
into my apartment at 10:30
Saturday morning, red-eyed,
soaking wet, and babbHng incoherently about lost loves and a
missing bottle of jack Daniels.
He handed me his notebook
and collapsed into a slobbering
coma on my carpet.
Since Hyde was obviously in
no shape to cover the rest of
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and Queen-John Conner,
Chi -Omega; Susan }usr'l lltice. Student Alumni Assoc.
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Homecoming, I checked his
schedule to see how much was
left for me to cover. I discovered
that we had missed covering the
parade from Towne East to the
stadium. Worried about missing
any more events, I opted for
making my way over to the
stadium to pick up the yearbook
press kit. Yes. That would make
the nut. I could cover the rest of
the day while that moron Hyde
choked and drooled.
On the way over I noticed a
terrific jazz band playing at the
Alumni House. They were called
"Newtgraber" and they entertained a good sized group_ of
people who came to a pre-game
party sponsored by the Alumni
Association. There was a picnic
style lunch, as well as popcorn,
and cold beer could be purchased for a quarter donation to
the Lettermen Fund.
As the time for the game drew
near, I tried again to get over to
the stadium, but again was sidetracked by the amphitheatre
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when I stopped to watch Shane
Lewis and some other members
of the Marching Band practice.
They were great. Finally, I made
up my mind to get over to the
game before I got distracted by
anything else.
By the time I had taken an
elevator up to the press box,
bought a hot dog and found a
chair, there was a procession of
forrner homecoming Queens
winding around the field. After
the procession, the band played
a Steely Dan number, "Peg,"
and the next thing I knew the
game had started.
At the end of the first quarter I
had finished eating and was
becoming bored with the press
box atmosphere. For one thing,
the speaker echo/feedback is
incredible. For another thing, I
needed to be closer to the
a,ction. Being down on the
sidelines generally affords one
the opportunity to add at least
three new additions to my
vocabulary of profanity.

During half-time as the band
played on, Susan Justice was
officially named 1978 Homecoming Queen with John
Conners as Wichita State's first
Homecoming King, and Wichita
State was behind 13 to 21 from
Louisville. It was announced the
Delta Upsilon won the float
contest, and the floats were
paraded around the field one
final time. Everywhere I looked,
little kids were gathering discarded plastic cups, couples
were holding hands, and teenyboppers were throwing all sorts
of things at each other.
As everyone knows, Wichita
State lost to Louisville by a score
of 20 to 38. It wasn't terrifically
surprising. Louisville was 6 and 2
before
they played the
Shockers. A lot of pool hall
money figured the Shocks down
a week before the game. The
Shockers played decent ball, but
itjust wasn't there.
Following the game, the
Alumni Club had a party, and

several fraternities and so·
ties had parties. There w a ;
have been a concert, but it
cancelled due to poor adv<n
tickets sales. All things cc n<~.-
dered, Julie Gessler and
crew who helped orga 1
Homecoming '78 did a fine i
As the evening began to st .
in, and the night grew still a
dark, I dropped by the yearb
office to look at layouts and ;J
up a photographer. Pau ;i
only long enough to cb
things out, the pliotograr
and I had a smoke and Jl
ceeded over to Kirby's for t
remainder of the evening.
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The Place Ulrich .Museum
Where Art Lives of Art
Wichita State's Ulrich Musefeatured 174 photos and 53 el r------;::;:::::;::;:;;;;;;;::;;;;::::::;;;;::;;::=======::==========:;-~
um is a place of dreams. Exhibits panels and was compiled b
from across the nation and Masie and Richard Conrat. -h
around the world have been exhibit illustrated.the growt 1 ~
featured in displays at the muse- the American farm and th
um. Few other universities in the technological
changes
h<
nation have displayed the varie- turned the farm into the m· dti
ty of art that has appeared at million dollar business i i
Ulrich in recent months.
today. Most of the photogr<ph
On Oct. 15, 1978, "Victoria's featured were not done by v ell
World," a series of 200 19th .,known
photographers, bu
1century photographs were dis- were snapshots found in for :ot
played at the museum. These ten back rooms and attics.
prints represented the British ,.. As 1978 drew to a close, Ul ·icl
Royal
Family, the Crystal Palace, Museum featured a serie- o
I
the city of London, sports and Currier and lves prints f on
pasttimes and the Crimean and Dec. 3, to Jan. 14, 1979. Cw rie
Boer wars. Photographers such and lves were famous for c >m
as julia Margaret Cameron, missioning prints from ~ Jcl
Lewis Carroll, Philip Delmotte, famous artists as James But ter
P.H. Emerson, Roger Fenton and worth, Charles Parsons, Tho 11a
Paul Martin had prints featured Nast, Fanny Palmer and Wil ian
in the exhibit.
Aiken Walker. These li ho
Sculptor Louise Nevelson, graphs are valued at more ; ha1
called "the originator of the $1,000 apiece and portrayec th
environmental sculpture," entire panorama of life in Ar 1er
came to Wichita State on Sept. ica.
12, to exhibit 12 of her larger
When 1979 was only ten lay
sculptures and 56 smaller sculp- old, the Ulrich displayed tw· 1 ar
tures and graphics. "Night exhibitions by Ralph Eu ~ en1
Tree," a nine-foot cor-ten steel Meatyard and Fredrich I
sculpture, currently stands in Church. The Meatyard ex ~ ibi
front of Ulrich as part of Wichita was a collection of surrea l sti1
State's permanent collection.
photographs that prese r tel
The most spectacular art familiar surroundings in stra ng1
event on campus in 1978, was juxtapositions. The exhibi iol
the mounting of "Personnages consisted of 100 photogrc ph
Oiseaux" by Joan Miro', on the with an eerie, unreal qu e lity
south wall of Ulrich Museum. The other displays by Fredri ch I
The mural, which is divided into Church was a collection of 11
80 three-foot by five-foot panels landscape oil sketches.
weighing 155 pounds each, is
March 1, marked the ope r inl
constructed of one million small of an exhibit by Theodc ·ro
_pieces of hand-cut venetian 1n Stamos and Georges Rou e: ul
glass and white and gray marble. The Stamos paintings were fr on
The pieces are positioned to his "infinity series," which Na
produce a sparkle and catch the based on Stamos' visit tt
attention of people who enjoy it Greece. The Rouault ex~ ibt
even though they might not was from "Miserere," a serie5 o
"understand it."
58 prints that was originally to
Another photography exhib- published in a two-voiLm
it, "The American Farm," re- book. Rouault is conside re
presenting the 200 year evolu- unquestionably, the greate
tion of agriculture in America, French religious painter of mod
opened No. 29. THe exhibit ern times.

m
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Several Guest Artists ap- ic performances and concert
peared on campus during the appearances with the country's
"78-'79 academic year for the leading orchestras. In 1979,
purpose of, "Bringing the very she will be the guest soloist
best performers to the campus with the New York Philharmonfor all students, faculty, and ic, the Oklahoma, Syracuse,
community members to hear," Portland, and Pittsburgh Symsaid Dr. Howard Ellis, Asso- phonies, and L'Orchestre Symciate Dean of Fine Arts and phonique de Quebec.
Director of the series.
On December 10, two jazz
The guest artists were chos- performers demonstrated their
. en through a c9mmittee of versatility and ability to play
representatives from each de- any style of music. David
. partment of Music. The series Friedman and David Samuels
is basically sponsored by the were the guest artists that
department of Music and performed with the university's
funded through the Student Jazz Arts One.
Government
Association.
Fourth in the series were the
Bringing outstanding musi- featured Aulos ensemble. The
cians to campus is an effort to ensemble, composed of _Julpromote fine arts and bring liard laurettes have developed
great musical literature to the their own definative interpretacommunity.
'
tions of baroque chamber
On September 19, the ·music. On January 25, they
mezzo-soprano Hilda Harris performed in Miller Concert
appeared, opening the Guest Hall with unaltered instruments
Artist series. Since her debut at of the baroque period and
the Metropolitan Opera in e~act histori_cal re::plicas of ~n1977, Miss Harris has been tique musical instruments. The
enthusiastically received in a ensemble created music with
number of outstanding operat- tonal qualities and textures that

T. :sh)
were vital to music during th
baroque period . The gr·1up
played
harpsichord, fl 1te
oboe, violin, viola, and cel l>.
Rosalyn Tureck, called ·· :h
high priestess of Bach," by · 'he
New York Times, appea ·e
Feb. 6 as the fifth guest arti e: : o
the academic year. Conside ·e
to be <;>ne of the fore m JS
exponents of Bach's keybo tr
music in the world, Tu rr •C
performed on clavier, harr si
chord, organ, piano, and me O!
synthesizer.
' The final guest artists wnr
the American String Quar:et
These musicians won both i h
Coleman Chamber Mu.; i
Award and the Naumbur
Chamber Music Award durin!
their first year of perform[n,
together. On March 1, ~ h!
quartet played, combining : h
sounds of two violins, a vi o la
and a cello to create their o w
unique style of music. Th~ Ne
York Post raved that: "th Js
musicians cannot be pra i s e~
too highly."

The Faculty Artist series for
1978-1979 was quite active and
provided talent and entertainment free for the public. Approximately 18 recitals were
held during the season. Dr.
Howard Ellis, associate dean of
Fine Arts, said that the purpose
behind establishing the series is,
uFirst, the faculty members want
to keep their performing skills
alive and vital. Secondly, they
want to demonstrate the highest
level of performance for their
students to be models."
A remarkable number of
W.S.U. faculty members hold
principal chairs in the Wichita
Symphony and James Ceasar,
professor of violin and coordinator of string performance, is
concertmaster of the Symphony. Others are members of
various symphonies, orchestras,
and operas and have toured
extensively. Robert Hamilton,
associate professor of piano, has
performed all over the world. In
November of 1978 he toured
England and Germany at the
request of the U.S. State Department, an invitation which has
never before been extended to
a W.S.U. musicfaculty member.
During first semester nine
recitals were held. Pianist Paul
Reed opened the series with an
all-Schubert recital in commemorafon of the 150th anniversary
of composer Franz Schubert.
On September 28, 1978 clarinetist Dr. W. James Jones was the
featured soloist. The third faculty recital was violist Jeffrey
Irvine on October 10. Dr. Dororthy Crum presented some
experimental pieces of the ·
~urrent composer John Cage for
her recital on October 16. On
October 17 three W.S.U. faculty
members, james ce'asar, violin,
Benjamin Smith, cello, and Paul
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Reed, piano, presented the fift! 1
recital in the series. Robert
Hamilton presented his pianl}
recital on October 26. Th ~
Lieurance Woodwind Quintet
presented a recital on Thursda),
November 16. They have re ·
ceived national and i nternatior:al acclaim during their 20 yecr
history. Current members ar ~
Joyce Anne Simonson, Pegg 1
Knight, Dr. james Jones, Denn ;
Michel, and Nicholas Smith. Th ~
eighth recital was David NeL.bert on double bass. Also l
composer, he presented a 1
original composition during h ;
performance on November 1 ~ .
Joyce Anne Simonson, fluti s ,
held the final recital of fi r- t
semester on December 8.
Second semester return e j
with nine more faculty recita l ..
The Monet Trio with Jeffr( y
Irvine, Nancy Lettrel and Pett r
Sukonik on January 23 and Lon i
Culmer, soprano, began t h ~
second half of the series. M .
Culmer won regionals in corrpetition for the Metropolita 1
Opera. Peggy Knight, obo' ,
presented a recital on Februar r
9. Twelfth in the series was th .~
Brass Quintet composed c f
faculty members Walter Myer·.,
Donald
Hummel,
Nichol's
Smith and graduate stud ems
Steve Ross and Charles Key. 0 1
February 20, J.C. Combs presented a percussion recital i 1
which he did uThe Drum Le~ 
son" by John Serry. This routin ~
is a mimed snare-drum, ma norder lesson. February 27
brought the viola recital c f
Jeffrey Irvine, and Irvine agah
with Dorothy Crum on April9. A
flute recital by Frances Shell y
and an organ recital by Robert
Town concluded the Facu lty
Artist series.
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BELL

New York figurative painter,
Leland Bell, was the visiting artist
in the Drawing and Painting
Department at Wichita State
University, February 25-March

2.
Leland Bell's visit was a teaching residency. He visited drawing and painting classes at all
levels of the program. During
his residency he presented two
public slide series and lectures.
On Monday, February 26, Mr.
Bell discussed the works of
painter Antoine Watteau (16841721) in relation to the work of
juan Gris (1887-1927). On Thursday, March 1, he discussed the
works of 20th century painter,
Georges Rouault (1871-1958).
When asked about his feelings and experiences while at
WSU, Bell stated that he was
very disappointed in being
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invited before the jazz Festival.
He is very interested in the work
of Dr. Thomson, professor of
musicology composition. He
also said that he would like an
opportunity to study percussion
under the direction of Dr.
joseph Combs, because he used
to play the drums.
Mr. Bell was born in 1922. He
hacl no formal training, but as a
young painter he received encouragement from Karl Knats.
Until1946, Bell painted abstractly, influenced by Paul Klee and
Hans Arp. As a figurative painter, Bell has been interested in
the work of Andre Derain,
Balthus and Gaicometti. Bell is
• well respected for his painting,
and he is considered to be a
brilliant and articulate lecturer
and teacher by those in the
drawing and painting fields. He

taught in the New York Stw iio
School until 1977, when , e
became a graduate faCL lty
member at Parsons School of
Design in New York. He t as
lectured widely and has bee11 a
guest artist at many institutio 1s.
From WSU he plans to go to the
University of Virginia at Chari >ttesville, where he willbe a
member of the guest faculty.
Ronald Christ, instructor of
studio arts stated that Be' l's
lectures and critiques of studt: nt
artwork stressed the theme of
"returning to the basics in art.
There is a need to be concern -~d
with the formal structure '10
matter what the age or time ... \ve
need the sensitivity in art."
The Leland Bell residency ~:as
made possible through f1e
Lewis and Selma Miller Trust
Fund.

The Importance of
Being Earnest

Summer Theatre Celebratc ~nsth Year
Fifteen years have a wide
variety of meanings to a wide
variety of people. For some, the
years crawl along slowly and
painfully. For others, 15 years
can pass faster than a speeding
bullet. For the W.S.U. Summer
Theatre these past years have
meant 15 summers of practicing for hours; thousands of
publicity posters and programs; costumes to create, sets
to bu.ild, nervous stomachs as
the curtain rises, and loads of
FUN! To the W.S.U. Summer
Theatre-15 years also shows
that they've "come a long way
baby." And, yes indeed they
have progressed!
Originating in 1963 under the
directfon of Dick Welsbacher,
Summer Theatre was a smalltime operation which produced
a few productions during the
summer. Now, the interest in
theater has grown and so has
its agenda. Instead of approximately one play a month as in
1963, they have one delightful
production weekly for six
weeks.
Their 15th anniversary .season opened with "No, No,
Nanette"; a cheerful, delightful
musical written not to be
analyzed-only enjoyed·. Dick
Welsbacher said that this
Lady Audley's Secret

1920's musical was the 1ud The fifth show was directed
ence's favorite at the sea ;on by Audrey Needles and reclose.
volves around a case of mistakThe second producti 01 w en identity. Written by Oscar
"Table Manners," and WI Wilde, "The Importance of
directed by Joyce Cavarc zzi Being Earnest" is a delightful
W.S.U . Speech Professor T~ satire of the modes and
smash comedy hit by E riti! manners of the Victorian Era
playwright Alan Ayk b )U ~ when people concerned themview~ the ac_ti~ns of its c;.: ~r~ selves with trivial matters and
ters 1n the dmmg room. a~ ignored the important ones.
Manners" is one part of
"Lady Audley's Secret" was
triology titled "The Nc ·rna the final production of the
Conquests"-each of '' hi~ season. Cavarozzi directed this
views the character's actio( musical which has been desfrom different rooms ir U Cribed as the " 'SOAP' of the
house.
eighteen-sixties" because it
Next was "The Odd Co t pie combines bigamy, murder,
Directed by Welsbacher t~ arson and madness to create a
play shows two misma1chi bizarre, yet grand melodrama.
roommates and their co nio The combined efforts of the
life together. "The Odd : 01 directors, the company, aupie" was written by Neil S m~ diences and all those who
and is possibly his mo! t ~ involved themselves in
mous play due to the hit tell Summer Theatre made the
vision spin-off.
summer productions successThe fourth play of thesEaso ful. One thing, however, that
incorporated a bit of W'chl the theater troop would like to
State tradition by feat Jri~ see is a continuous increase in
Welsbacher and Cavaro;·:zi ) participation from the public.
the annual faculty produ c;tia Hopefully, through continuing
"Who's Afraid of Vi tgin means such as public service
Woolf?" employs a md dl spots on KAKE-TV, a greater
aged couple who release the number of people will become
anger and frustrations on involved and share in the fun
each other, making thei r o~ and excitement of Summer
lives miserable.
Theatre.
1

:No, No Nanett e
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Romeo and
Juliet
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University Theater presented
the love story of "Romeo and
Juliet" as its opening production
of the season. Directed by Joyce
Cavarozzi, associate professor
of speech communications and
theater, the Shakespearian work
drew large audiences for three
consecutive nights: October 12,
13, 14. The play was nearly
halted when Juliet (Terri Cramer) fell down a flight of stairs
during rehearsal two nights
before the scheduled opening.
The show continued as planned,
however, with a badly bruised
Cramer. Minor adjustments in
scenes were made to fit her
mobility.
The action of the play takes
place in Verona, Mantua. Marc

Reeves and Terri Cramer pia)
the two young lovers caug 1t i1
the center of an ancient f<mi~
feud between the Capulet~ an1
the Montagues. High poi n ts o
interest in the production · veri
the dueling scenes, ch t reo
graphed by Bob· Garre\ t, I
former Olympic fencer wh1
presently teaches fencin ~ a

wsu.

The love story of Romec ani
Juliet is~ of course, consi derel
one of the great classics o :
English theatre. This story
young lovers whose lo"'e
doomed touches even mo .::1
audiences with the same irr
thCit audiences experie ·1
hundreds of years ago.

The second major production
of the 1978-79 season for the
University Theater was "Traveler Return." This production
made its debut as the first
original script written by a
student to be performed as a
major WSU play.
Marthena Karalyfalvi, a graduate student in communications
is the playwright. She assisted
her husband Bela Kiralyfalvi,
Associate Professor of Speech,
with the directing of the play.
According to the Kiralyfalvis,
"Traveler Return" is a complex
drama presented in a poetic
manner that deals with the inner
lives of people. The play centers
around a young girl, Ainie,
played by Sarah Stafford and her
veterinarian
husband
Doc,
played by John Tretbar. Ainie
enters into life with Doc, who is
60 years old, in an extended
family situation. She brings with
her many illusions about life
which are slowly destroyed by
her new family. Thus, she withdraws from life into catatonia.
The drama deals with the guilt
feelings of the family who are
provoked into reliving again
and again the series of events
which destroyed Ainie.
"Traveler Return" was first
written in 1976 as a project in a
WSU playwriting class. Since
then the author has continued
to work with the script through

the help of cnt1ques and the
actual staging and producing of
the show. Bela stated that the
resulting production was better
than was anticipated in the
beginning. The production was
especially beneficial in two
areas. First, the actors and
director had the unique opportunity of having the playwright
actually present. Secondly, the
playwright learned about her
play and the art of playwrighti ng
by participating and viewing the
production. Feedback on the
show was favorable.
Being an original script gave
"Traveler Return" the opportunity to be viewed by three
judges from the American College Theatre Festival. These
judges gave oral criticisms of
Kiralyfalvi's play which were
largely favorable. Judges from
the festival view many plays in
the central region of Kansas,
Missouri , Iowa, and Nebraska.
Any critical reactions to new
plays have generally been positive. The festival's greatest contribution to the health of American theater is that it fosters the
development of new playwrights in an atmosphere which
is free of those pressures of
commercial theater which frequently stifle originality, subtlety and the spirit of creative
experimentation.

Traveler
Return

Eccentricities of a Nightingale

Five Finger
Exercise
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University Theatre's production of " Five Finger Exercise" by
Peter Shaffer
powerfully
wrapped up mid-season for
W.S.U. Theatre.
Shown on three consecutive
nights, February 1-3, the title
drew many questioning glances
from the audience. Director
Audrey Needles commented
that the title "Probably referred
to the cultural theme and the
piano used throughout the play.
There were also five characters
which the title could be alluding
to."
Even though the title seems a
bit mysterious, the script and
production of "Five Finger
Exercise" was intense. Shaffer's
script is written with each line
holding many levels of strong,
hidden meanings. In a very
simple sense the drama deals
with the complexity of human
relationships. Conflicts and hidden emotions in members of the
Harrington family are drawn
into the open by a German
tutor, Walter. The tutor, played
by Ned Berry, acts as a catalyst to
bring about these self passions
and desires which betray the
fam ily members and nearly
destroy them.
The natural energy and tensiori through conflict displayed

by all five actors kept th e
audience with teeth clenched
and hands gripping the arms oi
their chairs throughout the
entire two-and-one-half hours .
Criticism from the local newspaper stated that "It is overwritten by half an hour, and it grow~
exceedingly tedious and belabored." Despite this viewpoint,
the play was well received eac b
night and the overall reactio n
was positive. Ms. Needles commented, "Yes, it is a talky play.
However, the actors did very
well by not letting the audience
feel the length, by holding thei r
interest. It is a very closel y
woven play and would nearly be
impossible to cut any lines in
order to receive the full im pact."
The rest of the cast included
Susanna Pitzer and Mike Stenze l
as Mr. and Mrs. Harrington. Ray
Wills was son Clive and Teri
Mott was the daughter, Pamela.
" It is a challenging play," said
Ms. Needles, "with a well written script by a fine playwright.
The number of levels present in
the play made it a challenge to
the student actors. The cast did a
fine job and we all enjoyed the
experience of working together."

March 1, 2, and 3, 1979
brought the University Theatre
production of "Eccentricities of
a Nightengale" by Tennessee
Williams. "Eccentricities... " is
Williams' own rewritten version
of a previous play entitled
"Summer and Smoke."
This was the fourth University
Theatre production and was
directed by Mary Jane Teall,
associate professor of speech.
"Eccentricities... " gets it title
from the fluttery, songbird
character of Alma Winemiller, a
woman of Glorious Hill, Mississippi. Alma is the nightengale
which by definition is a nightsinging bird; and . she is considered a bit eccentric by the
townspeople of Glorious Hill.
Tanya Stenzel played Alma who
is in love with John, the boy next

door. John, played by Dennis
Arnold, is a young doctor with
the problem of being dominated by his doting dragon of a
mother, played by Shari Childress. He doesn't return the love
that Alma shows for him.
Alma has to deal with this
rejected love, the harsh repression of her father Reverend
Winemiller, played by Ray Wills,
and the feelings of the townspeople. Eventually she escapes
her father's frustrations of failure, realizes John's rejection of
her love· and finds strength to
follow her instincts rather than
the conventions of the townspeople.
The other " Eccentrics" in the
cast were Marge Goering, Tim
Harrington, Jill Hinsicks, Anita
Hillin and Pete Rocha.

Readers/Ex peri menta.I
Theater:~
Student oriented, student
directed, and student produced are just three ways to
describe Readers Theater and
Experimental Theater. For seven and 17 years respectively,
these groups have existed on
campus solely for the benefit
and education of students.
They originated to provide
theater arts students with opportunities to become directly
responsible and involved in all
areas of theater production.
Readers Theater began as a
result of interest from students
in basic oral interpretation, and
Experimental Theater is involved in unconventional acting and staging rather than
interpretation. Both theaters
research, and produce scripts,
ranging from satire and the
Greek classics, to original
scripts. Generally they don't
produce modern plays or box
office hits, because these are
reserved for the University
Theater. Students in Experimental Theater are able to try
different approaches in directing , and adapting plays,

~~
1

II
I
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methods of staging and even
producing original scripts,
which allows for more creativity and originality. It's an outlet
for student ideas. Each year
there is a play writing contest
and entries from all over the
nation are received. Usually,
the winniny entry is produced,
but the second place w inner,
"Straw Man" was performed
this year.
Experimental Theater has a
large audience appeal. Generally they are well received and
draw an overall average of 80
percent capacity on all shows.
All financing comes from ticket
sales at the box office because
they have no allotted budget.
Audrey Needles, Associate
Professor of Speech, said that
Experimental Theater is "for
student development and educational purposes. It's a laboratory for students to try their .
wings."
' Student work in Readers
Theater involves working with
a wide field of presentation
forms. They use material not
adapted for the stage, and

adapt it to suit their purpo
first receiving permission f
the authors. The variety
forms used to present >
interpretations range fro rr i
dividual to group producti· •n ,
and employ visual aspects ik
slide series , or a narrator n I
ing the story while the ac
interpret. Readers Theater 1
a large appeal from studr
and audiences, accordin ~
Joyce Cavarozzi, Assoc
Professor of Speech . One
son for its large appeal is
story telling is the oldest f, '
of entertainment and com r 1
nication on a humanistic h vel
directly with the audier
Cavarozzi says, "We d
perform for the audience bLt
the audience." Readers Tt
ter has grown under Cavan
zi's supervision from one sp ·i
production in 1971 up to four
six yearly productions. Exp
mental Theater has grc wn
from one or two productio n ;
five over its 17 years of ex i
ence.

Dance
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On November 3, 4, and 5
W.S.U. hosted the Kansas
Dance Festival which featured
the Mid-America Dance Company, the University Dance
Company and Tau Sigma
Dance Ensemble of the University of Kansas, and the Kansas
State Dance Workshop of Kansas State University. The festival was held in the Miller
Concert Hall in Duerksen Fine
Arts Center. W.S.U.'s representation in the show was outstanding. The company was
highlighted in the opening
number with; Mary Le Johnson, Glenda Gates, Cindy
Gans, Mary Haverstadt, Melinda Iverson, Sterling Johnson,
Steve ,!;... Mannion, Alena Van
Ryn, ·Le' Williams, and Pat
Yeager all demonstrating their
dance skill. Other presentations included a dance selection to the music of Bydlo by
Tomita entitled Journey, ·Into
The Garden, and the finale
called Road Race.
Although the company oni y
performs twice during the year
(once in the fall , and a spring
performance), the company is
constantly rehearsing. Despite
all the time and work, the
people involved in the Company are dedicated to performing their art. A spokesperson
for the Dance Company mentioned, "The Company gives
you something to work for, a
feeling of accomplishment and
confidence in yourself.''

Ian
Matthews

david
gates
and

bread
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In the early evening mist < nd
cold night air, seemingly end ! ~ss
Iines of people stood at the.gc es
of Henry Levitt Arena on · 'le
night of November 11, 15' '8.
Joints were passed around I etween friends and allies, ca efully hidden from anyone v-. 10
looked, even vaguely, like a o •P·
Tension built as the crowd g r ! W
colder and more restless. At 1. st,
the doors were thrust open a 1d
the people trickled in, slowl ) at
first, but with steadily increas: 1g
speed until it was just a ma~s ve
mob of human beings carry. ng
others through the gatew 1y,
handing tickets to the attend a 1t,
and at long last, entering 11e
arena for ... David Gates a 1d
Sread!
The swarming crowd look ~d
like a fire drill at Studio 54. E;:; ch
person was unique and seve ·al
generations meshed togeth ~ r.
Over in the corner sat "Gra r dpa" with T-shirt clad "gra r dkids." To his left, "Mr. You 1g
Executive" was arms dista nce
from "Tomboy of the Yea f."
Towards the middle sat t e
typical college student and th e
elementary school dropout~ ut
despite all the differences, e ach

and every one of them had one
thing in common; anticipation
for the concert to begin.
Backstage, security guards sat
lazily by the dressing room
doors eating spareribs and
drinking coffee which an unknown person had generously
supplied for them. The night
was slow since the bands had
not yet arrived.
Roadies were on stage preparing the equipment for the
three hours ahead and doing
last minute repairs. Stage passes
were being checked and all
unauthorized persons were
prohibited from the backstage
area, much to the disappointment of a few dedicated fans
who waited patiently outside in
the cold for the band to make its
appearance.
Somehow the back-up band
had silently and discreetly
slipped into their designated
dressing room. This band was
lan Matthews, all direct from
England, with the exception of
one American from Los Angeles
who played lead guitar for the
group.
Jan Matthews was quite excited as well as nervous. The

present band had only been
together for four weeks, they
had been brought together by a
mutual associate for a concert
tour of England . Yet, their
progress was astounding. Jan
Matthews' first album called
"Stealin' Home" had already
entered the American top 100
with a bullet. The scheduled tour
had taken Ian Matthews through
the south and had continued
throughout the Midwest.
The closer the time for the
concert came, the more relaxed
the back-up band became. Each
of them was prepared to do
what they loved most : entertain
the audience.
Jan Matthews and joel Tepp
sat on a large equipment shipping crate in the hallway, talking
to everyone who walked by,
while Jan strummed his guitar.
joel said that the best ideas for
songs were made up by Jan five
minutes before a show when
there was absolutely no time to
do anything about them.
At exactly five minutes to
show time the band gathered
together as jim Russel;
drummer, tried to organize the
" boys" for one last picture

before they were to begin their
concert set.
On stage, a voice announced
the band, and Jan Matthews
made their debut in Wichita,
Kansas. Lights beamed upon the
six as their music filled the
arena. More joints were passed
around and those people who
had managed to sneak in their
bottles of whiskey ·sipped them
and then passed them around .
At nine o'clock the house lights
brightened and the band once
again disappeared backstage as
the roadies appeared on stage to
move the equipment.
Approximately fifteen min.Jtes later, the lights dimmed
and a voice announced loud
and clear, "Ladies and gentlemen, David Gates c;nd Bread!"
At once the music began and
the crowd went wild with excitement. Girls swooned,
screamed, and cried. As David
Gates rocked on, everyone's
attention focused on him and
every ear listened to the words
that he was singing. He was truly
a performer.
Backstage, following the concert, David Gates was quite a
different person. He dealt with

the public only through his own
personnel manager who only
dealt with the public with the
assistance of the concert promoter.
David Gates had set down his
own rules concerning publicity
of the concert. No backstage
photos, no interviews, no flash
bulbs, and pictures were only to
be taken during the first few sets
of the concert. Any additional
information about David Gates
or Bread could be received by
writing to the promotional
director in Colorado.
The concert, however, was
fantastic. Gates has plenty of
onstage personality and charisma, but once the stage lights are
turned off he became a stereotypical star of the rock world.
After the concert, David Gates
made a guest appearance at
"The Lift," a popular Eastside
disco, while members of: lan
Matthews returned to their
hotel for the traditional afterconcert party. The concert had
been successful, and the bands
took time to unwind before
moving on to the next town and
another one-night rock show.
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On Dec. 28, four bands got
together to play the Century II
Concert Hall, arid oddly
enough, none of them were
making a token midwestern
appearance to plug a new album.
The groups were Morning
Star, Grand Max, Missouri, and
Black Oak. The average ~ge of
the people attending this particular concert was between 15 and
16 years old. All the teenyboppers were out in force that
night. There were more CASE
tractor caps than cowboy hats
and the crowd flowed like cytoplasm.
·
Morning Star started the
concert off-literally-with a
bang. The crowd was fresh and
ready to rock. Morning Star
played dynamite harmony but
the base vibrated hard enough
to rattle your teeth out. The first
band out always has to "warm
up the crowd/' so Morning Star
warmed and rocked and played
generally well enough to get a
thunderous Bic lighter ovation
at the end of their set.
Following Morning Star was
Grand Max who were concerned far more with setting an
indoor sound level record than
they were with playing honest
rock. Susan described their
performance as "your basic
formula eardrum rupture" and a
lot of the people who beheld
the Grand Max performance
agreed. The band was both
uninspired and uninspiring. It
was the sort of performance that
gives noise pollution a bad
name.
Next up was Missouri. For
some unknown reason Missouri
gets booked as a warm-up act
for nearly every concert you
might care to name. Missouri
played at The Blue Oyster
Cult/Black Oak concert in December of '77 and kicked booty
all over the stage. For their '78
appearance with Black Oak they
were a welcome relief from the
previous band. Their music was
more enjoyable and they were
much more at home in front of
the audience. Missouri came in
like a lion and went out like a
lion ~oo.
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Finally, Black Oak took the
stage and played a bit over an
hour's worth of their own
special rock. jim Dandy, Black
Oak's lead singer, capered and
screamed and preached his own
gospel of love, rock, and drugs.
From the crowd reaction, it was
nice to see that a generation that
produced
Donny
Osmond
could appreciate the concept of
down-home "hot and nasty"
rock.
Among the hits Black Oak
performed for the crowd who
received them so warmly, were
"Rough Stuff is Nowhere," and
"jim Dandy to the Rescue" (the
latter, which is the band's signature song, brought down the
house). The band also played
cuts from their "Race With the
Devil" album as well as material
from several earlier albums.
jim Dandy screeched at the
crowd to tell them they were the
best audience in the world, and
that Wichita is the hottest rock
and roll city in the nation.
Naturally, the crowd ate it up,
and boomed their affection for
the group in volumes louder
than even the blown out, overdriven, heavy metal music could
achieve.

jim Dandy

As soon as word got out that
the Ozark Mountain Daredevils
would be playing the Cotillion,
and that only 2,000 tickets would
be available, the tickets disappeared like frost in june. The
Daredevils may even tie Steve
Martin for being the quickest
concert to sell out in Wichita in
'78.
It was announced that Ozark
Mountain had come to Wichita
to do a special "thank-you"
concert for the overwhelming
response the group received
when they cut a live album in
Wichita months earlier. Whatever the reason, people stampeded to the Cotillion for the
concert.
The first of the concert was
bluesey, country, flatlands rock
music that Ozark Mountain
does so well. A more sophisticated pickin' and grinnin' ain't
likely to be seen in these parts
for a spell. The crowd slowly
worked themselves into frenzy.
Since the concert was sold out
long before the evening of the
performance, KFDI and Cowtown Productions made arrangements to play the final

hour of the concert on KFDI FM
radio. Hundreds of people who
missed buying tickets pulled
chairs close to the radio and
listened in with the rest of the
crowd.
When the concert came on
the air Randy Stevens, a singer
with the group, broke into a
new version of the old Red Foley

song "Satisfied Mind." The
Daredevils tried to mellow out
somewhat, but when they broke
into "jackie Blue," a song that is
possibly their biggest hit, the
crowd went back into frenzy
again. Next the band played a
series of cuts from the "Don't
Look Down" album, while telling the audience to "put on

your rock and roll shoes." With
that, they launched into a hard
jamming chorus of "If You Want
to Get to Heaven," and this time
there was no controlling the
crowd. They went wild beyond
belief. People swooned and
swayed.
And for just a little while,
2,000-plus people felt great.
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Shawn

Phillips
Shawn Phillips probably has
some of the most loyal fans in all
of musicdom. No kidding. Who
else would stand outside the
Cotillion in sub-zero weather,
pressed tighter than twelve in a
phone booth, waiting for the
doors to open (they opened
late), except a truly loyal fan?
One particularly militant young
man whose gruntled was dis
about the whole situation broke
ranks, ran up to a plate glass
window and beat his fists against
it for a good three minutes, but
most of the concert crowd was
as well behaved as could be expected and when the doors
finally did open people quickly
claimed their tables, bought
their beer and kicked back for
an evening of good old, noglitter-needed rock.
The beginning of the concert
was further delayed for a few
minutes due to an electrical
problem with the lasar light
show, but once the crowd was
indoors, out of the cold, no one
seemed to care. Shawn Phillips
wandered around before the
concert on the fringes of the
crowd, pausing to autograph
the cast on a girl's broken leg
with a borrowed felt-tip before
finally making his entrance as a
performer, walking from the
back of the room, playing
electric guitar hitched to a
power-pack on his belt.
Although
Phillips played
many cuts from "Faces" and
" Second CoQtribution," a good
portion of the concert was from
the " Transcendence" albu'f!tl.
Phillips explained to the audience that it was hard to
"remember 10 albums when
you ' ve smoked nine pounds of
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dope in your life." Throughout
the concert Phillips joked, told
stories and : held dialogues with
the audience.
Phillips played the concert
majestic, but simple, heavy and
fun. lasers flashed , smoke
mixed with purple spotlights
and the audience gave close to
undivided attention during the
entire performance. No long
lines at the concession stands,
just people sitting back enjoying
the music they came to hear.
For the grand finale, Phillips
brought out his double-necked
guitar and did a heavily electric
version of jimi Hendrix's "Hey
joe." The crowd went wild and
gave a standing ovation.

Steve Martin
Everyone living in America in
1978 who isn 't comatose or
extremely stupid knows Steve
Martin. He is this year' s " hottest
comedian of the decade." He is
one WHY -LLLLLLLLDDDDD
AND CRAY-ZZZZZZZZEEEEEE
KIND OF GUY!!!!!! , and despite
all the media-hype currently
surrounding him, he is twistedly
funny and a cult hero. In the fall
of '78 Steve Martin traveled
around the country on a "Wild
and Crazy Guy tour." The last
stop on the tour was the Kansas
Coliseum on Nov. 20, 1978.
Tickets to the Martin concert

sold faster than you could
possibly imagine. Well over half
were sold without any publicity
and people bought their body
weight in tickets to give or sell to
friends and to scalp for merciless
prices.
The fans of Steve Martin
didn't just come to the concert,
they prepared for it like a high
school play. The crowd was full
of people wearing arrowthrough-the-head joke shop
novelties, chains of balloons
around their necks, Groucho
glasses and noses, King Tut
headdresses, and other props

that Martin himself uses in his
stage show. Although cameras
were supposed to be prohibited
from the Coliseum during the
concert, many fans smuggled in
small cameras and had a wonderful time taking pictures of
each other before Martin even
appeared on stage.
The concert opened with a
short film about an absentminded waiter, starring Steve
Martin, Terry Garr (of Young
Frankenstein, and Close Encounters), a"!_d Bucky Henry (of
Catch-22, and Heaven Can
Wait). When Martin finally

appeared on stage live, the
ovation was tremendous. Martin opened by saying that he'd
"like to thank the decorating
committee for making this
beautiful theatre look so much
like a high school gymnasium."
Then he began making people laugh.
He put on his joke shop
arrow. He played his banjo, he
did material from his two albums, he sang " Granny's Song,"
he pranced around the stage in
bunny ears, he talked about
having his cat arrested for
embezzling, he told the latest
Hollywood gossip about Farrah
Fawcett, he did a skit about
being a drunk, he twisted animals and other shapes out of
inflated and non-inflated balloons, he spilled water on the
microphone and pretended to
be electrocuted, he juggled, he
did card tricks, and the audience
doubled over with genuine,
bust-a-gut, quaking, choking,
laughter.
The humor of Steve Martin
isn't the typical Woody Allen/
George Carlin/Richard Pryor
topical, issue-oriented humor
that · has been so popular in
recent years. It is more of a
throwback to burlesque or
ancient vaudeville. Slapstick.
Sight gags. Silliness in slavos that
leaves you off-guard and vunerable to the fact that he may be
making a fool of himself on
stage, but he's also pointing out
what fools the rest of us can be.
The grand finale and show
stopper was Steve Martin's
classic mock- ·rock song "King
Tut" with Martin in his wbite,
vested, medicine show suit and
his purple velvet Egyptian headdress. Frolicking all over the
stage, playing one lick on an
electric guitar, and smiling his
mock Dentyne commercial
smile, Martin gave the Kansas
audience an evening of bizarre
fun and uninterrupted laughter.
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he Nighthawks
& Dixie Dregs
If there is one thing you learn
going to concerts in Wichita,
is to appreciate the music of
atively unknown groups.
nee many well-known touring
rock shows don't play Wichita,
local rock fans develop apprecion for bands that aren't your
usual top 40's, west-coast-based
rockers. Case in point: The
Nighthawks Dixie Dregs concert
on Feb. 16, at the Cotillion.
The Nighthawks played first.
They did about an hour and
fifteen minutes of southern
rock, which included some
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Nugent
"My God," said Eddie as he
walked into the Kansas Coliseum for the Nugent concert,
"I've never seen more people
on acid in my whole life ... if
Woodstock was like this I can't
imagine why anybody went
home."
"You think this is something,"
said Lloyd as he stepped over
the limp body of a maxed-out
16-year-old, "you should see
how wild things will get when
the bads start."
Walking together, Eddie and
Lloyd went down on the floor to
see how close they could get to
the sta ge without being
crushed.
The concert was billed officially as Angel and Ted Nugent,
but the crowd was there for Ted
and Ted alone. Nugent is a
legend. They still talk about the
ime he played Kansas City and
che airport called the stadium to
complain about the noise. Nugent had been absent from
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Wichita for over a year and his
fans turned out in armies to see
the motor-city madman get
down.
Angel played first to warm up
the crowd. The crowd didn't
need it. By the time Angel had
played a few cuts from its
"White Hot" album, there were
already three fistfights, six possible O.D.s, and a strongarm scam
going on down on the floor.
Eddie and Lloyd moved up into
the seats, smoked a vintage,
three-month-old joint and waited for Nugent to come on.
He didn't disappoint them.
Nugent hit the stage like King
Kong coming off a hunger
strike. He did some cuts from
the "Weekend Warriors" album
and played the guitar so loud, so
hard, and so well that it nearly
brought tears to Lloyd's badly
crossed eyes.
In a break between songs
Nugent screamed at the audience, "You hear a lot of crap

these days on the AM rad i
The crowd expressed its supf:
for that statement. "You wan :
hear some rock and roll," ~ I
gent continued, "you come ·
Ted." By that time, Eddie was
his feet, screaming his lungs ' >
and shaking wildly.
Nugent went back into o
cert and did some cuts fr
" Cat Scratch Fever." At c
point Nugent removed ' h
guitar from around his ne
propped it up against the dr J
stand, backed off eight pac
dropped to his knees and bef
worshipping it.
The O.D.s increased drami
cally at that point.
Eddie and Lloyd said tl
everything went blurry at tl
point but they remember th
Nugent came back for th 1
encores.
After that, they don't
member anything that h
pened for the next three days.

songs from the "Live at the
Psychedeli" and "Jacks and
Kings," including some soft
songs, and standards such as
"Hound
Dog,"
"Jailhouse
Rock" and "Can't Get Next to
You." At one point an enthusiastic member of the audience
walked up to the stage and
stood in front of the lead guitar
player, mimicking his movements. Eventually, the guy did a
shuffle/side-step the entire
length of the stage front, and
then danced back over in front
of the guitar player who pointed

at him, causing the audience to
clap and cheer loudly.
The Nighthawks were called
back for an encore after they
finished their set.
In the time between when the
Nighthawks finished their last
song, and the time the Dixie
Dregs hit the stage, there was an
intermission giving everyone
enough time to wander around,
drain a few thousand beer cans,
and make huge pyramids of
empties on the tables. The
crowd was mellow, as break
time drew to a close and the

Dregs took the stage.
The Dixie Dregs played two
hours of their best music. The
guitarist and drummer jammed
powerfully on "Cruisie Control" from their "Free Fall"
album. They played well, and
played hard, and their last song,
"Disco Dregs," a parody of disco
music (the Dregs did their own
line dance on stage) drew
laughter and cheers from the
audience.

EDDIE'S LAST STAND

The WorstWeel~
of the Whole SemestE~I
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1don't know why I try to study
in this place. Every fifteen and
three quarters minutes, Lloyd
comes in the room to tell me
he's changing his major, or
quitting school, or running away
to Tibet, or some other nonsense. Felicia keeps calling to
tell me that she's gonna flunk
math and her "Mom will just
KILL" her. Jim dropped by
earlier this evening to gloat that
he doesn't have any finals until
Thursday, so he's going out
drinking tonight. He thinks he's
so damn funny. I hope he flunks
his German test. Anyone who
has had a 3.4 GPA at this school
since his freshman year is living
on borrowed time.
Benny sits there in the corner,
drinking the last of my coffee,
smoking my cigarettes like
there's a tobacco prohibition
coming at dawn, reading an old
Spirit comic book and telling me

what a great artist/ writer Will
Eisner was. You aren ' t much
help either. Do you realize how
ha rd it is for me to study with Joe
Walsh playing at notch twelve
on the stereo in the next room?
Why don't you make yourself a
gin and NyQuil and get a few
hours sleep? You really look
awful. Your face is chalk-white
and puffy. Your eyes are luminous red with badly d ilated
black specks where the pupils
used to be. You can't even keep
your chin up anymore. If you
don't go to bed I swear the next
time I see you' re sleeping face
down at your desk, I' m going to
put you in a huge Hefty bag and
leave you on Johnnie Darr' s
doorstep. Go on. Get out of
here. Your dragon-breath is
starting to fog up my digital
watch .
Geez. I've been staring at this
chapter so long all the words are
getting blurry. I'd better take a
break. If Benny will be kind

enough to let me smoke one of
my cigarettes, I'll hang this up
for awhile, kick back with a
Marlboro red, and then move
on to my poly-sci notes.

POPCORN AND DOOMTHRILL
Finals week is always eight
days of totally undeserved karma. Last week I sat right here,
resting, slouched back comfortably, my feet propped up on the
right hand corner of this very
desk, hands clasped behind my
neck, head tilted back, looking
up, trying to figure out how
Chris managed to make a salad
dressing smear on my ceiling.
The rent was paid, and aside
from the con·stant problem of
wondering where my next meal
was coming from, I didn't have a
single worry.
Suddenly the door burst open
and Lloyd came in with a Donald
Duck notebook and a bowl of
popcorn, and asked me if I still
had my economics notes from
last semester. Instantly the
doomthrill was upon me. Lloyd
never mentions school unless
it's finals week or unless he
wants to impress someone.
He also never makes popcorn unless he's studying
for something. Then he pops
up four or five pounds of
cheap-a popcorn, gets melted
butter all over the kitchen, and
starts munching like a madman
because he's too gutless to take
UJ-1 smoking, but still wants
something other than the end of
a pencil to stuff in his mouth.
From that moment to this I've
been paranoid of flunking finals. It's had a marked effect on
my usually lovable j)ersonality.
The moment Lloyd took my
notes and left the room I looked
back up at the salad dressing
stain and found a spider descending toward my desk on a
slender, single-strand web. I lit a
cigarette and blew the smoke
upward at the spider. He imme. diately sensed the animosity,
quickly climbed back up his
web, ran across the ceiling, and

disappeared under the light
fixture.
GUlLT IS AMERICA'S NUMBER
ONE PASTTIME
Yesterday I discovered that I
am the owner of three thick
notebooks containing doodles,
tic-tac-toe games, phone
numbers, notes written to Felicia when we sat next to each
other in minority studies, unfinished story ideas, notes reminding me to do all sorts of things,
and a few scattered notes taken
in various classes that are absolutely no help in studying for
finals.
Lately I've been swept with a
wave of guilt that would shame a
convicted Nazi war criminal. I
should have gone to algebra
more than twice a month.
Especially since it was a daily
class. I should have really read
"The Odessey" instead of just
the Cliff Notes and the Classic
Comics edition. I should have
spent at least as much time on
my research project as I did
going to movies, saloons, and all
night card games. All of my
" should have dones" are piling
up on me. I have run out of
tomorrows.
In a few days it will all be over.
When I come back for final
registration next semester I will
undoubtedly make the same
senseless and totally unrealistic
promises to myself that I made at
the beginning of this semester.
I'll tell myself that I'll really try to
keep up but I'll start backsliding
and before long it will be back to
familiar pagan college rituals. I'll
put in a few token appearances
in the hushpuppie jungle that is
the campus library, but I won't
stay long enough or study hard
enough to help much. I can't
work over there. I'm the kind of
person who needs occassional
distraction when I study. ..
Speaking of distraction, walk
across the hall and tell pizzaface if he doesn 't turn down that
stereo, I'm going to get out the
magnum and fill him so full of
lead that he'll leave pencil
marks when he sits down.
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Pomp or

Consequences
To be perfectly honest, the
only person who probably ever
really enjoyed graduation was
Dustin Hoffman. Graduation is
iike a wedding, ies an excuse for
family and friends to intrude
upon your happiness by throwing a huge ceremony that you're
expected to grumblingly enjoy.
Graduation is the reward you
get for enduring four or more
years of college: Taken in that
perspective, and considering all
yqi.J go througn for the coveted
"degree," graduating from college is like receiving the Congressional Medal posthumously. Yet, every May several
thousand anxious spectators
show up for the spring graduation ceremony to put gtaduates
through their firu~l paces. The
age-old game of "Pomp or
Consequences" is ~I ways playetf
with deadly seriousness, least
by your parents, whb, by the
time you're college age, wili lise
any reason they tan think of to
be proud of you.
Graduation is usually rougher
oh poor kids than it is on riCh
kids. if your parents never
graduated from college, they
will be more enthusiastic about
your graduation than if both
your mother and father graduated magna cum laude from
Harvard. However, if you are a

at

rich kid, you will have your own
share of problems during
graduation because rich families
set up their own geheraliy boring traditions to which you will
be expected to adhere.
The graduation cereniohy
itself seems calculated to be as
dull as humanly possible. lf
you've never attended a college
graduatibh imagine this: you are
sitting bn a Greyhound bl.Js,
rion-stop from Tulsa10klcihoma,
to liberal; Kansas, in the row
ahead of you are three kids
having continuou~ squirt-gun
fight, you're out of cigarettes,
gum, candy and YO\J don't have
a magazine to read, and sittirig
next to you is Nancy Kassebaum
explaining to you her philosophy of actio.n politics. If you
can picture dullness on that
level, you get a pretty fair idea of
the average college graduation
ceremony.
The last college graduation
ceremony I attended was when
my best friend graduated. At
the ceremony I was treated to
the pleasure of crossexamination by my friend's
parents who wanted to know,
among other things, wlien I was
going to cut my hair, get out of
school and start making some~
thing of myself. When the
ceremony started we had to

a

listen to a pseudo pep talk from
a retired math professor who
told the crowd not to worry that
80 percent of the graduates
probably wouldn't find jobs in
their fields of study (why do
graduation speakers always
have to talk about how bad the
job markets are? Nothing makes
you feel more like swallr>wing a
Drain-0 cocktail than having
someone tell you on your
graduation day how improbable
it is tliat you'll ever find work.)
because just going to college
was a rare honor arid a privilege
and anyone who realiy wants a
job and future can firid one,
because that's cine of the great
things about America.
Nobody believed that speech;
least of all the people graduating.
Following the ceremony, my
friend and I made plans to tour
the campus one last tinie together. We wanted to visit the
classrooms that my friend spent
so many hours iri. We wanted to
look at the bumper sculptures
one more time. We wanted to
get misty-eyed nostalgic about
times we would never have
together again. We wanted to
go past our favorite college
saloon and talk about old conquests and failures.
No such luck.

His parents made n1m pose in
cap and gown for a series of
ludicrous, badly out-of-focus
pictures for the family photo
album. Then we went to one of
those terribie family restaurants
with electric magenta upholstery, got falling-down sober
and listened to an army of my
friend's uncles give him advice
on how to run the rest of his life.
Graduation day is an important day in the life of all coilege
students, and each must measure that day in his own way.
1n your college career there will
be niuch that you will fondly
remember and much that you
will spend years trying to forget.
You will set up your own
lifestyle, your own goals and
your own traditions, which may
not be consistent with all the
things that family and friend!·
expect of a college graduate,
but the importance of that day is
a deeply personal experience
for everyone who struggles in
the ultimate paper chase.
Sometimes your patents and
even your best friends ·~an't
Jnderstand that.
But, then, a great many people can't grasp the concept of
non-traditional traditions.

J
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University

Colleg ~e

"We are a service group to
serve students. Our job is to
help students get a good start
academically and personally
and send them on their way,"
said Dr. David McFarland,
Dean of University College.
Getting off to a good start
included academic advising
and c.ounseling. There were
several ways that U.C. accomplished this, one was the Early
Alert system. Through Early
Alert, faculty members contacted U.C. about students who
were having problems or had
been missing too many classes
and U.C. contacted the students. With Early Alert, counselors tried to work out problems, or withdraw the students,
whichever seemed the best
solution. Dropping out without
withdrawing was virtually eliminated. Also, to help in the
counseling program, new people were hired, one with the job
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of getting freshman advising
into high gear.
Publications by U.G. were
getting more time because they
became more widely known.
These publications included:
Commencement One, (the
orientation handbook), the
check sheets for each major
and minor, and the Handbook
for Acaoemic Advisors. The
Commencement One was noted as the best resource material on the university and was
used by many high school
counselors and other universities. The type of check sheets
used were probably unique to
W.S.U. McFarland ventured to
say: "I don't think there are any
other universities in the country that have all their check
sheets in the same format. If
there are, they are very few."
Finally, the Handbook for Academic Advisors was billed by
ACT as one of the best in the

country. Calls were received
almost daily from other universities for the handbooks.
These publications help students plan their own schedules
and allowed more time for
counselors to help students
with speciai problems.
University College's main
point of contact with students
was orientation. Creativity was
almost essential to orientation
because "it was difficult to tell
people in advance about what
they would need," said McFarland. Another special service of
U.C. was a selection program
for students who had been
dismissed from W.S.U. or other
universities. They came in all
age groups, but all of them had
failed once. It was a high risk
group, which U.C. worked with
on a weekly basis, but success
rate was 88 percent.
A new addition to U.C. was
the Coordinator of Life/Career

Planning. Mary Joan Ferlini
was in the new position and her
job
was to study programs
I .
.
needed to help high school
seniors and incoming freshmen have a better idea of what
they wanted out of college and
life. Hopes were to see spinoffs from Life/Career Planning.
Something what was expected
were workshops for high
school seniors so they could
get their acts more together by
orientation.
Change was a common word
around U.C. because they were
there to meet the needs of new
students. The future saw more
flexibility in services to day,
night, and weekend students.
"We want students to act on
their own life instead of waiting
around for someone to do
things for them," commented
McFarland.
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College of
Business Administration
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"We'd like to have the best
College of Business in the state
of Kansas," said Dr. Douglas
Sharp, Dean of the College of
Business Administration.
He explained: "It is important
to define what you want to do,
how to do it, and then go about
doing it." For a couple of years,
the mission of the College of
Business was in a redefinition
stage and four primary objectives were developed. First was
the "teaching mission" which
offered programs, developed
updates in curriculum and
provided professional competence in all aspects of administration. Second, there was the
objective to contribute to the
advancement of knowledge.
Third, the college served as an
information and research centertothe community, state and
region. Finally, the college
sought to foster a mutually
beneficial relationship with the
business and professional
community.
In accordance with these
goals, the College of Business
had many programs that interacted with the community
and several new programs
that were under investigation .
The Small Business Institute Program and the Legal Assistant Program involved students with businesses in the
community. Also, the college
was working to improve its position as a research and information center for the region.
New for the college was the
Aviation Management Program,
which was a formal major. It

involved classes and internship, (the internship being
optional). Along with the new
major, a new director, Howard
Piper, was appointed to run the
program.
As for the future, Sharp
predicts: "I would see the
Business School as a very
viable and sizeable part of the
university. There is good potential for an increase in the
size of the Business College."
He has hopes of a 5 percent
yearly increase in student enrollment. Enrollment has been
up for two years and with many
new programs under investigation, there will be more aspects
of business to interest students. There were several programs with good starts-The
School of Accountancy, a
statewide Small Business Institute Program, and an Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Management Program . The
School of Accountancy proposal had passed the Business College faculty and was
under university consideration.
It is planned as a five-year
program, beginning in a student's senior year, continuing
two years, and finishing in a
Master of Accounting. Then,
there will be seven universities
and colleges , including Wichita
State, which are working on a
statewide Small Business Institute Program. The program has
not yet been approved, but was
under consideration in a federal committee due to its requisition of state funds. It will also
require, as Sharp put it, "get-

ting our act together on final
details. "
Under active consideration
was the Entrepreneurship and
Small Business Management
Program . Some classes had .
been implemented and the
program was fully outlined, but
whether or not it will become a
formal major was still to be
determined.
Other programs which look
to be a part of the future of the
Business College are: a major
in Public Management, (which

will involve cooperation between the Business and Political Science departments), a 3-2
MBA program, courses dealing
with fast food services and their
administration, traffic management and insurance. Expansion is the word of the future for
the College of Business Administration. In order to keep
up with the world of business
and students who want to
explore that world, additions
will be needed in curriculum
and faculty.
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Accounting was working on
their School of Accountancy
proposal which had passed all
reviews except that of a general
faculty assemblage, expected
to be only a formality with
passage certain, and the Board
of Regents. The proposal was
essentially built upon a 3-2
concept. This meant the student would enter the graduate
school in accounting after
three years of preparation and
remain in the school for two
years. The student would graduate with a Masters of Accounting. Upon acceptance of the

proposal, there will be some
modification of the four-year
accounting degree, which will
reduce the required accounting courses from 27 to 15 hours
and raise electives from 6 to 18.
If a student elects, he can get
the same degree. According to
Fred Soper, chairperson of the
department, "The five-year
program will not phase-out the
four-year degree, because we
will always have people who
are not after the most presitigious kinds of positions, but
are going into public accounting."

The department has been a
growing one, and Soper expects the trend to continue. He
says it can cause some frustration, however, to have an
expanding program in a situation where financial resources
ta the university are not expanding. Soper feels that the
future for accountants will also
be an expanding one. The
government will have an influence on that, with the passage
of bills requiring more paperwork in funds allocation. Also,
there is the expectation of tax
payers for a greater accounta-

bility of funds being spen by
the government. It is estim <ted
that 15 percent of govern rr ent
money is mismanaged or ~ t ol
en . According to Soper, " r he
demand for accountants is
faced with almost an ex .Iosian." There will be great r( ~ m
for growth and upgrading j )bs
as the need for upgrading s; ills
and competency is grov :ng
rapidly. "No matter what W( do
here, all we've done is ~ art
people on a lifetime of ed L ~ a
tion for training and upgrac ng
skills," Soper said.

Administration

Accounting

Aviation Management, Marketing, Finance, Management,
Production, Real Estate, Personnel, and General Business were
all new majors implemented in
the Administration Department.
Dr. Carl C. Nielson, Chairperson
of the department, said the
department was growing in
student credit hours at about
seven percent per semester. He
felt this was due to students '
recognition of limited job opportunities in other fields, and
their choosing to major in business.
The major in Aviation Management was the first program
of its kind to be announced by
an accredited business shool in
the United States. Nielson said
he believed that a few other
colleges have added a program
in the field, but W.S.U. was the
first to announce the addition.
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He expects the next new major
to be in Entrepreneurship and
Small Business Management.
When students return to
school next fall, they will find
that minors will be available for
all the Administration major
areas. There has been a big
demand for minors in the past,
but there were no formal business minors other than Economics and Accounting.
Administration 's objective is
to excel in all of the major areas
with emphasis in particular
programs in certain areas. Those
programs include Entrepreneurship, Aviation Management and Real Estate.
Most critical to the department, for the future, is more
faculty. Physical faci'lities are
already overcrowded and more
space and more faculty are
needed to meet student growth.

However, money and Regents'
approval are necessary elements
to implementing needed additions. For new majors, Nielson
sees good growth potential in
Aviation Management and in
Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Management, when it
becomes available as a major
emphasis.
Nielson sees many possibilities for joint majors with other
departments in other colleges,
but again, there is the problem
of meeting an increased student
load with faculty. 1 he department wants to be outstanding
with respect to the quality of
faculty and their efforts toward
undergraduate and graduate
instruction, as well as keeping
current, and continuing their
rapport with the local business
community.
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Business
Education

" Business, both for persons as
consumers and for persons as
producers, is a dominant force
in the life of all people," said Dr.
Margaret Jantze, Chairperson of
the Business Education Department. "The Department of
Business Education assists in the
education of persons for consumer competence as well as
competence in the areas of
specialization offered by the
department-skills, etc.," she
added.
Other aims of the department
include the assistance of students in acquiring a general
education and in acquiring

vocational skills in secreta1ial
science and business tead :er
education.
The major event of the yt ar
was the Annual Business Edu·. ation Seminar on October · 8,
in the CAC Ballroom.
Jantze sees the future as
opportunistic. She says tl at
secretaries, especially th< )e
with shorthand skills, ::tre in
great demand. " Salaries < re
excellent and benefits < re
good," jantze comments. Tht re
are more jobs available th m
there are people to fill the n.
According to Jantze, it looks as
though this trend will conti nr 2.

Economics

Economics is a changing
department. The department
tries to modify courses as
students and society changes,
as economics seems to be
involved with virtually every
facet of society.
As an illustration to this,
there are several courses which
have been added in the past
year which involve economics
as it is directly related to
society's problems. These
courses include: Economics of
Poverty, which is a revived
class from two or three years
ago; Economics of Energy;
Economics and Health; and
Economics of the Aged, which
is required of all Gerontology
majors. Dr. R.B . Haydon , Dist.
Prof. of Economics, says the
department is staying at a high
level of enrollment and that the
department is strengthening its

emphasis on dedicated teaching to see that students succeed in the classroom, which
will later help them succeed in
the field. "When the employment situation is tighter, students are trained here for
providing a skilled labor resource," explained Haydon.
"Companies don't have to train
them, and the companies can
see themselves getting their
money back on that employee
immediately." Dr. G.W. Mi ller,
prof. of econom ics, feels the
department needs to impress
upon students that society
changes so much that education does not end at graduation. "We are only beginning ·
students on a lifetime of learning," says Miller.
Miller sees the department
opening more classes to benefit adult and elderly students

in the future. He also expects
technology to affect the economics discipline in the future .
"Computers and other advanced techniques can fail
miserably unless problems and
analysis are carefully thought
out," comments Miller. "Computers should be used by social
scientists rather than computer
technolog ists, because this
can make a difference in the
validity of the final material,"
continues Miller. Haydon sees
the department continuing its
strength in the area of research.
Linda Graham , instructor in
economics, predicts in the
special area of research which
is economics and the elderly ,
that social security will not
exist as it does today. Its
organization and distribution
will have to change because

the average age of the American population is increasing .
This means that there are less
people coming along to finance social security. People
will need to realize that they
have to save on an individual
basis because social security
can't provide financial security
after retirement. Age will
change the whole American
scene by the year 2000, according to Graham, and this will
have a great economic impact
in many areas of society.
In general, Miller states, " In
twenty years, society as we
know it may be unrecognizable." Whatever happens to
society will affect economics,
since the two areas are dependent on each other.
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Marcus Cent•'r

"Wherever people may be in
their education, Continuing
Education helps them get
where they want to be," explained Mrs. Helen M. Crockett, associate dean of the
Division of Continuing Education.
The Division of Continuing
Education was unique in the
Regents System. While other
universities' Continuing Ed .
divisions were limited to coordination of primarily offcampus credit courses and
active non-credit programs,
W.S.U. also had an academic
program. Approximately 1800
students per semester were
enrolled in the academic sector
of Continuing Ed. The division
was responsible for coordination of off-campus and media
credit courses·, as well as
far-reaching non-credit general and professional programs.
Evening and weekend classes were supplied by the
departments and colleges.
There had been an increase in
these classes over a five-year
period, but for the current year,
growth was seen in the media
and off-campus credit courses.
Weekend University courses
were newest to the division and
were becoming more representative of the total courses
offered. The trend was to
expand scheduling on Saturdays and Sundays, and urging
the colleges to commit more
faculty.

Three non-credit programs
were operated through Continuing Education-the Center for
Management
Development,
the Marcus Center, and the
Center for Continuing Health
Education. In the Center for
Management
Development
about 40 different activitie&
were conducted pertaining to
middle management, supervisory, and secretary level persons. The Marcus Center (the
adult, non-credit facility) , employed the instructional resources of the Fine Arts and
Liberal Arts colleges in serving
approximately 2000 people in
30 programs. About 40 programs went through the Center
for Continu ing Health EducaLiberal Arts colleges. About 40
programs went through the
Center for Continuing Health
Education, which had the responsi bi Iity of non-e red it activities for professional/practicing people in the health
professions. According to Petree, the non-credit student
body was probably almost as
large as the students getting
credit for their classes.
One thing that pleased the
division was the modification
of the Senior Citizen tuition
waiver. The modification permitted attendance of courses
for credit on a space available
basis for students age 60 or
over, where the age used to be
65.
"It was very gratifying 'to us to _see _this oppor:.-

tunity extended," commented Crockett. "We feel it's
important that people are all
living longer and should continue learning all the way
through."
Petree predicts that if the
past five-year trend holds,
there will be a general upward
trend of students in Continuing
Education. He explains: " It's
not inconceivable to see 25002700 Continuing Education
students on campus. Given the
opportunity and the resources,
the evening program could be
as big as the day program as it
is now defined." Both Crockett
and Petree see the age increase
as having a great deal to do
with growth in Continuing
Education.
Statistics have
shown a 6 percent increase in
population 30 years old or over
since 1973, and predictions are
for a dramatic increase in that
figure between now and 1990.
Another factor that will affect
Continuing Ed.'s future is the
early retirement trend where
people change careers at age
40 or so. According to Crockett, this "has some real implications because these people are
very serious and very excited
about their career change."
Program options at Weekend
University should grow as
should on-campus options to
do some experimental things in
respect to education.
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Marcus Cente1r
for Continuing Educatior1

"We are here to promote lifelong learning by providing
courses, seminars, and workshops which provide personal
and/or professional growth to
adults on a credit-free basis,"
explained Dr. Jack Shannon,
director of the Marcus Center
for Continuing Education. The
Marcus Center provides an
identifiable 'home' for the
adult, part-time students who
comprise the majority of students at this urban university.
The Marcus Center is a selfsupporting facility, which caters to the adult, part-time
student. Rooms in the building
are rented for classes, seminars, and workshops. People
who attend the activities pay
fees to cover rental and other
expenses incurred.
Courses and programs offered during the year by the
Center were largely spontaneous. Some courses were
planned and published at the
beginning of the semester, with

th~

foreign language and music courses being the most
popular.
Not all programs, though,
were developed by the Marcus
Center staff. Sometimes a
faculty member would bring a
workshop proposal to the center, and the staff would determine its "marketability" and
budget. If the program looked
promising, brochures were
printed to advertise the program. Other times, an idea was
all that was presented, and, on
a few occasions, someone from
the community would express
a desire for a program or offer
to teach.
Some of the courses offered
were color photography,
creative writing, marriage enrichment training, ballroom
dancing, world religions, China today, and German. Also
presented was a series of
workshops on the Individual
and Society, which dealt with
how an individual works with

rules and other things that
restrict freedom. However,
Shannon said, "It's a real
guessing game as to the marketability of programs." Besides regular courses and programs held in the Marcus
Center, NCR used the building
as a site for meetings and
Cessna ran training programs
there.
Approximately 26,000 people took advantage of what the
Marcus Center offered
throughout the year. According to Shannon, that was probably the limit the center could
handle. "We have grown remarkably well and fast due to the
leadership and support of the
university," he said.
Much of the work in the
Center was divided between
Shannon and Mrs. Dorothy
Harmon, assistant director.
Shannon handled program
proposals, budgeting, and liaison between non-credit and
credit facilities, and some

teaching. Harmon dealt with
scheduling and seeing that
Center activities were running
smoothly. Yet formality was
absent because of the smallersized staff running the center.
Seeing what lies ahead,
Shannon explains, "With the
apparent decline in undergraduate enrollment, and increasing interest by working adults
in opportunities for Continuing
Education on a non-credit
basis, the future looks bright."
He would like to see a larger
facility, with a residential center, and food services. In addition, the staff would h.ave to be
increased. Also feasible is a
downtown office where activities could be offered which
coincide with lunch hours of
working adults. "More staff,
more space, more programs to
serve more people," is what
Shannon envisions in the future for the Marcus Center.
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'Corbin Center

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"One thing that makes us tary Science Departme n s.

College of
Education
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different is that we're very field
oriented and our students have
lots of opportunity for experiences in schools and clinics
due to our location, " explained
Dr. Leonard M. Chaffee, Dean
of the College of Education.
The College of Education
made good use of the community resources available to
them .
Faculty
members
worked with area school districts and other educationally
related agencies. The Educationa! Field Services Office
coordinated activities in the
field from students and faculty.
A lot of work was done within
the schools on problems and
situations which faced the
schools. Many Wichita Educators helped at W.S.U. by speaking in classes and helping in
practicum situations for Education students. A new program in this area-the School
Study C ouncil-was implemented in the Spring of 1978.
The Council worked with 35
school districts in and around
Wichita to make elementary .
and secondary schooling more
effective and to raise the professionalism of teachers.
Another way in which the
College of Education differed
was the inclusion of Logopedies, Physical Education, Industrial Education, and Mili-

"We're much broader than me st
Colleges of Education," st£ ted Chaffee. "We offer the prer aration of people for soc 11
service-type positions wh i' h
include the schools, recre ltiona! , and industrial fields. "
There will also be a
continued emphasis on ta ing the College's activiti ~ s
into the field. He also expects a
re'-designing of course delive1'I
systems and efforts to get awe: 'I
from the semester cours· ·.
Impacting heavily on thefutu r 3
of the College will be a ne v
flexibility in the way coursEs
are delivered, with a continue j
emphasis on the use of tecl nology, TV, and compute! s
instructionally. Also for tr 3
future, Dean Chaffee wou l j
like to have more resource 3
and improved facilities.
"Broadly, our mission was t >
prepare persons at both th l
pre-service and in-service le\ ·
els for a variety of soci<I
service-type positions. Alsc ,
within that, we have to includ l
the business of producin· 1
research and fulfilling th · ~
service function . We have re ·
sponsibility in research, servic 3,
and programs or instruction. A ll
our reason for being is to
help students," philosophized
Chaffee.
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Industrial
Education
The Department of Industrial
Education emphasizes both
teaching and industrial technology to students interested in the
area. Opportunities in teaching
are available and opportunities
in industry can give students a
challenging future in either
production, service or supervision.
Industrial Ed. also offers several
visual
communication
courses to develop student
proficiency in preparation,
communication, evaluation of
communications systems, study
of communication problems,
and choice of media. Department Chairperson Dr. Edgar
Webb feels that students should
be given a curriculum which will
allow them to pursue career

70-departments

objectives. Courses offered in
any related departments can be
used for credits in an Industrial
Education major. Most Industrial Ed. courses prepare students in the actual construction
of plastic, wood, metal, mechanical and electrical projects.
In lower level courses students
are taught the roles industry
plays in modern society. Directed studies make it possible for
students to understand the
specifics of their chosen Industrial Ed. fields.
The department operates
with six full time instructors and
176 majors. This includes three
labs: the powered energy lab,
the materials and processes lab,
and a lab for the study of visual
communications.

"I'm a very humanistic kind of
person and I feel that concern
for people is very important,"
said Dr• .Oick Watson, chairperson for Instructional Services.
Watson, appointed last year
to the position of Chairperson,
uses a Christian philosopny in
working with faculty and students. He said, "We have an
obligation to be more than just
humane in the way we deal with
students. Genuine concern
affects students in dropping
and adding courses, problem
appeals, and how classes are
conducted. To me it is very
central to what we are trying to
do."
"We are uniquely able to
provide these programs in an
urban setting in Kansas," explained Watson. He added that
75 to 80 percent of graduate
teaching students did their
field training and practice
teaching in the metropolitan
area. Also, there were alternative schools such as Metro, in
which students had the opportunity to teach.
"Our biggest feature now is
that we are attempting to
emphasize courses and programs," said Watson. Before a
student is accepted into the
department. he has to have a
2.25 overall grade point average ana pass tests m grammatical English and basic math .
This is a modification of the
screening process previously
used. Also, before a student

can practice teach, he t1as to
achieve a 2.5 g.p.a. in basic
education courses. Another
change to improve the department was the addition of a
series of courses to improve
teacher proficiencv.
Instructional Services was
also involved in supporting
local school districts in improving the quality of their instructional work with elementary
and secondary students. A
four-course series was added
to the department for the
purpose of helping elementary
teachers become better reading teachers. Also, with the
development of more middle
schools around the Wichita
area, special efforts were made
to help those teachers become
more proficient in organizing
and presenting curriculum.
Watson sees changes in the
future that will relate more to
the preparation of teachers. He
explained, "It used to be that
students would be advised to
get a teaching certificate or
degree in case they couldn't
get into their chosen profession. Now we are paying more
attention to the practicing
teacher and are moving more
to the training of teachers."
He feels strongly about the
future of teacher traming. "Our
current program and staff are
important and current," Watson said. "Our programs are
increasingly in demand by
teachers and school districts.

Instructional
Services
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The Department of Logoped- partment of Speech and
ics at Wichita State University Science. It was located on the
is one of four in the state that fourthfloorof,Jardine Hall. After
instructs both graduate and a move to what is now the
undergraduate students in KMUW radio station, LogopedSpeech Pathology and Audiol- ics moved to its present locaogy. The word \ "Logopedics," tion at 2204 Jardine Drive. This
literally translated,
means . location is n'early one mile off
"straightening of the word." campus. However, in the near
Students in this field work with future, the department is lookspeech, language and voice ing forward to a move back
disorders of children and onto campus to the basement
adults; thus, they "straighten of the Life Sciences building.
words. " Over 50 courses are Moving bact< on campus will be
offered through Logopedics in beneficial, according to Dr.
the areas of Speech and Lan- Graham, Chairperson of Logoguage Pathology and Audiol- pedics, because it will increase
ogy.
interaction with other departThe Logopedics Department ments. Logopedics is presently
began in 1933, under the De- established in the College of

Education and receives administrative support from the
college. It offers B.S. , M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees and is one of
two such departments which
can offer a Ph.D. at W.S.U.
Nearly 200 students are enrolled in Logopedics. They
study how to analyze and treat
problems in articulation, stuttering, voice and language
development, as well as deal
with • stroke and cerebral
palsy victims.
A large part of students'
training in Logopedics is received at the Institute of Logopedics, locatednearby, public
schools, nursing homes, various aircraft industries and

four major hospitals in Wichit 1.
Clinical training is also r•Jceived in a small clinic locat~ d
within the department.
Work at the W.S.U. Speec 1,
Language and Hearing Clinic s
done by graduates worki r g
towards a Masters Degre ~ .
which is needed to work professionally. Under close supe 'vision of faculty members, tt' e
graduates treat an average nf
50-60 clients per semester and
charge minimal fees. This cli r.ic provides graduates with t he
opportunity to see a variety of
problems in people of all ages
as well as supplementing their
Logopedics course work.

A professional organization
available for graduate or undergraduate students interested in the field of Speech
Pathology and Audiology is the
National Student Speech and
Hearing
Association .
N.S.S.H.A. was organized to
promote interest in Logopedic
fields and also provide opportunities for students to benefit
from hearing lectures by guest
speakers.
During the year
many
speakers were brought in and
panel discussions were held.
N.S.S.H.A. members began in
September by having an informal , "get-acquainted" picnic
for all members and faculty. At
Christmas it held a caroling
party for the ch ildren housed in
the various fourplexes on the
L-~.;;;;;;;;...__ __. Logopedics ground. The Asso-

ciation brought the year to a
close with its annual Seminar,
at which it invited guest
speakers from the Logopedics
field.
According to Dr. Wesley
Faires, an instructor of the
Logopedics Department, the
W.S.U. chapter of N.S.S.H.A.
began in the early 1950's as a I
branch of Sigma Alpha Eta.
Membership includes all I
students in the field of Speech
and Language Pathology and
Audiology so a student doesn't
need to be enrolled in the
Logopedics Department to join
N.S.S .H.A.
, Two of the foremost goals for
the National Student Speech
and Hearing Association are to
study communication behavior
and continually serve the peo- 'I
pie in the community.

1

Military Science
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"We try to -be, and we are,
very student-oriented. This is
sort of a home where students
can come for help and advice
when they can't seem to get it
anywhere else," stated Lt. Col.
Paul Vader, Chairperson of the
Military Science/ROTC department.
Military Science is a course
that teaches students about the
defense structure of America.
Vader explained, "It's important that students know about
the defense structure of their
country by taking a proper,
balanced look at it."
There is no military obligation until the student has completed the first four cr·edit
hours, and then, if the student
l decides he or she desires, a
contract to serve in the Regular
or Reserve Army is signed.
Many students, however, just
take the freshman and sophomore courses and never continue.
"ROTC programs across the
nation train about-85 percent of
all the officers who lead our
armed forces ," Vader pointea

The Department of Personnel
Services is an evening and
weekend program with a total
graduate enrollment. It offers
M.A. degrees in three major
areas,-as!wellasta\Ph.'D'in·collaboration with the University of
Kansas, and a Specialist degree
in education. A Specialist degree is an intermediate degree
in counseling and student personnel, which requires 30 hours
beyond a Masters degree. The
three areas in the department
are: the School of Psychology
Program for teachers and counselors wishing to become school
psychologists: the Couf!seling
Program for teacher_s wish in~ to
become counselors; and the
Educational Administration Program for teachers wishing to
become principals.
Personnel Services became a
state institution in 1964, and has
grown greatly since then. It
has approximately 300 stu·
dents enrolled in the programs
and 11 faculty members. Two
new members in the department were Dr. Claradine johnout. "This national commi1·
ment to procuring officers fror 1
what are basically civilian sour ·
ces insures our protection fror :
armed forces staffed with 'mi li
farists ,' " he added.
The military, says Vader, i .
the only place where equal pa· ·
for equal work is guaranteed tc'
females. Approximately one ·
third of the past year's 331J
students were female. Student .
represented every college anc
almost every department or
campus. "ROTC does not re
quire a specific major, but '
student must have a degree
and it doesn't matter if it's ir
basket weaving or physics,'
commented Vader.
With the voluntary draft
and, given no major crisil
in the world, Vader see:
enrollment levelinq of
during the next five years; he
expects the department to have
300 to 500 students. The Mil·
itary Science/ROTC Depart·
ment will relocate in the ne\\
physical education building
when it is completed.

son , former Principal of Wichita
High School East; and Dr. Timothy Hartshorne, from the
University of Texas. Department
Chairperson Dr. J. Rex Douglas
commented that " We a!e extremely pleased with both ·of
our new faculty members, each
is a positive addition to our
staff."
A primary project the department dealt with was the South
Central Kansas School Study
Council. This council is a cooperation of 40 area schools engaged in joint curriculum planning and developing programs
for kindergarten through
twelfth grades.
Prospects for the future of the
department rest on the acceptance of three proposed grants
from the school board. One of
these grants will be used to
develop special programs for
school dropouts. Personnel Services anticipates the acceptance
ofthese!grams ,' Wh ich1Wi lfenable
them to p1 omote various programs in the department.

Personnel
services

I

.I .
I

Physical
Education
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Although they are forced to
endure the burden of "dumb
jock" stereotypes, Physical Education majors do more than sit
around in sweat suits trading
bubble gum cards. The P.E.
department teaches a number
of skills to P.E. majors which
include emphasis in health,
coaching, and recreation. Graduate courses consist of more
specialized curriculums such as
sports administration.
There are more than 200
majors for people interested in
the Physical Education field.

Courses in Phys. Ed. range fror 1
fencing to frisbee to skiing. Th !
P.E. department is current! '
Henrie: 1
headquartered
in
Gymnasium, but in the 78-7 1
school semester the Universit •
finalized plans for a new facilit ·
to be built for sports and recrea .
tion on campus. Aside fro r. ,
Henrion Gym, students can als•,
receive exercise and training a :
the six W.S.U. tennis courts, th :
Henry Levitt Arena weigh
room, and Duerksen fine art ,
center where dance courses ar•
taught.

The Reading Center
Any college student realizes
the value of well-developed
reading and comprehension
skills. However, many students
within the public school system
have not developed their abilities to read for many reasons.
The Reading Center, located
at the Community Education
Center on north Chatauqua,
helped minimize the extent and
number of people with poor
reading skills. It was under the
College of Education and ran
by Dr. Jack Miller. Miller said,
"We probably have far better
facilities than most other programs. We have excellent
space to work with the children
and our program is highly
adequate." WSU's program
was named as one of thirty-two
exemplary reading programs in
the United States. The Center
worked mainly with elementary
and some junior high students,
tutoring 100-200 children from
grades two through eight every
semester.

Miller explained that there
had been a marked decline in
performance on English sections of SAT and ACT tests, but
no decline had been shown on
tests in grades Kindergarten to
fifth. In these tests there had
actually been improvements.
He said that there will always
be children who don't learn to
read, but failures could be
minimized with improvements
in teacher quality. Technology
affects teaching techniques
and curricular innovations, but
to actually change students'
reading abilities, competent
teachers are needed.
The Reading Center, therefore, also worked to improve
teacher competency through
short workshops and regular
courses to improve the quality
of reading teachers. One activity, which included about 225
teachers in seven school districts, was a two-year program
to give teachers certification as
reading teaching specialists.

Jack Miller
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College of Engineering
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wind tunnel

watz.
"The College of Engineering the forefront of knowledge."
JacKowatz believes that be-,
Jakowatz said the recent
is dedicated to preparing professional engineers for the approval by the Board of Re- ,cause we live in a technologica ~
future, with a broad base of gents for the college to be society, "problems such as
computers,
subject material at the under- involved in a freestanding transportation,
graduate level, including an Ph.D. program will provide the structures, communications,
appreciation of the humanistic impetus for increasing its ef- modern processing plants,
and social values, with the aim forts at the graduate level. The clean air, clean water, and most
of preparing professionals to college has for years carried important, an adequate supply
understand and cope with out successful relations with of energy for the future, are
societal problems," explained local industry as well as nation- examples of some of the comDr. Charles J. Jakowatz, Dean al organizations in obtaining plex technologies which will
of the College of Engineering. grants for augmenting the state require long-:-term solutions."
In conclusion, Jakowatzstat·
"The graduate course offerings funding of its educational and
are reserved for a more special- research effort. "The reason for ed: "The future of the college
,ized and indeoth study of a this success," he believes·, "is appears promising with a large
due to an excellent faculty with segment of.high school graduparticUlar area," he said.
There were increases in the creative interest in examin- ates becoming interested in
undergraduate
enrollment, ing significant technological engineering. Particularly significant in the college is the
credits hours offered, and and innovative problems."
Jakowatz's
predictions
for
excellent student-teacher relasponsored research. Literature
tionship and the staff interest in
the
future
are
optimistic:
"All
of
describing the college pointed
its own professional develophave
shown
the
programs
out: "A very encouraging picsignificant
growth
in
recent
ment, primarily through reture relative to research is tha1
each department has a sub- years and future prospects for search, publication and service
stantial level of funded re- the increase of students enter- at local and national levels, and
search which indicates an ing the engineering profession service to its own profession
active faculty with interests in seems promising," said Jako- and to society at large."
79-departments
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What is the difference between Engineering and Engineering Technology? Mainly, it
lies in the math requirements,
which start at calculus for
Engineering and college algebra for Engineering Technology. There are two levels a
student can attain in ET: Engineering Technician which requires two years of college
study; and Engineering Technologist, which is a baccalaureate program, with options in
electrical, manufacturing and
mechanical engineering, and
fire science technology.
Courses are heavily laboratory
oriented, with an emphasis on
application of engineering and
scientific principles to the
analysis and/or solution of real
world problems, systems, pro-

Aeronautical Enginee~in~l

I

Wichita, Kansas has the
reputation of being the "Air
Capital of the World." With this
legend to live up to, Wichita
State has built one of the finest
aeronautical engineering departments in the entire nation.
Graduate and undergraduate
students in the aeronautical
engineering department, work
on a variety of research projects which give the students
important training that they
can take with them when they
leave the university to enter the
job market.
·
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"We've been working in an
area that we've become quite
good at," said Dr. Edward
Rogers, Chairperson of the
Aeronautical Engineering department. "We've been working
with general aviation air foils.
We have contracts with Boeing
in Seattle and we're applying
the same technology we use in
air foils to building wind mills
as an alternate energy source."
Edwards said that the department does fairly specialized
work. "We're one of the few
departments that specializes in

airplane work," Edwards said .
"We also have graduate students working on finite element
designs using the latest aerospace techniques."
Aside from the valuable
training students receive in the
department, there are also
several aeronautical engineering scholarships available to
qualified student. One of these,
the Amelia Earhart scholars~ip, is available to students of
both sexes, but "is mostly for
women" according to Edwards.
The field of aeronautical

engineering offers good care ~ r
opportunities at this time. "The
industry .is booming," sa d
Edwards. ''America leads · tl 1e
world in aeronautical engineering. Each student gets as mar1y
job offers as he has time o
answer." To meetthechallen ~ l e
of providing needed engineers,
the department is constant ly
revising its curriculum ar d
combining courses to mal e
W.S.U. aeronautical enginee ·s
well educated, and ready o
meet all future challenges.

ducts or designs.
"Our department is concentrating their efforts in providing
the educational background
and foundation required in
those professional occupational activities in which there is
presently a considerable shortage of qualified personnel,"
explains Mr. Gerald Rath,
Chairperson. "This program is
particularly suited to provide
the technical education required for women and minorities to advance into these
technical areas," he continues.
Rath feels the future of the
department looks good: "Pro ...
jections indicate that there will
be a continually increasing
need for graduates of the
Engineering Technology program."

Engineering
Technolgy
On the thi.rd floor of Wallace
Hall are laboratories, faculty
offices, and enough sophisticated looking senior projects
to dazzle the imagination of
Thomas Edison himself. Wallace Hall is headquarters for
the electrical engineering department, which, according to
department Chairperson Dr.
William Ford, is "a laboratoryoriented department."
"The field of electrical engineering is not only exciting",
said Ford, "but the job prospects at this time are excellent." Ford said that in recent
years many women have come
into the electrical engineering
field, and that may outstanding
electrical engineers in recent
years have been women.
Faced with prospects of
crushing energy shortages, the
department of electrical engineering is constantly looking
for new ways to generate
power to an energy-hungry
America. Electrical engineering students spend many hours

doing research and studying
statistics that chart industrial
progress. The department also
contains some of the most
impressive "hardware" on the
entire campus,. which includes
special electrical generators in
the basement of Wallace Hall, a
micro-computer
laboratory,
and a digital computer for
various experiments.
In spite of the emphasis on
technology, it is the electrical
engineering students themselves who are the most remarkable part of the department. Electrical engineering
students must have a strong
interest in both math and
physics. As part of the curriculum, senior electrical engineering students are required to
prepare a senior project of their
own choice under the guidance
of a faculty member. The
projects test the creativity and
judgement of the students and
give them valuable experience
that helps them professionally
after graduation.

Electrical
Engineering
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"We have a total system in projects were also displayec at
which we cooperate all the way
through, from the time we get a
line on a client until that client
is suitably employed," said Dr.
Robert D. Dryden, Chairperson
of the Industrial Engineering
Department. Dryden was referring to the various, ongoing
Rehabilitation Engineering research projects led by faculty
members in the areas of selfhelp devices for the handicapped. The system began
with Dr. Malzahn, who determined the capabilities of the
handicapped. From there, Dr.
Liles developed devices to
extend the handicapped person's abilities. Mr. Bosker did
the drawings for the devices,
and finally Mr. Anderson, the
director of the technical staff,
saw to the production of
needed devices. Grants of
$560,000 were distributed for
those projects.
Two video tapes of the department's accomplishments
were made and distributed
nationally and internationally.
General Motors and Mrs. Sadat
(wife of Egyptian president
Sadat) received copies of
tapes. Because of the tapes,
GM asked for a WSU engineering advisor to visit the G M plant
and suggest modifications necessary for employing handicapped persons.
Bosker worked actively with
all faculty projects in the making of the tapes.
. Results of faculty projects
were presented at an international Rehabilitation Engineering Workshop, held in Washington, D.C. on Oct. 2-3.
Approximately ten of these

the Engineering Open Hot >e
held at WSU near the end of ' 1e
semester. Afterwards, ec :h
adaptive device was presen· }d
to a handicapped person.
Not only were tangible dE <ices for the handicapped ~
searched but also the laws ti at
were inhibiting employment ) r
the handicapped. Dr. Ho 1- ,
mertzhein led investigati c ts
into present laws and ways o
change them.
Overall, Dryden said th t,
"Health care, energy, prod L :tivity,
distribution,
safe {,
hunger, inflation, urban blig l t,
pollution, employment of t ~ e
severely disabled: Each is a ,
'person problem,' each < n
Industrial Engineering pro 1- ,
lem. The faculty of the depa• :ment is concerned with t t e
acquisition and disseminati c n
of knowledge that will aid in t l e
solution of many of our pres ;ing problems.
Predicting the future, Drydf n
commented, "The departme 1t
of Industrial Engineering he s
experienced a growth 'in tt e
number of students and crec ·t
hours. We anticipate tt e
growth to continue." He add e: j
that, "The faculty of WSU's t '=:
department have directed the r
engineering expertise to he!p
solve the problems of emplo ~ ment of the severely disable<!.
The future outlook of this effo i
is very favorable." In summation, Dryden stated, "Industrial
Engineering, through humanizing technology, is one of the
fastest growing professions
with mankind being the chief
beneficiary." ·

"Mechanical engineers have
traditionally been involved with
·production, transportation and
utilization of energy in its
various forms," stated Dr. A.R.
Graham,
newly appointed
Chairperson of the Mechanical
Engineering Department. "The
profession of mechanical engineering appeared in the midnineteenth century, concurrent
with the rapidly growing demand for energy in all forms.
Mechanical engineers are thus
among those professionals
who will be most directly involved in developing solutions
to our current energy problems.
Graham outlined the three
basic goals of the department
as: 1) to continue to provide a
quality educational program in
mechanical engineering at
baccalaureate and masters
levels; 2) to undertake research
in the various specialties and to
publish results in appropriate
journals; and 3) to provide
service to the university and the
community in the areas of the
department's competence.
In conjunction with these
goals, each faculty member is
doing research in his special
area. In hemodynamics, Dr.
Cheng is working on a mathematical model of blood flow
in humans. Dr. Alic is involved
with materials research, primarily conglomerate materials.
Dr. Greywall is working in
magneto hydrometics for
NASA, and Dr. Lindsted is
involved in the evaluation of
solar collector plates for local
industry.
Also, Lindsted is working
with Graham on a two-phase

flow project. Two-phase flow is
the mixture of liquid and vapor,
with an applicable example
being rocket fuels. Their findings were the subject of the first
seminar in a series of Mechanical Engineering seminars presented throughout the year.
These seminars cfealt with
different phases of research
within the specialties of the
department and included
speakers from the local community and other universities
across the nation, as funding
permitted.
Graham, a consultant to the
City of Wichita Energy Office,
also serves as Director of a
City/University Conservation
Project, sponsored by the U.S.
Office of Education . In addition, he operates a small solar
testing facility on campus.
General areas of mechanical
engineering are: design in
energy, including materials
research and energy conservation; solar energy; two-phase
flow; and bio-medical engineering. "If something new and
profitable turns up, we'll try
that," commented Graham.
"We have to be somewhat opportunistic."
Even though long-term projections indicate declining college enrollments, the Mechanical Engineering department
will probably not feel the
crunch. Graham said that he
could project, without too
much trouble, that there will be
a great demand for mechanical
engineers. He explained: "As
the need for technology increases, whether we like it or
not, we will need more mechanical engineers."

Mechanical
Engineering
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College of

Fine Arts
"Our battle is for quality and
excellence," said Dr. Gordon B.
Terwilliger, Dean rf the College of Fine Arts.
In their battle, the :;~ v i lege of
Fine Arts had found three goals
they continually tried to meet.
The first was the continuation
and development of professional arts programs. There
were continuing efforts to
recruit in music and art. Next,
the college provided oncampus and community offerings in the arts. The guest artist
series was part of this. Six
individuals who were well
known musicians gave concerts
during the year. There were
over
150 performances,
most in Miller Concert Hall.
Many of these were student
recitals and the large groups
such as the orchestra or
concert band, gave very
high calibre performances
which attracted people from all
over the Wichita area who were
interested in listening to good
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music. Also, some of the musicians in the large groups were
not music majors, but just
enjoyed playing. Art also had a
series of guest artists, some
faculty, and some student
exhibits in Ulric.h Museum.
Faculty from Wichita schools
would also help at W.S.U. workshops, clinics, and classes. Terwilliger commented: "The lines
between the campus and
community were numerous."
The College of Fine Arts had
developed a major emphasis in
Jazz, with three full-time
faculty in the program: Jerry
Hahn, guitar; Bill Thomson,
piano and head of the jazz
ensembles; ana J.C. Combs,
percussionist. For the first
time, Music 346-Styles of
Jazz-was offered for Fall
semester. It was taught by Dr.
Thomson and explored Dixieland, Small Combo, Improvisation, and Big Band sounds in
Jazz.
In the visual arts part of the

college, ceramics had expanded , adding Richard St.
John, who brought national
attention to the masters program in art, as head of the
ceramics department.
Fine Arts was trying to respond to the interests of the
college community and to
persons who were not the
"traditional students." They
were also trying very hard to
add experiences to enrich the
community and not overload
faculty or space, Terwilliger
explained .
There had been a movement
nationally, for about 10 years,
that brought more attention to
dance as an art and to bring all
the performing arts together
under one roof in the universities. Where dance was once
considered an exercise, it was
becoming recognized as an
aesthetic art. Therefore, Dance
was added to the Fine Arts
college. It included all forms of
dance. "We're excited about

having dance come in," s tid
Terwilliger. "We'll be able to j o
more with our musicians, u- '
tists, and dancers than e 9r
before, but it will take time." -19 '
predicted about five ye .rs
would needed to work 19
dance program up to the acognition that music and 1rt
already had.
For the future, Terwilli ~ 9r
expects to see courses in all t 19
fine arts which all the maj< rs
will take. A student will takt a
course or two in Dance so tt· ay
will know something abc ut
movement1 in Theater so tr 3Y
will know about voice proj ~ ction, Visual Arts to learn abc ut
color and ·perspective, a 1d
Music to learn about rhytt m
and harmony. Then , of cou r:.e,
the student would pursue t is
major field. ''Having all the a ts
under one roof allows cant•ol
of faculty and lets everyo 19
take something in each depa 1ment," Terwilliger said.
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Studio
Arts
The Studio Arts consist of
drawing, painting, ceramics,
sculpture, and printmaking.
This year the department
opened the Clayton H. Staples
art gallery on the second floor
of McKnight Art Center. The
gallery was rather like a small
Ulrich museum, but it served a
different purpose. Local artists
were invited to show their work,
and many exhibitions were
given by high school teachers
with one or two of their students. John Boyd, Chairperson
of the department, explained,
"The gallery helps in recruitment since we get students
from high schools. It also helps
communication between the·
public school system and the
university."
Also, legislative action has
been implemented that favored
the department. It allowed a fee
reduction for graduate students who taught classes.
Boyd said the legislation would
give money back to the graduate students and hopefully,
provide incentive for new graduate students, especially out-
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of-state students.
For the future, Boyd thinks it
would be helpful to have full fee
remission for graduates. He
feels this would bring more
students to the graduate program of a better quality. Boyd
would also like to see new
facilities or at least a remodeling of the current ones, for
ceramics and sculpture. The
current facilities need some
expansion and at least a sufficient heating system. He says
the administration is aware of
the problem, and there are
some long-term hopes of updating the facilities. As for the
job market, Boyd explains,
"By-and-large, if a person is
aggressive and understands
the field he's in, he can get a
related job. There's a lot of
substituting." A person has to
be flexible, as careers overlap,
and a Studio Arts background
can be used for other areas,
such as teaching, working for
art galleries, or illustration.
Boyd says he is pleased with
the program and student quality.

Where in the university can
you find basic courses to
become a Classical Archaeologist, a Modernist, a Medievalist,
or a Pre-Columbianist? In the
Art
History department,
chaired by Dr. Mira Merriman.
Merriman says that there are
two kinds of people in the art
fields: "Those who love art and
want to make it, and those who
love art and want to know about
it." The Art History major falls
into the latter category. Merriman recommends that only a
certain kind of historically
minded student who writes well
should get involved in Art
History. Many languages are
required for a major because
they study an international
subject and read works written
in languages other than English. The department does not
give a masters because it

doesn't feel that resources are
good enough for producing a
well-qualified graduate. Merriman says, "We have an excellent undergraduate program so
students will be prepared for
rigorous degree studies."
Through the department, a
Modernist, Prof. Holly Clayson,
who specialized in art of the
nineteenth century France,
conducted a course in
Women's Studies. The course
dealt with the female image and
its problems in nineteenth
century art.
Futuristically, Merriman says
the job market is opening up. In
spite of this, she feels that there
is not to be a masters program
in any foreseeable future.
."There wi II never be any money
for a luxury such as Art History," Merriman explains.

Art History
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Art Education
Art Education students are special event was the work- sophomore year. Although the
"having an experience with art shop conducted with the inter- department prepared students
materials," says Mary Sue nationally known artist and ed- mainly for public schools,
Foster, Chairperson of the ucator, Allan Kaprow, in April. Foster believed that students
department. They are involved It involved examining art in needed to recognize the other
with expressive and productive relation to behavior and peo- roles they could play in society
skills, simply thinking about ple studying people. Foster by contributing to society's
art, and studying the historical commented, "It's like having appreciation of art.
Stressing that she speaks for
Picasso visit our campus."
impact of art.
herself,
not the department,
To promote these activities,
Students in Art Ed. could
Foster
says
of the future: "In my
two courses were added: Es- specialize and many chose to
field,
teaching
trends need to
thetic Inquiry, for seniors; and become elementary education
capitalize
on
the
interest of
Jewelry Design and Construc- majors, while many other stustudents."
She
explains
furthtion, where materials other dents didn't decide they wanter,
"Teachers
need
to
be
more
than metals were used. A ed to teach u nti I the end of their

Graphic Design
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aware of how people learn on
their own, and how children
teach themselves to draw." She
contends this is necessary
because most children are not
exposed to art people until they
are twelve or th irteen years old.
She feels that development of
keen observation skills of how
others learn will facilitate better
teaching in the future. Speaking about the department,
Foster believes the museum
will come into greater use as a
resource for teachers.

Wichita seems to be a good develop specific creative a ,d
market for Graphic Design marketable skills; Courses in
majors. With local industry graphic design and illustrati m
booming, many companies are supplemented by su :h
offer intern programs for gra- courses as typography, pho ) phics students who are interest- graphy film, television, drawi! g,
ed in practicing and perfecting and design. Both agency a td
studio art are taught in order ~ o
their skills while employed.
Even on campus, graphic launch. students in careers as
design students can enjoy prac- varied as advertising, illust atical employment in the Audio- tion, graphic design, and aud ) Visual lab, the College of Health visual communication. The c eRelated Professions, the Office partment is staffed by practi ci tg
of Information, and student designers who have achieve( a
· publications such as The Sun- commitment to the educati >n
flower, Mikrokosmos, and of of the aspiring artist.
Graphic design students at
course, The Parnassus.
The curriculum offered by the Wichita State may take pre>graphic design department is grams to earn both a Bachelo r of
designed to help students ex- Fine Arts degree and/or a
plore the nature of the com- Master of Arts degree.
munication process as well as to
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Teaching the three R's of assisted tutoring as a supplemusic is the job of the Musico- ment to many of the classes,
logy/Composition Department. which are too large to allow
Dr. David Childs, Chairperson adequate individual tutoring
of the department says, "We and it would save students from
take students from wherever paying a tutor. He cites one
they are in their abilities to read example whereby a student
and write music, and make would listen to a melody played
literate musicians out of them ." by the computer as the score
Musicology includes the appears on the screen, and the
study of music in all its aspects, student programs in the right
except performance, and Com- note. Childs also believes elecposition deals with the creation tronic music will be used more
of music. Courses under each in the area of commercial
are designed for majors and music and the limited electronnon-majors. Childs explains ic lab of the department will be
that, "Many students take com- expanded to meet new recordposition courses to build more ing methods. Also, he feels
of an awareness of the possibil- there will be an interacting with
computers and synthesizers.
ities for variety in music."
Technology will find its way However, Childs states, "There
into the department in the will always be live performance
future, according to Childs. He where art is the chief end."
would like to see computer- .

Musicology/
Composition

Music Education

Music PerformancE.!

1

"Essentially, our philosophy
would be that we view music
performance as the keystone to
all music interests," said Dr.
William E. Mathis, Chairperson
of Music Performance. "The
study of theory is rather empty
without its sound, and the
Performance Department gives
that sound," he added.
Numerous workshops and
· clinics were sponsored by the
department over the summer
and throughout the school
year. These included: Piano
Technology Workshop, Guitar
Workshop for Teachers, Literature Re~ing Clinics, Kansas
Music Educators Association
District Convention and Wichita Symphony Youth Or90-departments

chestras Concert.
Performance courses are
required for all music majors
because they are expected to
attain a high level of performance in their major instrument. To help achieve
this, master classes are required
in which students perform
and are critiqued by their peers
and the instructor. "Graduates
often have 12 to 14 years of
intense preparation," Mathis
explained. "College is the capstone. Being a musician is the
most important part of music."
In performance a good
many things determine success. Mathis said that the luck
of being in the right place at the
right time is often a factor. He

added, however, that for performance in the traditional
sense, it is a rather tight field,
with a great range of opportunities between the university
and Carnegie Hall.
Usually th ough, ttie department is successful in finding
performance jobs for degree
holders. There are also opportunities for students to work at
various jobs while getting traditional training in traditional
music. The department recommends that . students take
courses fo'r teaching certification ; also, many students take a
double major instead of a
single performance degree
because of more work options.
Concerning the depart-

ment's future, Mathis stater :
"The Division of Music he: ;
earned a national reputati o 1
for the quality of its faculty an J
student programs. There ar ·
pears to be no reason fc 1
thinking that the need to cor ·
tinue in this same direction < 1
musical achievement will d ·
minish. "
Mathis concluded, "W
would hope the population as
whole will be prepared to enj o ·
a wider range of music be
cause we do ourselves a disser
vice when Bluegrass turns U':
its nose on Country, Countr 1
can't stand Rock, Rock wo n !
listen to Classics and thr;
Classical musicians can't stan d
anyone but themselves."

"All children are born with
music. We help them keep it.
Beginning to come together;
children,
teachers ...Music."
This is the way a Music Education
Department brochure
summarizes its various programs.
"Our department subscribes
to personalized and, insofar as
it is possible, an individual
approach to the preparation of
teachers, especially at the
senior level where they are
working with public school
students," explained Dr. James
Hardy, Chairperson of the Music Education Department.
Hardy requires his staff to
have teaching experience in
public schools. He believes
that a person can't teach students how to teach without
having taught in the field himself. All the department's
teacher programs are certified

through the College of Education because by law, that is the
certifying agency. The department maintains a "mutually
beneficial and cooperative relationship" with the College of
Education , according to Hardy.
· Relatively new, but developing rapidly, is the Special
Education bachelor and masters program , developed and
maintained by Betty Welsbacher. The first Special Music
Education program in the
country, it was designed for
teachers who wish to help the
handicapped child develop his
capacity for musical understanding, to increase response
and expression and to keep
music a part of his adult life.
Students taking a Special Ed.
emphasis teach in regular
music classes, in special education music programs of public schools, rehabilitation cen-

ters and in clinical settings
which provide special education programs.
Instrumental and Vocal Muic emphases are also available in music education. Student
teachin_g is usually done in
Wichita schools, and, beginning in a student's sophomore
year, he serves as a teacher
aide to elementary, junior and
senior high school music
teachers and directors.
Looking toward the future,
Hardy sees the next few years
as a period of relative stability
in the department. Though it is
hard to predict what the job
market will be, he says the past
three years have been the best
ever. "There are jobs in our
field at the moment for anyone
who wishes to work and travel,"
said Hardy.
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College of
Health Related
Professions
"Within tne university we er condition which would be
have a reasonable expectation remedied with the new buildthat the assembled faculty is ing. "It will be a great opportuamong the leaders in their field nity for faculty and students,"
intellectually, and possessed a said Rodenberg.
A new nursing undergraduhigh level of integrity, with
concern for their students and ate curriculum was instated for
for the patients those students Fall. The old program served
will serve. If we acquire all that, students who started with it,
the Dean's job is a piece of wh ile the new program was a
cake," commented Dr. Sidney reorganization of courses,
Rodenberg, Dean of the Col- from looking at what had been
lege of Health Related profes- developing in nursing and
placing courses in contemposions.
The College was anxiously rary perspective to the findawaiting the completion of the ings. The graduate nursing pronew building which would gram also had some important
house all the departments. faculty additions. Rodenberg
Badly needed office and labor- felt: "Both graduate and underatory space would be added to graduate nursing programs are
the growing college. Also, moving forward in a high
Dental Hygiene, which was run quality manner."
Another change for the Colfrom an office on Yale and did
clinical work in an office on lege of Health Related ProfesDouglas, would be brought sions was the combining of the
under the same roof as the rest Health Care Administration,
of the Health Related Profes- Health Education, and Medical
sions. Lab research could not Records Administration Debe conducted due to the lack of partments. They were all
any laboratory facilities, aneth- grouped under the department

entitled "Health Care Administration and Education."
Keeping the College busy
through the summer and the
year, were nine new appointments and fourteen replacements that were screened and
selected. Much of this large
number occured because the
entire respiratory therapy faculty of the year before left the
university to protest administration. The College was trying
to build a strong, new department, and response was encouraging. ''I'm delighted with
the choices the search group
has made and I think we'll have
a very strong program," exclaimed Rodenberg. He added
that all the choices were very
strong, very experienced fac. ulty, and the program should
be better than before. Some
appointments included: Mr.
John Felkner as the new Chairperson for Respiratory Therapy; Prof. Mary M. Stevens as
the interim chairperson for
Dental Hygiene; and Dr. Steve

Gladhart as director of the
Physicians Assistant program.
Rodenberg expresses a likelihood of almost certain growth
for the College of Health Related Professions. "Basic to this is
that in 2-3 years, (and that's a
pessimistic view), we will have
some sort of supportive health
insurance nationally," explains
Rodenberg. Health care will be
provided to a greater extent
than at the present, consequently making it necessary to 1
have more practitioners. Tech- '
nology will also play its part in
health care, as more sophisticated equipment is used, newly
educated physicians will need
to work with people who have
their own special competencies, as it will be impossible for
one person to know all about
the different technological advancements and provide the
therapies. Rodenberg states:
"The old country doctor who
was the only doctor in town is
dead because the practice of
medicine itself has changed."
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The Dental Hygienist program was created over fifty
years ago to teach dental
health to the public. This is the
philosophy that still prevails in
the Dental Hygiene Department and it feels that if
patients are taught to take care
of their teeth through a good
diet and proper oral care, 95
percent of all dental diseases
today can be prevented.
Dental Hygiene, through
instruction and practical experience, trains students to
become licensed Dental Hygienists. Certain prerequisites
are required for acceptance
to the program and a two-year
Associate of Science or fouryear Bachelor of Health
Science degree can be
earned. Instruction is conducted in the Life Science

building and practicums are
served in the department's
clinic on East Douglas. The
program can accept only
thirty students per year due to
the one to six student/teacher
ratio required for accreditation
by the American Dental Association.
Students practice dental
techniques on each other during their first semester of
practicum . Then they go
through the traditional "Capping Ceremony," where they
receive their white caps and are
allowed thereafter, to practice
on the public. There is always a
supervising dentist at the clinic.
The clinic is open to anyone
and the only fee is a charge for
materials and supplies used.
Patients can get their teeth

Dental
Hygiene
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cleaned, x-rays, topical flouride treatments, diet counseling and a number of other
preventive dentistry aspects.
Mary Martha Stevens, Interim
Chairperson for the department, says, "Prevention is the
most important thing to learn . If
you don't maintain good dental
hygiene, there is nothing to
keep teeth from decay. No
miracle drug has been invented
to stop cavities."
The department added two
new faculty and two new secretaries. One faculty member was
a replacement and the other
was made possible by a grant.
The clinic secretary was a new
position.
With the finishing of the new
College of Health Related Professions sometime m the fu ture, the instructional and

practical facilities will be united. This will be much mnre
convenient, as the current f etup requires driving from he
campus to the clinic and a tc tal
of four-and-one-half days , re
spent in the clinic for practi c m
and lab. The new facilities •, ill
also expand the clinic fr, m
fifteen to twenty chairs. St· vens says they would also likE to
develop the clinical baccal<ureate degree and ! in doing : o,
offer courses in expand 1d
duties for dental hygiene.
Whatever the future of t e
"Our prim f y
department,
function is to educate t e
public and help increase t h· ir
awareness of good o r 11
health ," said Stevens.

Health Science
Health Science is a service
department to other departments in the College of Health
Related Professions. There is
no major in Health Science, but
it administrates
four-year
option degrees for Respiratory
Therapy, Dental Hygiene, Physician's Assistant and Cytotechnology.
Dr. Ronald H. Winters, parttime Chairperson of the department and Associate Dean of
CHRP, commented that "we
provide the best basic
Health Science courses we can
to serve the needs of other
professional programs in the
college. " Courses in anatomy
were taught by Dr. Frank Chan ;
the only full-time faculty
member .
Pharmacology
courses were taught by Mr. Jim
Matney, a part-time professor,
and Mrs. Ann Hunter, Instructor, taught a part-time load in
nutrition courses.
In progress for the depart-

ment was approval for another
anatom ist. Expectations were
to have another anatomist by
Fall , 1979. The second priority,
wh ich Winters said they would
like to have in at least the next
year, was a Clin ical Physiologist/Pharmacologist.
Hopes
were for someone with a major
thrust in cl inical physiology
and a minor or masters in
pharmacology. Whoever fi lls
the position wi ll work with
Matney to develop pharmacol ogy courses for non-med ica l
students. Winters expl ains,
" Right now we are using our
resources t o the very li mit, and
we are overextending ourselves in anatomy." He emphasized that app roval and
filling of the an atomist and
clinical physiologist/ pharmacologist positions we re of
prime importance to t he department.
Growth in t he department
will depend on what the co llege

does. "It is up to us to provide
services and courses to other
parts of the college, " Winters
said . "We are a supportive
rather than a directive unit. " He
feels the greatest strength of
the department is the quality of
instructors and their "excellent
rapport" with students. "Faculty are here to help students,
and the faculty we hire will have
the same philosophy," said
Winters.
Two other changes that
Winters expects in the next five
years are the addition of devel- .
opmental health and environmental health courses. Developmental health will cover
health concerns of people from
the fetus stage to aging , and
will probably work with the
Gerontology Department. Environmental health will deal
with the environment from
weather to pesticides and how
it affects health .

Health. Car~
.Administration/
Educatior
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Streamlining and strengthening were the objectives
behind creation of the Health
care Administration and Education department. The department was a combination of two
departments-Health Care Administration (HCA) and Community Health Education
(CHE)-and one program,
Medical Records. All were
small, administratively inefficient operations. HCA, the
degree-granting portion of the
new department, had one
state-funded full-time faculty
member, two grant-funded fulltime faculty, and one half-time
grant-funded faculty, but June
30, 1978, the grant ran out.
CHE, the service part of the
department, had a chairperson,
and two full-time faculty who
were mostly state-funded and
one grant-funded full-time faculty. Medical Records was an
advising program with only one
part-time faculty member.
Combining these bits and
pieces created two full-time

and one half-time faculty positions and the half-time HCA
position became full-time. At
the beginning of the Spring
semester, a new chairperson ,
Dr. Walter J. Wentz, was appointed to the department.
Wentz was formerly an Associate Professor of Health Care
Administration and Management at Central Michigan University. "Our Chairperson has a
special competence in HCA,
since it is the degree-granting
portion of the department,"
explained Dr. Ronald H. Winters, former Chairperson. A
search was in progress for a
full-time HCA specialist and a
full-time CHE specialist.
Tei-Med also operated under
the Health Care Admin./Ed .
Department and the Emergency Medical Technician training
program, which had always
been part of the department,
was strengthened.
Wentz said he joined the
faculty because it appeared to
be a progressive college with

good leadership and growth
potential both professionally
and personally. "Continually
making an assessment of the
department and developing
some goals and direction, and
keeping the department up-todate in curriculum in terms of
changing needs for health care
administration," are part of the
plans Wentz has for the department. Overall, he wants the
department to "emphasize to
students the importance of
quality patient care and all that
it involves."
Health care is the third largest industry in the country, with
a great number and variety of
opportunities. Wentz believes
the field will open even more as
more emphasi s is placed on the
need for qualified, trained
health care personnel. He
hopes this will lead to a steady
increase in the number of
students enrolling in Health
Care Adm inistration.

Preparing registered nurses
tor primary care practice
in rural areas is the foremost objective of the Nurse
Clinician Department. The 26
day and 12 evening students
enrolled in this department
have access to 45 sites in which
they can apply their skills. A
student in the department can
choose clinical sites in Wichita
or his/her own home town.
Three semesters are spent in
the program; the first phase at
W.S.U., and the following two
semesters in a clinic. Through
this program, registered nurses
learn how to assess and manage the conditions of clients ,
both child and adult, in primary
care, ambulatory settings.
Prerequisites for entrance
are: completing the General
Education curriculum and
spending a minimum of one

Medical Technology
Medical Technology is a
relatively new program. Up to
August, 1977, it was hospital affiliated, but now it is
also university affiliated with
Veterans Administration and
State Laboratories. It also
added three full-time faculty
members, bringing the faculty
to four.
Med. Tech. is a professional
course for the Senior year and
a student takes six months of
classroom lab training and six
months of supervised expe-

rience in the field with an
affiliate. Many science
courses
I
in Chemistry and Biology are
required forMed. Tech. majors.
There are approximately 35
graduates through the university and hospital programs.
Linda S. Hogan, Educational
Coordinator, said that graduates were generalists who are
prepared to work in Microbiology, including bacteria
fungus, parasites and viruses,
as well as training for Clinical
Chemistry, Hematology, Coag-

ulation, Blood Banking and
serum study, called Cerology.
They may work in hospital labs,
doctor's offices or research
laboratories. Hogan said that
Med. Techs. mainly work on
determining if people are
healthy 0r not, such as analyzing blood tests to determine if a
diagnosis is correct.
: Hogan hopes to see program
:growth in the future through
the addition of courses for the
Junior year. She also says that
as more clinical affiliates are

developed, more students wi I
be added to the program. Th 3
field opportunities for Medic~ I
Technologists should also b ~
expanding. Medicine is goinq
more towards diagnosis and
prevention, which means 1
heavier rei iance on labs, ac ·
cording to Hogan. "This mean.;
a lot of multi-phasic screen ing," she explains, "and it look ~;
like the need for Medical Tech nologists will increase along
with the number of doctors."

year as a registered nurse in
cl inical study.
Department
Chairperson,
Carla Lee , commented that this
year holds a record high for
male enrollment in courses;
which is about 25 percent. The
average male enrollment is
usual ly around 5 to 10 percent
a year. Looking ahead , Lee
stated that the department
would be examining legal aspects for Nurse Practitioners
and working on specialty preparations for them . Two projects
undertaken by students this
year were scopi ng the legalities
for nursing and investigating
the future possibil ity of satell ite
clinics. Upon complet ion of the
curriculum , graduates are el igible to take National Board
Exams for Nurse Practitioners
from the American Nurses Association.

Nurse
Clinician

Announced last year by
Nursing Department Chairperson, Martha Shawver, a new
curriculum was adopted and
advanced into full swing beginning this fall. This curriculum
was based on the Self-Care
Concept of Nursing which
defines each person "as a selfcare agent having potential for
activities that he initiates and
performs on his own behalf in
maintaining life, health and
well-being." Further explained:
The nursing faculty views man
as an agent for self-care. Nursing action enters only when a
self-care deficit occurs.
The department anticipates
that the revised program will
prepare the 381 present and all
future students for the goal of a
university education in the
practice of professional nursing. Currently a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing and a
Masters of Nursing are the
degrees offered. The program
at Wichita State studies nursing as an assessment of age,
sex and health state, and the
design and control of nursing

methods, which facilitate the
abilities of the self-care agent.
To teach, support and guide
the self-care agents (patients)
are the assistance methods
employed by nurses educated
under this curriculum.
Students held a research
colloquium during the fall
where Dr. Marlene Kramer
spoke on the world of work.
They also held a Spring Semimar, which featured Dorthea
Orem, originator of the SelfCare Concept of Nursing.
The department hopes to
offer in the near future, a
graduate program based on the
same philosophy of self-care.
It is also considering the
possibility of more extensive
clinical work study programs
for graduates. Soon, the department anticipates more involement and a larger curriculum for students in Continuing
Education. It hopes to provide a sufficent course study to
allow these non-traditional
students a post-Bachelor of
Science and a Masters in Nursing.

Nursing

Physical
Therapy

Since its accreditation in
1975, the P.T. Department has
produced 67 graduates out of
four graduating classes, all of
whom were accepted for therapist positions before or upon
graduation.
However, the great opportunities don't begin only upon
graduation. There is much to
learn and discover through the
basic curriculum in Physical
Therapy. Beginning with the
study of normal body functions
like Anatomy and Neurophysiology, a student then travels on
to study subjects like Pathology and Neurology. P.T. offers
62 courses dealing with body
functions, as well as actual
clinical study in the 16 clinics of
Wichita.
The two professionally prowammed years- spent in the
Physical Therapy department
are designed to prepare the
student as a qualified physical
therapist. Upon satisfactory
completion of this program,
students may apply for a state
license by examination. Carol
Weaver, P.T. Chairperson,
feels proud of the 67 graduates

who took the National Board of
Exams. Her pride is justified
because 66 out of 67 successfully passed this exam on the
first attempt. The exam can be
taken up to three times.
P.T. seniors have undertaken
many projects this year. One
group of seniors studied elderly patients to discover what
effects the physical therapy
received in hospitals had on
them.
Two other groups applied
their knowledge closer to
home. One group dealt with
W.S.U. athletes who had received injuries in sports. Their
goal was to discover whether
the new treatment they used
would speed the athletes' recoveriesJThe·othergroupchose
two representative groups of
students to use in their project.
The first group utilized therapy
exercises for relaxing before
taking exams, the second
group did not. The test results
were compared to see if relaxation would benefit those taking
exams with better results on
tests.

Respiratory
Therapy
Respiratory Therapy is "an
allied health specialty which is
instrumental in the diagnosis,
treatment, management and
preventive care of patients with
cardiopulmonary (heart and
lung) problems" as one pamphlet explains. It offers those
interested in this field the
opportunity to care for others
and become active members in
allied health fields. Persons
already involved in R.T. view
the field as adventurous and
full of discovery, as well as a
challenge for the future.
Since 1974, when the department began at W.S.U., Respiratory Therapy has offered
courses to adequately prepare
a student for future advanced
clinical specialties. Basically,
there are two types of degrees
offered. The first is a two-year,
associate degree and the second is a four-year, B.S.H.
degree. While preparing for
either degree, the student completes
General
Education
courses and therapy courses,
along with clinical instruction.
Fortunately, Wichita is an
industrial city that has five
major hospitals where serious
students can receive actual
instruction from skilled physicians and therapists. One thousand hours of clinical instruc~ion is a requirement of all R.T.
students.
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The department at W.S.U.
has a limited enrollment of
approximately 25 students per
year. These students are selected on the basis of their
grade point averages and prerequisites. One program which
R.T. offers those interested in
this field is individualized
counseling. Through counseling, each prospective student
is taken on a tour through a
hospital to view the environment of the Respiratory Therapist, before he or she decides to
make a commitment.
Don Fefkner, the new Chairperson of the R.T. Department,
commented that he felt
"pleased about the students in
the department. They are a very
aggressive and sharp group."
He arrived at W.S.U. in June of
1978, from the Truman Medical
Center in Kansas City, Missouri. There are three other
full time professors on the
staff and all three are new arrivals. Dr. Thomas Johnnykutty
and Charles and Jacque Cornfield are the new members.
Looking toward the future ,
Don Felkner said that the new
staff and the R.T. students will
continue to learn and develop
programs together. He plans to
evaluate the future direction of
the allied health fields and the
manner in which R.T. relates to
these fields.

Tei-Med celebrated its fifth
anniversary in October. It also
reached and passed caller
number300,000.1ts tape library
numbered 250 tapes, ranging
from VD to heart disease. The
program was small , but had
quite an impact on the community.
Patti Mann, Director of the
program, said, "Teachers will
use Tei-Med. We can tell when
something has been assigned
when we get requests for the
same tape over and over." She
also said that elderly people
call sometimes just to have
someone to talk to and people
with children call for children's tapes. The program averaged 200 calls daily. A wide

variety of sources provided
funding, the main ones being
the United Way and the College
of Health Related Professions.
Tei-Med 's main efforts for the
year were in updating what
it currently had because
health news changes dramatically.
The futu re expansion of TeiMed depends on money. "In
Tei-Med we don't have any wild
as pi rations ,"
commented
Mann. "We want to serve the
community first , but we've
always had a pipe-dream of
going statewide." She also said
they wou ld li ke to increase
their tapes , but are held back
by money.

Tei-Med

Fairmount College of
Liberal Arts and Science;s
"The primary function of
liberal arts and sciences at the
undergraduate level is to teach
the ordinary student to be a
cultured person," said Dr. Paul
Magelli, Dean of Fairmount
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.
However, students have
been questioning the value of a
liberal arts education. In view
of this, Magelli believes that a
"new architecture of knowledge" in LAS is needed to give
students the ability to relate
different departments to each
other.
A report of the LAS/Kellogg
Committee stated, "It is a
problem that the college cannot and should not ignore, for
even the most idealistic student
wants to anticipate rewarding
and challenging work after he
or she leaves school." Solving
the problem is not expected to
be easy with the obvious job
opportunities in other "vocational" fields.
The Committee pointed to
"the continuing debate overt he
nature and value of a liberal
education" as a valuable tool
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for reaching a definition of that
education and establishing a
basis for advocating it.
Magelli explained that what
the college tries to do, besides
provide classroom instruction,
is to provide the student with
the ability to transmit and
integrate the process of critical
thinking and deriving conclusions, and apply that to various
facets of his life, including
school, work, and personal
relationships.
Drawing an interesting analogy, Magelli stated, "General
Education, like gelatin, comes
in several flavors, from a variety
of manufacturers, some of it
even more instant than others.
Too often, general education,
like gelatin, is clear and flavorless, doesn't last well under
heat and pressure and is not
lsufficiently nutritious to some
academics, although it seems
to satisfy some appetites, momentarily at least."
A variety of factors, both
internal and external, will affect
growth of the College in the
future. Before growth will be
possible, the liberal education

argument must be resolved , ts
well as the role FairmoL> 1t
College will play in that edu c 1tion.
Magelli believes that f H
future growth, three things v ill
need to be realized. Fi r ;t,
"given the nature of the instir Jtion in a liberal area, people v ill
seek to find how other thi n JS
relate to their professio; ." '
Second, as the professior 3.1
schools grow, they will need o
recognize that it is essential Jr
them to have a sound edu< i tional basis. And, third, in t 1e
traditional areas, "growth a ;d
change will occur as facu .y
find new ways to trans r lit
information and find new inf: rmation to transfer."
In assessing the future, 1\ 1gelli stated, "It seems likelytl 3.t
society in the years ahead " ill
have a new interest in gene al
education. Fundamental issL }S
to be resolved by society wil l 'e
only partially resolved by nEw
knowledge. General Educati )n
is the one intellectual th n st
higher education has to offe r n
the recapture of civic virtue a a
basis for social conduct."

Administration American Studies
of Justict3
"We take off from tradit.ional
classroom
teaching.
Most
classes go through theoretical
discussions, but we go beyond
that," said Dr. Dae H. Chang,
Chairperson of the Administr&tion of Justice Department. The
department stresses actual
application of classroom learning and prepares students to be
professionals in the areas of
law enforcement and corrections.
Approximately 50-55 percent
of the students in the AJ
Department are in-service per;onnel in the criminal justice
fields. Faculty, according to
Chang, are the most active in
published research of the colleges on campus.
Additions to the department
include: AJ 340-Criminal Evidence; AJ 641-Forensic Psychiatry, which was conducted
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in cooperation with KU Medical
School and required the addition of Dr. Lee to the faculty. A
new masters program was also
added. It was for investigative
reporting and worked in conjunction with the Department 01
Journalism. Students studied
criminalistics, criminal law,
and reporting under the program. Chang said there was
quite a market in TV, newspapers and law enforcement for
the investigative reporter.
As for the future, Chang
expects a doctorate program to
be implemented within the next
three years. In the next five
years he·sees more quality in
the department to make it the
best in a five-state region.
Chang believes the AJ Department will be part of changes in
the law enforcement and correctional systems by increas-

ing communication betwE ~ n
the various branches. " Ve
don't want to teach a person . JSt
1to become a policeman. Ve
want the training to be brc ad
enough so they can know h ) W
Iother subsystems of enfor :ement work," explains Cha 1g.
He says that communicat :>n
between the various branc! es
such as police, parole and he
courts is not very gc Jd.
Chang would like to see m
interchangeable system ; o
professionals of the differ nt
subsystems can talk to e, ~ h
other because they all deal v th
the same criminal. In prod cing a "criminal justice gener 11ist," the department can bric. Je
communication
gaps, e 1d
help to make a more effici nt
and more effective crim i al
justice system.

If probing into the cultural or
psychological aspects of rockn-roll or the history of Black
newspapers in America sounds
exciting, then American Studies is for you. American Studies provides students with a
well-developed
background
and knowledge in the social
sciences and humanities, and
through course work shows
students how the disciplines in
Liberal Arts interrelate. In this
way it hopes to direct students
away from "tunnel vision" in
their desired major and toward
a broader awareness of American social and cultural patterns. Students find that an
awareness of patterns that
exist in America's culture is a
supplement to any area they
choose to enter as well as for
everyday life.

Each of the various classes
offered in American Studies
focuses specific attention to
one viewpoint...the subject.
Class and individual projects
are a favorable way to ins~ruct
students.
During the summer, a seminar was held for approximately
one dozen upper level students. Through this seminar
they had the opportunity to
work on individual projects on
topics of their choice in American culture and folkways. A
couple of projects undertaken
were a study of Evangelical
Culture in America and a study
of the Santa Fe Trail. Much
insight and knowledge was
gained through actual research
and experience by those who
participated.
Another development in the

American Studies Department lines. This will be accompwas the Folklore Workshop lished by offering courses
held during the spring semes- along the lines of studies in
ter. In general this was a American heroes and an experteacher's resource workshop, imental course on the study of
but students were able to the 1950's. Through programs
benefit from it as well. The such as these, American Stuworkshop featured folksinger dies will continue to provide
Sam Hinton, from the Universi- the educational background
needed for a well-rounded eduty of California in San Diego.
Also during the spring, the cation.
A new addition in the teachdedication of the late Professor
ing
staff was Assistant ProfesRoss M. Taylor Library took
place. This library, which is sor Dr. Gregory Sojka. Dr.
now housed in the American Sojka came to WSU from North
Studies Department, contains Carolina State. He taught
one thousand volumes. This courses such as Sports Culture
department has the honor of in America and the Effects of
being the only department at Crime on Society. In his spare
WSU to house a library collec- time, Dr. Sojka worked on the
research and writing of a book
tion.
It .vas reported! that the de- based on John Brickly, known
partment will be structuring for transplanting goat glands
courses along more topical into humans.
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Anthropology studies many
McBride commented t a
aspects of culture, including there are some interest 1g
modern as well as primitive questions to answer, such i S
societies. "Broadly speaking, how long ago the "New Wo1 j "
anthropology is the study of was inhabited by people. ! 1e
mankind and his works," said speculation had been 10,0 JDr. John D. McBride, Chairper- 15,000 years ago and maybE: 1s
son of the anthropology de- much as 40,000 years.
partment. "It encompasses the
Although the future of < 1biological side as well as the thropology is hard to pred; t ,
cultural side, which includes McBride said, "I suppose u1 il
sub-disciplines like linguis- the world has one culture, w II
tics," he continued. Major spe- have something to study." e
cializations in the field are: has seen study shifting from n
Cultural Anthropology, Physi- emphasis on pre-literate c 1cal Anthropology, Archaeo- ture, to increased dealings w h
logy, and Anthropological Lin- urbanization and modern ~ ,,.
guistics. There are many ciety.
sub-divisions, including social partment introduced a coli Janthropology, folklore, and quium course for gradue e
ethnology.
students and faculty to prese 1t
Several new courses were their research papers and co ~ 
added to the curriculum. One duct critical discussion.
course dealt with the crossThe department received a
cultural study of theater, dance grant from the National E l and other expressive arts. dowment of the Humanities o
Another course, popular an:- expand their museum, with r n
thropology, was a general stu- emphasis on pre-history of t ~ e
dies class to give students an Great Plains. They had beEn
overview of archaeology and acquiring many articles fro n
pre-history. Medical Anthro- the Hillsdale project. Mary
pology dealt with the defini- smaller projects were also
tion , diagnosing, and cure of being conducted for public ar d
dieases in non-Western cul- private agencies. These dealt
tures. Forensic Anthropology mainly with the pre-history of
was designed to teach the Sedgwick County. One site, at
application of anthropological Gypsum Creek, had students
knowledge to the criminal doing the excavating, with
justice fields. Finally, the de- some help from the faculty.

northeastern Kansas has been
under archaeological investigation for the past three years.
Archaeologists have uncovered many artifacts belonging
to the Nebo Hill people, a tribe
of Native Americans who inhabited only northeastern Kansas and northwestern Missouri.
In the summer of 1978, "the
dig" uncovered one of the most
interesting bits of history from
the site-a horseshoe shaped,
clay foundation belonging to a
house dating back approxi-

mately 5,000 years. The project
was led by Arthu r H. Ro hn,
professor of archaeology, and
Judy Deel , a grad uate student,
was leading the crew who
excavated the site. Dr. Donald
Blakeslee, pri ncipal investigator, explained that the domeshaped house of thatch and
willow rods burned down,
baking the clay foundation an d
preserving it. It was believed
that there were about 50 inhabitants at the site, but other
foundations were not found
because the clay deteriorated,

not having been burned. Pieces
of the foundation and other
artifacts such as grinding
stones, nutcracker stones, and
unusual spearpoints were collected for further study, as the
campsite was destroyed by
construction crews soon after
t he archaeologists left. Blakeslee explained, "Technically, a
site is already destroyed once it
has been investigated."
A dam under construction by
t he U.S. Corps of Engineers
will flood the 7,000 acres con:taining more than 130 archaeo-

logical sites._ around Hillsdale
Lake. The most important sites
were being investigated before
the dam was finished. Blakeslee said that the Corps had
contributed time and money
for the excavation efforts. "Excavation must weigh in the
balance of needed resources
such as water, and any time a
dam is built, some archaeological site is destroyed," commented Blakeslee. He expects
at least one more summer to
explore the Hillsdale site, possibly two more summers.

Biolog ,
Dr. Arthur L. Youngman was .;tudent could choose a B.S.,
the interim Chairperson for the B.A., or M.S. degree.
Students could also partake of
Biology department for 1978-79.
numerous
field trips sponsored
Faculty conduct research in
by
the
department.
Field trips
various phases of biological
would
generally
last
over a
science and they supervise
weekend
or
an
entire
week.
original research of graduate
The future for the department
students who are finishing their
masters degree. They also help looks solid, according to Dr.
students find their way through Youngman. They are fifth in
the maze of departmental offer- credit hour production and
ings with expert counseling. A enrollments are stable . AI-

though jobs are not easy to fi1 d,
some students become gove , _
ment employees and others , et
employment with pharmacet :ical companies who sell to 1 -ivate businesses. As govern m~ 1t
sponsored biological resea• ·h
increases, the opportunity ) r
work in the field of biology a o
increases.

Chemistry
"We think we've been doing a
pretty good job. We're feeling a '
little hurt over the loss of our
Ph.D. program , but we're working on a search for a new
department Chairperson," says
Dr. Anneke Allen , Chairperson
of the Chemistry department,
"We're trying to come back."
The department is in the
process of regrouping after
the loss of their Ph .D. program,
so they are re-emphasizing

their Masters program . They Company has a slogan which
have lost two faculty members fits the department weiiwho are being replaced by Dr. " Better living through chemisAlfred Gates and Dr. J.C. try. " She explains that many
Moore as temporary faculty. advancements have been made
This loss also means that fewer through chemistry in drug
graduate classes are sche- manufacturing, heavy chemiduled. One bright spot is the cals manufacturing, pollution
large National. Foundation of abatement, and the search for
Science grant given to Dick fuels .
Allen sees future job opporCornelius who specialized in
tunities
as very good. "Indusbio-inorganic chemistry. Allen
trial
expansion
is causing polsays that DuPont Chemical

lution and people are realizing
this," Allen comments. This is
just one area that is opening
up. Another is in the storage of
energy. "If you can come up
with reactions that will run
things for long periods of time,
you're in business," explains
Allen. "Energy storage will be
of increasing importance and
we will need to find chemical
reactions for that storage."

'·
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Computer
Science

The " Debug" room in Neff
Hall is not for the detection of
illicit wiretapping devices. It is
the detection center for problems in computer programs and
headquarters for students who
seem to end up a few decimal
places off in their calculations.
Most of these students are
computer science majors.
A computer science major
could go through the college of
liberal arts or engineering to a
bachelors degree or a two-year
associate degree in the W.S.U.
computer science program.
Facil ities at Neff Hall are used to
teach students different computer languages with emphasis on
the " architecture" of computers.
Distinguishing the different
computers and how they should
be used is the skill area of
computer science. Lower divi-

sion courses teach progra n ming in general and comp u er
languages, COBAL, FORTRA\J,
and PL/ 1.
A restructuring of the currie ulum was in progress during t 1e
78-79 school year. The introd1 ctory courses have been lined 1p
so a student can take a gene al
intro course concurrently wit 1 a
computer
language.
So11e
upper level courses will >e
combined and others, such as
courses dealing with file h, 1dling will be broken down to m
easier sequence.
Dr. Everald Mills, Chairp• rson of the department, feels t i at
the future for computer scier :e
majors is good. As comput· rs
gradually become less exp£ 1sive, they will be utilized me ·e
by businesses and the dema d
for computer technicians ... ill
increase.

English
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Two new courses were
added to the English department cu rriculum. Both were
General Studies courses:
220G-English Masterpieceswhich dealt with British short
works; and 232G-Themes in
American
Literature-which
was organized around the
whole range of American Literature f rom the colonial ninetee nth century to the twentieth
century.
Two new faculty members
were also added . One was
novelist James Burke and the
other, linguist Tina Bennett.
During the Fall semester, poet
Hugh Sideman was a distinguished professor for one
month of concentrated tutorial
courses. During Spring semester, Hilma Wolitzer, who specialized in fiction writing, was
the distinguished professor.
EGSA brought in Doris Bettes,
a novelist, for three days of
tutorials and workshops in
October. She was very impressed with the student fiction
writers at W.S.U.

Increasing emphasis on
" marketable" skills has affected the English department. Dr.
Donald Wineke, Chairperson,
explained that the department
was working on a publicity
campa ign to educate people on
how English skills can be used
in areas other than teaching.
Also, the department was involved in a study that surveyed
teachers on how much writing
they required in courses.
Wineke says that any future
expansion, outside of normal
program adjustment, will be in
rhetoric and writing. "Given the
demand for people who can
articulate themselves," he explains, " people who can write
seem to be in relatively short
supply." Student advising wiH
also see some improvement.
The idea will be to show
students that English is useable in any labor market other
than highly technical or scientific fields. Says Wineke, "If we
can turn out articulate students, they will have a marketable skill."
departments-113

Gerontolog)'
America is getting older. No, multi-disciplinary,
using
not because of July Fourth knowledge and skills from
every year, but because the twelve different departments
number of persons aged 65+ and utilizing classroom and
increased to 23 million (10.7% field placement methods. Inof the population) in 1976. As ternships are tailored to the
the number of older persons students' career interests.
increased, so did the need for
To supplement regular courknowledge about aging, servi- sework, the Gerontology proces required, and trained per- gram offers continuing educasonnel to supply the knowl- tion conferences, workshops,
edge and services.
and in-service traning in the
Gerontology is the study of Wichita area. They also help,
aging. The program, directed through participation in state
by Dr. William C. Hays, pre- and regional organizations, to
pares students to work with plan state-wide and regional
and for older persons and the conferences in the area of
agencies and organizations aging. Being plann·ed, are
which serve older persons. It is workshops covering nutrition
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and aging, physical fitness ar d
aging, programming for sen it 1r
citizens, and drug use/m i ~ use/abuse among older pe sons.
One important function of a
university is research, and bo 1
individual faculty members ar j
the university Gerontolo ~ y
Center, conduct research n
the areas of biological scien c 1,
social science and logopedic ;,
Students who specialize 1
health care and aging may fi r j
job possibilities ranging fro 1
work in a geriatric hospital l r
nursing home to work on tt ~
federal Medicaid or Medica l 3
survey teams.

"More people are becoming
aware of the importance of
reinforcing their skills with a
second language," says Dr.
Allen Cress, Chairperson of the
German department. He explains that the person with a
second language has an edge
in many places for job opportunities.
Cress says the department
teaches the development of all
the language skills of reading ,
speaking and writing. They
also study the culture of
German-speaking countries.
To provide students with the
right kind of instruction in the
early stages, the department
has a "leveling out" courseGerman 220. 220 is a third
semester, five hour course,
open to students who had
taken high school German or
two semesters of college, German. After five weeks, a placement test is given and students
who score above the cut-off
have the option of remaining in
220 or moving up to 223.
Futuristically, Cress says it is
hard to predict what will
happen to the department.
"The Modern Language Association survey, among others,
indicates a nationwide decline
in foreign language enrollments," comments Cress,
"The immediate prospect is not
encouraging, but the educa- ,
tion pendulum swings in this
country-slowly-with higher
education lagging a college
generation or so behind the
demand for a given specialization."

G erman
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Geology/
Geography

"There is no unemployment
in our field," says Dr. J. Robert
Berg, Chairperson of the Geology/Geography department.
He also says that salaries seem
to run higher than salaries in
· engineering.
The ultimate practical purpose of geology is to exploit
and explore natural resources,
which are becoming short in
supply. Because of this emphasis, the department is heavily
field-oriented. All classes require field trips. "People seem
to enjoy getting out in the open
rather than sitting behind a
desk," explains Berg.
Some new courses were
added to the curriculum. One
new class was GeoChronology, a graduate course
in dating rocks, minerals, and
fossils. Berg expected archaeology and geology students to enroll in it and maybe
some biology students. Dr.
Donald L. Foster received
some grant money from the
National Science Foundation
to set up an experimental one
hour mini-course for underQraduates a_.nd
graduates.

There was the possibility of
expansion of the class, whi ~ h
dealt with rocks and minerc. 1s.
Another mini-course was bei 1g
put together by Dr. Dou g'l s
Schultz on Medical Geology It,
too, was to be an experimen· 31,
one hour class.
Berg sees a strong future ':> r
the department. He says t1 at
enrollments have probably t- 1d
the largest increase in 1 1e
Liberal Arts college and t ~ ~y
could use another 10 to 15
percent increase to meet 1 1e
needs of the geology fiE d.
Newer, large equipment fo u 1d
in modern industry will ,e
needed to enable faculty :o
conduct more research a 1d
give students better prepa ~
tion for employment after g 1duation. Over the next i ·n
years, the .department wo1 d
like to create and teac h a
comprehensive, balanced c rriculum that prepares grac Jates for the wides variety )f
activities and jobs, includi g
teaching, research, state a d
national surveys, mining, 1 rban and environmental pt >jects, and space technology

History
Contrary to popular belief, Thomas, Chairperson of the
the study of history is more History Departm~;;nt.. "Our nainvolved than the rote memori- tional reputation is increasing
zation of names, dates, and and many of my colleagues in
countries who won world wars. tlie department are very active
History provides us with a in research and publication."
sense of where we are, based
New to the department this
upon where we've been. Histo- year is Bill Richard, an expert in
ry is constantly happening and Russian history. Thomas said
always changing.
that the department has a
Also contrary to popular number of people involved
legend, there isajobmarketfor directly in specific areas of
history majors. Besides teach- history, which brings important
ing history, there are career historical events into a sharper
opportunities in historical re- focus.
search, and a solid history
The future outlook for people
background helps in such interested in history is good,
areas as theology (studying according to Thomas. The
eastern and western religions), government is always looking
journal ism (having back- for accurate archivists who can
ground information on current handle a flow of government
world events), and law (re- documents with intelligence
search in court history and and understanding. Careers in
significant legal decisions of foreign service are also availathe past). History knowledge ble to those who have a broad
can be a springboard or an aid background in European and
in any number of areas.
world history. Museums also
The W.S.U. History Depart- have a demand for people who
ment provides students with a understand historical data.
thorough knowledge of many Careers with history as a basic
historical areas of importance. knowledge are limited only by
"We have a very dynamic the imagination of those endepartment", said Dr. Phillips 1 rolled in history courses.
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Journal isnl
"We teach the art and essence of communication as it is
and ought to be practiced by
newspapers, radio and television stations, and advertising
and public relations agencies,"
said Charles Pearson, Chairperson of the Journalism Department.
"Virtually every decision that
anyone makes is based to some
degree on what he has heard or
read or seen in one medium or
another of mass communication," he explained. "As the
world becomes more complex,
it becomes increasingly important that people working in
communications be welltrained and dedicated to responsibility and high standards
of accuracy and ethics. This is
what the Journalism Department attempts to do."
In its efforts to succeed, the
Department tries to structure

courses so the student's experience will be as close as
possible to that which he will
have in the field . It also makes a
special effort to schedule
classes in such a way that night
students will be able to complete all required courses for
Journalism.
The department also works
on expanding internships, attempting to match internships
with students. Pearson believes that working on a campus publication like The Sunflower or Parnassus is a
valuable experience.
During the past year Robert
Hobson held the post of EagleBeacon Distinguished Professor. It was the first time
someone from that field
has occupied the position.
Hobson is a "man of very
considerable
attainments,"
said Pearson. Hobson taught a

seminar in Public Relations
which involved students in a
nation-wide project for the
establishment of Agriculture
Day.
Pearson expects that communications will continue to be
a good field for jobs. "We're
seeing business and industry
become more interested in
graduates who are skilled in
communications. Businesses
have discovered that they have
communication problems.
Graduates are hired as middle
management people to help
communications run more
smoothly," he explained.
He said that as the number of
newspapers decline, jobs may
not be numerous, but the
remaining jobs will be better
jobs. Newspapers will change
primarily in the area of packaging, with more effective use of
color and pictures resulting

from improved printing p ocesses.
Pearson would like to ~ ee
television and radio give m re
attention to the news, report 1g
in-depth a broad range of
news, as well as special ever ts.
He views magazines as ·e- ·
sponding to the moment .ry
demands of readers.
"Overall," Pearson S< :d,
''there will continue to b( a •
need to train persons in all 1e
fields of communications, or
employers' expectations re
increasing: they insist ur )n
more training in both the ry
and practice than they 0 1 ce
did. This suggests that ·,e
Journalism Department
ill
continue to be viable and m st
expand both its horizons < 1d
its course work."

Mathematics
"We are a service department
in the way that we work with
other departments. Most of our
majors are from other colleges
and departments. We could not
exist on our own majors," said
Dr. John J. Hutchinson, Chairperson of the Mathematics
Department. He continued,
· "We try to be of service to other
people and present them with a
minimum number of hassles."
In comparison to a large
residential university, such as
KU, WSU's Math Department
had a much heavier evening
schedule. According to Hutchinson, about one-third of the
total credit hours were offered
in the evening. A new course,

Math 007, which was basic thematicians of this century to
college arithmetic, was de., solve. About eighteen have
signed for people who had been solved, by Japanese,
been out of school for several Italians, and Russians. He also
years and who had very little or predicted a new generation of
no math background . Hutchin- computers more rapid than
son explained, "The depart- ones presently in use which will
ment is trying to conserve and allow more problems to be
expand our mathematical her- done in less time. Along with
this, there will be a gradual
itage."
As for the general future of evolution of computer lanmathematics, Hutchinson be- guages. "Computer languages
lieved that more of David must be evolutionary rather
Hilbert's twenty-four problems than revolutionary, mainly bewill be solved, "Maybe one will cause people stay the same
even be solved by an Ameri- and languages are the step
can." Hutchinson explained between people and the mathat Hilbert was a 19th century chine," Hutchinson explained.
mathematician
who
left
twenty-four problems for ma-

..
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Philosophy
Minority
Studies
Under the Minority Studies
department, courses examine
the language and behavior of
different ethnic groups. The
modern interaction of these
groups with themselves and
others is presented to students
with some historical background to lay a foundation for
better understanding of the
modern roleofethnicgroupsin
society. "We study groups in
their ethnicity," explains Dr.
George Rogers, chairperson of

the departments.
Rogers says that the College
of Business and College of
Education have recommended
that their students take minority studies courses because
these fields involve being able
to work with and communicate
with people from all ethnic
groups. The department also
has close ties with racial minority communities in Wichita.
Besides this, they have been
involved in advising and devel-

Philosophy adopted a new ment.
Philosophical thought may
format for their majors. It
direct
itself to a variety of
became more individually tailored, with fewer specifically subjects, including the nature
required courses. "We don't of reality, the conditions of
think that a Philosophy major knowledge, the structure of
needs a very structured major. logical reasoning, and the
What we want is breadth of foundations of morality. Stuexperience and a sufficient dents majoring in the subject
amount of it," explained Dr. are often a major in another
Ben F. Rogers, department subject. However, they can
specialize in Ethics, Social and
~hairperson. There were
:ertain number of hours re- Political Philosophy, Epistequired at different levels, but mology, Logic, Philosophy of
essentially, the program was Science, Metaphysics, or the
designed in terms of an individ- Philosophy of Religion. The
ual's interests and future plans. value of a degree in the field is
A major was planned with a likely to be found in its affect on
departmental advisor and had the individual than in training
to be approved by the depart- for a specific career, according

a

oping minority studies courses
and programs in other colleges
throughout the nation. This
also includes dealing with
recruiting minority students
and personnel problems.
In the future, Rogers believes
that the department will be
providing more services for
other departments and colleges. As more people see the
value of skills that can be
gained in the department, the
department will expand. "All

companies are pushing o
employ a greater composite 1f
the work force. They're hiri g
more women and minoritie· "
comments Rogers. "People v. II
need to develop skills in de. ing with supervising in a mu l cultural setting." Rogers sa s
the department is work i g
towards a greater acceptan e
of cross-cultural commun ic.
tions as a recognized dis. pline.

to the department.
Rogers feels the department
Nil I remain small. He does see
some possible change in the
format of introductory courses.
"Student generations do
change and we will change the
format of introductory classes
as needs seem to dictate,"
explained Rogers. Since the
discipline of philosophy encourages independent, disciplined thought , persons
trained in philosophy are in
demand and are recruited for
careers in many different professions. Consequently, the
future outlook for philosophy
graduates is excellent.
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Physics
Physics.
Well, first of all, how many
people know what a physics
major does? It sounds difficult,
and almost everyone who is a
physicist is considered a genius. Albert Einstein was a physicist and his name is synonymous with genius. But what does
a physicist do, other than be a
genius?
"Physicists do highly technical research," said Dr. Donald
L. Foster, Chairperson of the
Physics Department. "For example, a solid state physicist is
one who is interested in solid
matter. Almost all experimental
work is done by physicists who
work out theories. A physicist
has to have a research project
in mind."
Here at Wichita State the
requirements for a B.S. degree
in physics might stagger those
unfamiliar with the major. The
requirements are 40 hours of
physics, 25 hours of math, 10

hours of chemistry, and 10
hours of foreign language.
"Many students do not wish to
study difficult subjects and
thus avoid the rigorous education required in physics," Foster said. "I started out thinking
of engineering: I like physics
and stayed. Several of our
physics students started that
way."
Although the training in
physics is rough by any standards, becoming an actual physicist is even rougher. "Essentially someone with a bachelors
in physics would start as a
junior engineer," Foster said.
"A person isn't really a physicist unless he has a doctorate."
Foster also added that "40 or SO
percent" of all physicists become physics teachers.
In spite of all that, Wichita
State has a solid physics department. "Physicists are very
specialized," Foster said. "We
have undergraduates working

on astronomy here who 1ay
become astro-physicists. We
have some students wor ing
on building their . own rc: 1iotelescope."
Foster
ad •ed,
"Astro-physics is a highly c. )mpetitive field."
Foster further comme ted
that while America is pro, ucing more Ph.D's in physics 1an
the job market can hat Jle,
there will still be a neec for
good physicists. "We ne' 1 a
small group of physics tudents who are constantly c lming up," Foster said. "Soci :y's
active interest in the v. 'rid
around them is the basic r Jed
for physics in today's wo r: ,."
This is Foster's first yec as
Chairperson of the Ph} ics
Department. Foster said nat
the future growth of the de: l rtment is dependent upon roviding basic physics ins1 :.JCtion
to
premed i · al,
engineering, and other tee nical majors.

Mr. Samuel Yager began his
first year as a Career Counselor
with the Political Science department. Dr. Kathryn Griffith,
Chairperson of the department,· said that Yager will
inform students about the
various opportunities open to
political science graduates and
help undergraduates determine career curriculums.
Two new upper level courses
were added to the department:
Public Management and Human Resources, dealing with
personnel management; and
Politics of Aging, which was
part of a developing joint
graduate program with Gerontology and the Public Administration program of the political
science department.
The department is fairly

broad-ranging, using all the
areas of political science to
gain a greater understanding of
the political arena. Griffith says
poly-sci is in a period of
change, moving towards a
greater reintegration of available resources. She explains
that there are a half dozen ways
to study politics, and they're
trying to fit qualitative and
behavioral studies of politics
into a greater framework.
Griffith comments "It's difficult to determine what impact
our department has on society." She feels that the department has a responsibi,lity to
acquaint undergraduates with
the political system. "The more
we know, the more we can
function in the system and
make it work."

Political
Science
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··sexuality and the Sacred"
was a new team-taught class in
the Religion Department, which
illustrates the changing face of
modern _religion. Professors
Denise Carmody and Judith
Plaskow taught the undergraduate class. Another new concept of teaching the "Christianity" class was implemented.
Christianity was taught in conjunction with English 102.
Department Chairperson Jerry
Irish explained, "The idea is
that you can learn more about
and do a better job writing
about something you're genuinely interested in."

The Religion Department
offers general courses such as
Introduction to Reli~ion,
courses on specific religions,
and courses pertaining to religious thought, such as "the
meaning of death."
Irish said that a religion
degree is much like any other
humanities degree where a
student isn't prepared for a
specific job, although a percent
of religion students go on to
seminary. Courses in religion
provide a general background
for many fields.
In the future , Irish says he
would like to see more people

in Wichita recognizing that
"there is a world out there full of
all sorts of strange and interesting things outside of Wichita.
The study of religion is one way
to explore that world;"
Irish also believes that there
is a disillusionment with standard and traditional religions.
"Religions now are more of a
method to cope with situations
rather than changing the situation," Irish said. "Mainline
religious denominations will
have to respond to some extent
by becoming more vital."

I

Relig I On
Psychology
"The proper study of mankind department itself.
is man''
These activities coincide
-Alexander Pope with the goals of the departThis Is the basic belief of the ment. Psychology hopes to
WSU Psychology Department contribute to the liberal educaaccording to Dr. M. Robert tion of WSU students. The
Borresen, Department Chair- department also offers "practiperson.
cal" undergraduate courses
Borresen obtained his BA at designed for those individuals
Northwestern University and who must deal with others in all
his MA and Ph.D. atthe Univer- phases of life. In addition, the
sity of Missouri. WSU added psychology program is set up
him to its staff in 1965. Along for the purpose of preparing
with his teaching career, Bor- students for graduate work in
resen has published a total psychology and all other relatof twenty-one articles. ed fields.
The research for these articles
"Many of the problems facwas general psychology, per- ing our society are of an
ception, statistics and re- interpersonal natu're and insearch methods. He is current- volve a large element of interly on the State Board of personal relations. Psychology
Examiners of Psychologists.
studies such factors as motivaThe Psychology Department tion and emotions, learning,
offers such services as clinics, perception, personality devellectures ' and/ guest speakers. opments and behavior disThe activities are announced orders," said Borresen, "all of
beforehand usually by the which contribute to our social,
•
Psychology Graduate Student personal and work environOrganization (PGSO) or by the ments."
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"I want everyone on the
faculty to have the opportunity
to teach with his own methods
since I feel that each of us
teaches in a manner which will
get the best results for us and
the students," explained Dr.
Eugene Savaiano, Chairperson
of the Romance languages
department. Savaiano completed his last year as department chairperson after 32
years in the position. He
stepped down because he had
reach_ed _the age of 65.
The department's main purpose is to teach foreign languages and culture in order to
prepare students to participate
in international affairs. In conjunction with this goal, a third
option was added for Spanish
majors. It is termed the "Career
Option" and it teaches Spanish
for engineers, doctors, nurses,
and other professions where
students might encounter a
need for the Spanish language.
Two new courses were
added for the option-Career
Communication in Spanish
and Readir)gs in Hispanic Periodicals. These courses pu1
students in touch with the
modern Spanish vocabulary
· and culture more than any
other course, said Savaiano.
The department is also in the
process of submitting a pro-

posal for a summer prograr in
Strasburg, France. Dr. Gi n· te
Adamson, assistant profe~ or
in French, had formally sub1 itted the idea two or three yt 1rs
ago.
The department hopes ne
program will be in effect wi in
two to three years.
Other languages taugh·1 in
the Romance languages apartment are German, ltal .n,
Greek, latin, and PortuguE e.
Savaiano observed, ''At 1e
present, foreign language ~ all
over the United States re
having a hard time survivt g.
Wichita State is fortunate, in
that during this period we h< 1e
been able to maintain our I€ el
of growth." He sees the fu t ~e
of the department as "v ~Y
healthy, with an excellent st ff,
and excellent support from 1e
administration."
Savaiano expects Spar sh
to become a second nati o 1al
language. He explained: "M<1y
sections of the country re
heavily populated with Span sh
speaking people. We h<ve
Cubans and Puerto Rica 1s,
and as long as the influ x of
Mexicans continues, whet ;er
on a legal or illegal ba:.;is,
Spanish could very easily necome an official second lc. nguage in the next 15 to 20
years."

Speech Communication
"Our academic goals are all
intertwined with large service
goals," stated Dr. Bela Kiralyfalvi, Chairperson of the
Speech Communication Department.
The Speech Communication
department is an "umbrella" for
its four divisions: Theater;
Radio/TV/Film; Rhetoric/Communication; and Speech Education. Each division has its
own goals, which together
comprise the goals of the department.
The Theater division aims to
provide academic instruction,
production experience, and
good quality theater programs
for the university and the city of
Wichita. Within these goals are
the Major Production series,
which is directed by faculty,
and the Experimental Produc-

tion series, directed by students.
In Radio/TV/Film, the university radio station KMUW gives
students expe.-;~nce in addition to classwork, and the
station ser·Jes the entire community. The Rhetoric/Communication division gives theoretical and practical education
with an extensive Forensic
program. The main objective
·for Speech Education is the
preparation of students for
teaching at the secondary level.
A new course, "Introduction
to Film," was recently added to
the curriculum. It was a course
in "film esthetics," which ·did
not involve making films, but
rather the study of existing
films. Students analyzed the
films, and studied and critiqued

techniques and themes.
looking into the future, Kiralyfalvi said, "I don't make
predictions, I make hypothesis.
We are here to carry out an
important education function,
but not anything spectacular."
He indulged in some "wishful
thinking," expressing hope for
a new facility for University
Theater in the next ten years.
The Speech Communication
Department
has
two
components-Major and
Service-which will be affected
differently by enrollment. In the
Service component, for nonmajors, the enrollment wili
fluctuate with general enrollment. The Major component
will remain steady in enrollment.
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Graduate
School
"The Graduate School operation is a bigger part of general
university activities than many
people realize, " stated Dr.
Lloyd M. Benningfield, Dean of
the Graduate School. He continued, "We have 3,646 people
enrolled this fall. Most of them
are working part or full time.
They are from all over the
nation, and the number of
foreign countries. It is probably
the largest enrollment in a
single college on campus."
The Graduate School offers
45 graduate degree programs,
most of them masters, a few
terminal degrees, and two doctorates.
Newest programs to the
school were the Master of Arts
in Gerontology and the Master
of Arts in Liberal Studies. The
Gerontology program gained
wide interest, as the subject of
aging became a concern to a
great many people. As for the

Liberal Studies program, a
student was able to structure a
specialized liberal arts program.lt was not an extension of
the General Studies program,
as there were significant restrictions on the number of
departments and work that
could be done outside the
college. Benningfield felt, "The
Liberal Studies will grow in
popularity as people realize
they can structure their own
masters program." He also said
that the popular combinations
for the program were Philosophy/Political
Science and
American Studies/History.
WSU also gained independence from KU in connection
with the Ph .D. in Engineering,
now running the program se,
parately.
For the future, Benningfield
said the school will be reproposing a Master of Computer Science program. "I am

certainly optimistic that it will grams relative to society will
be approved," Benningfield also help our ability to attract
added enthusiastically. There students ."
He
concluded,
will also be a number of possi- "Many graduate schools tend
bilities for interdisciplinary to be elitist. I always try to be
masters, such as Health/Busi- the opposite. You can still
ness and Humanities/Technol- maintain 'quality' while being
ogy. Benningfield also thought open, warm, and human. We
that there will be a limited have been reasonably successnumber of doctoral programs ful in working with students.
in sight for the future. These You 're dealing with human
will also have a multi- beings and must work accorddisciplinary orientation, but ingly, not making expectations
they will have to be "somewhat beyond what can be done."
unique" so they are not just
The future looks good for the
duplications of what KU and K- department. They have a very
State presently offer.
active graduate student body.
Said Benningfield, " I see In fact, the graduate program in
more people going on to grad- community pschology is growuate school. If there is any kind ing yearly. Borresen also stated
of drop, it will be much less that the new undergraduate BS ·.
drastic than at the initial enrol- program should be of interest
lment level, as women are to those individuals in educabecoming
more
career- tion, health professions, and
oriented and people are chang- business majors just to name a
ing careers in mid-life. Our few.
ability to put together pro-
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"All our knowledge has its origins in our
perceptions"

Century II

-Leonardo da Vinci
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W.S.U . Shuttle Bus

Ulrich Museum of Art

Life Sciences Lecture Hall

't·

Wallace Hall/Engineering Con 1lex

Jardine Hall

"Why don't you run a couple of pages of
foxes?" he said. "You know, really pretty
girls. Remember the Dallas Cowgirls in last
year's book? Pages like that really look great,
kind of catch your attention as you flip
through the book."
Smiling broadly, I agreed.
"You sexist male hippie pig chauvinist
demented clown!" she screamed. "There is
no way you're going to run two cheesecake
pages of pretty girls without running two
pages of handsome guys!!!"
Nodding gravely, I agreed.

In the golden age of civil . fury like a bureaucracy opdisobedience, William Sloane posed." "I look at that time as a
Coffin was an important force time of ethical unrest rather
behind the draft resistance than student unrest," Coffin
movement during the stormy said, and added that although
,days of the Vietnam War. Today, the Vietnam War split the counin a society that is systematically try in many respects, relationbecoming
ultra-conservative, ships between students and
Coffin still continues to be an faculty at that time were better
outspoken critic of United than they ever were before, or
States military policy.
have been since.
On the evening of Jan. 25,
Coffin, a former Chaplain at
1979, Coffin spoke about slow- Yale University and current
ing the production of nuclear senior pastor at New York's
and military weapons in a 1 Riverside Church, was quesspeech he delivered as guest of tioned about why he decided
the University Forum Board. At a on a career in the clergy. "I was
dinner prior to his lecture Coffin ' deeply impressed by Jesus," said
said that the days of the anti- Coffin, "and believing that one
vietnam War protests were should translate ideas into acturbulent because "Hell' hath no tion, I entered seminary train1

Steve.
GarveyJoy Comes
to
Mudville

Steve Garvey, famous first else. I like speaking to people
baseman for the Los Angeles and I think you should help
Dodgers, came to campus on people and I try to show that you
Tuesday, Nov. 28, to speak to don't have to be well-known to
W.S.U. students about sports, make a difference."
discuss professional baseball
Garvey has long been active in
and explain to irate Dodger fans Big Brothers of America. He has
why the Dodgers lost the '78 also worked with "No Greater
world series and thousands of Love," an organization serving
dollars of nationwide side bets. families of prisoners of war.
Garvey, who was the first Garvey said that he enjoys the
Forum Board speaker of the '78 work and the opportunity to
semester, said that in spite of help people.
being named most valuable
On the subject of professional
player in the 1978 National sports, Garvey said that he
League Championship series, he doesn't feel current salaries
is just an average guy. "Steve for professional athletes are
Garvey is just like you people," excessive. "Sports is an enterGarvey said, "off the playing tainment business," Garvey
field I'm the same as anyone said, "if an entertainer in Las

ing." Coffin said that although it
is sometimes hard to keep the
faith, the human capacity for
hope can't be deniecf. "I can see
doubting the quality of the
bread," said Coffin, "but I can't
see kidding yourself into thinking you're not hungry."
During his lecture, Coffin
·poke of increasing social serviLes to the poor and needy and
decreasing the amount spent on
Defense Department nuclear
nonsense. "No nation can be
secure when 40 million of its
citizens have no reason to feel
loyal to it," Coffin said. "The
poor are the real victims of this
insanity and they aren't going to
take it much longer." Coffin
explained that much of the

social unrest among the poor
manifests itself in a feeling of
localism in ghetto areas. "Localism is the idea that 'We can't
start anything man, but we can
stop anything'," Coffin said.
"The arms race is the worst way
to stimulate the economy and
the American people are slowly
beginning to re-examine their
priorities."
Coffin challenged students
and faculty to organize teachins and bring in experts on
economics, political science
and other related areas to
discuss problems caused by the
arms race. "God asks that we
return to her our love and not
our children's ashes," Coffin
said.

William Sloane
Coffin ''Our .
Children's Ashes''

Vegas gets $40,000 a week, a
sports figure should be worth $2
million for a four-year contract."
During a question and answer
session, Garvey was asked about
the future of the baseball umpire. "I don't think referees will
be taken out of the game in
favor of videotape," said Garvey, "because videotapes take
the humanness out of the game.
After all, we are humans playing
against humans and humans
should be rPfereeing."
Garvey was also asked his
opinion of baseball managers.
"My opinion on managers is
that they've never won a game
or never lost one," Garvey said.

"The manager must get t h !
players on the field and gr t
them as motivated as possib l ~
... when a manager is fired on 1
major league team, it is usual. 1
because someone is looking fr r
a scapegoat since you can't fi t ~
the players."
Garvey told the audience th,,t
he was happy with the Dodge . s
and that he would renegotia 1 ~
with the Dodgers when h s
contract comes up for renew<> :.
When he retires from baseba :i,
Garvey said that he hopes to get
a job in broadcasting. "Whe n I
get done with baseball, I hope
that I can work somewhere
where I can explain sports
report events to people."
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Benjamin
Hooks
"... The struggle
isn't finished
yet"

Benjamin J. Hooks, Executive
Director of the NAACP, appeared as a guest of the Forum
Board on Feb. 26, to speak on thE
subject of Black pride and Black
awareness.
Hooks told a ca'pacity audience at the C. A. C. Theatre tha1
he had been struggling his
entire lifetime to overcome
prejudice. "In 1949, I went to
Memphis to. study law," said
Hooks. "I discovered there was
no place in Memphis a Black
person could study law, so I
went to Chicago. When I went
back to Memphis to practice law
' was treated like a criminal."
Hooks said that although the
Black struggle is better than it
was, there is still a long way to go
before real racial equ_ality is
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reached. uThings have changed
dramatically," said Hooks. "It
was tough as hell 20 years
ago ... we quickly forget where
we came from and any people
who forget where they came
from won't know where they're
going."
"I suggest that we haven't
made it yet," Hooks continued.
"Of the 7,000 radio stations in
this country less than 600 are
owned by Blacks, of 17,000
newspapers in thi~ country less
than 11_major positions are filled
by Blacks. Unemployment is
twice as high in the Black
community. It's still tough out
there 'cause we're the last to be
hired and the first to be fired."
Hooks spoke at length about
his experiences as Tennessee's

Yitzhak Rabin-Give Peace a Chance
The Middle East. In early 1979,
that was the topic. If you didn't
know what was happening
there, minute by minute, aggression upon aggression, then
the media sandblast made damn
sure you found out, pronto.
The headlines screamed about a
change of government in Iran.
Information about "Camp David" and "peace talks" blasted
from local AM radio news
reports like shrapnel from a
terrorist bomb. Israel and the
Arab Nations rattled swords
every evening on the six o'clock
news .
... and during this turmoil,
Yitzhak Rabin, former Prime
Minister of Israel, came to
Wichita on March 1, 1979, to

speak of peace.
Security for the Rabin speech
was incredible. Guys standing
five feet apart inside Wilner
Auditorium, talking to each
other on walkie-talkies. The
uniformed and the plainclothed
mingling and standing by entrances and exits in case of
violence. In other colleges
where Rabin lectured there had
been rather physical outbreaks
of"civil disobedience." Outside
the auditorium the Moslem
Student Union staged a demonstration, but it was orderly and
relatively peaceful.
As guest of the University
Forum Board, Rabin spoke
optimistically about the prospects of peace in the Middle

East. "The way I see it, Israel and
Egypt have passed the point of
no return on the way to a peace
treaty," Rabin said. "The signing
of that treaty will be an historic
occasion. Don't be discouraged
if the coming days look bleak.
There is a solid basis to the belief
that there will be peace."
Rabin told the audience that
United States involvement in
the Middle East was helpful, but
that the countries involved
directly in the conflict are the
ones who must ultimately make
the peace agreements work.
" We have to work closely with
the Un ited States," Rabin said.
" But with all the great admiration I have for the. United States,
t he key to peace is cooperation

between the people of the
Middle East." When asked if he
could foresee a time when there
might be United States military
involvement in a Middle East
conflict, Rabin said, uwe believe that when it comes to the
defense of Israel we have to
do it ourselves. We distinguish
between getting U.S. arms and
having U.S. involvement."
Rabin said that bringing peace
to the Middle East will require
some complicated negotiating,
but he believes the people
of Israel and Egypt will force
their governments to create a
workable peace treaty.

On the television producti1 n
first Black judge. "16 years after I
went to Memphis to practice of "Roots," Hooks said, "In r y
law I was appointed judge by the personal opinion it (Roots) .,.., JS
Governor of Tennessee," Hooks an outstanding achievement. it
said. "When I walked into the gave Black actors a chance to e
courtroom there were a lot of something other than Geor .e
older people crying because Jefferson ... some of the bf 5t
they never expected to see a actors are Black," Hooks sa .:J ,
Black man as judge in a court of "and they don't get good rol e "
law ... aftet I got .u p there I got all
About President Carter's 1 ~ '9
kinds of death threats and I was budget Hooks was less enth u ioffered police protection but I astic . . "I'm not satisfied w h
decided, no, because I wanted Carter's budget," Hooks sa .:I.
to know which way the bullets "There aren't enough pro ·icame from."
sions to help the poor and t 1e
During the question and Black and unless this nati m
answer session, Hooks was expands its work.force, Bla( ~ s
questioned about a variety of will remain unemployed a 1d
subjects ralilging from his opin- underemployed."
ion of the television series
Upon completing his rema h s,
"Roots," to his opinion of the Hooks was given a stand ing
Carter budget.
ovation.
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Joe SpeerKing of the
Nighttime
World
Dr. Ricard, Assistant Professor
of Continuing Education says
that it is difficult to complete a
degree by exclusively taking
night courses. Nevertheless, it
can be done. Look at Joe Speer.
Even though a degree program
may be difficult to complete,
evening students are able to
take almost any course they
wish. The College of Business
Administration offered the widest variety of courses and had
the greatest number of degrees
available to students. The College of Education had the least
amount of available courses for
the undergraduate through
night courses. Due to convenience, the majority of graduate
courses was held during the
evening.
New this year was added
protection during the dark
hours for evening students. The
security force assigned seven
student patrol officers to cover

beats in the evening between
6:30 and 10:30 p.m. All SPO's
wore uniforms an d ca rri ed
walkie-talkies, wh ich li nk ed
them to commissioned security
officers.
The world of the noct urnal
student indeed is different from
that of his daytime counterpart.
He is usually on campus only
once or twice a week and then
goes directly home to a family .
There are 5,000 such students
now enrolled at WSU and Joe
Speer is an example of one of
these very special, persistant
people.
Joe Speer, age 57, is a night
student at Wichita State University. He attends biology class
twice weekly. After the completion of this class, he will have a
bachelor's degree in Industrial
Education.
Joe appears to be an average
night student. However, unlike
the average night student, Joe

has attended evening classes for tered.
the past 13 years.
The most significant differJoe took his first course at WU ence between evening and
in 1946. He returned in 1965 and daytime courses is the length.
began his 13-year stint for a Evening classes run for a threedegree. He succeeded very well. hour stretch instead of the
According to statistics for traditional daytime one-hour
evening-only students, it takes class. This three hour stretch can
approximately 10 years to com- tax both the instructor and the
plete a degree. The average student. Therefore, the class
evening student enrolls in about format is adjusted to this differfive credit hours per semester, ence. Instructors need to be
on top of holding a full-time job. more innovative, energetic and
Presently Joe works a 40 hour creative with their classes. Inweek at Cessna Aircraft. He is structors also find that evening
also married and has a family, as students seem to be more
do the majority of evening stu- committed and have a greater
dents.
sense of stability and responsi~
Evening students comprise bility about them than day
almost one-third of Wichita students. It seems that they have
State's enrollment. Thirty to a more deep-seated desire to
forty percent of the 5000 en- learn . This might be contributed
rolled in night courses are to the age difference which is 30
graduate students. Evening for the evening student and 20
courses are held Monday to 25 for day students.
through Thursday and on Saturdays and 500 courses are of-

Typica·l
college
students,

circa: 1979
1. Dinky Botkin
2. jim Rivers
3.. Vicki Day joiner
4. Edward Hyde
5. Dave Larsen
6. jan Megaffin
7. Becky Mai
8. Charlotte A. Stein
9. Anita Peeters
to. There se. M . Mathews
11. john Stein

'·
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In memory f
Dr. John Nickel, Professor of
secondary education in the
College of Education at Wichita
State University, died May 1,
1978.
Dr. Nickel enjoyed a long and
outstanding career in the field
of education. He received a
Bachelor of Science from Ft.
Hays State College in 1957, a
Masters of Science from Ft. Hays
State College in 1959, and a
Doctorate from the University
of Kansas in 1970. Nickels taught
science courses in Kansas secondary schools and throughout his
life worked closely with Wichita
area secondary schools. Nickels
often served as consultant to
school districts and was associat-

ed with the Murdock Teacher
Center in Wichita Public
Schools.
In 1971 Nickels was selected as
pne of the outstanding educators of America. His complete
biography containing his many
academic accomplishments was
featured in the 1971 edition of
Outstanding Educators of
America.
Before coming to Wichita
State in 1967, Nickel worked as
Assistant Professor in the Biology Department at Baker University from 1961-1967. Nickels
joined the faculty of Wichita
State in 1967 as Associate Professor and was promoted to Professor in the fall of 1972.1t has been

said repeatedly that Nickels \ as
an excellant teacher who m ~ ntained a close working relati( nship with public school teacr ·rs
and administrators. He ' as
considered a fine teache r ) y
many of his students and t tlleagues and was a vaiL ~d
member of the Wichita St te
faculty.
In addition to these accc nplishments, Nickels was the l st
Director of Multi-Teacher E. J cation Center (MITEC) in te
College of Education. The tv f EC program prospered u n ~ r
Nickel's direction and cant )uted much to the educatio r >f
the people of Kansas.

Dr. Ross

Dr. John
Nickel

Mclaury
Taylor
Dr. Ross Mclaury Taylor was
described variously as author,
lecturer, historian, world traveler, plainsman and fourth generation Texan. He specialized in
the study of the American
Southwest and had written
several books about the area. He
was a member of the W.S.U.
faculty from 1939 until his death
in the spring of 1977. Nearly half
those years were spent as Chairperson of the American Studies
department which he helped
establish at W.S.U.
Taylor received his bachelor's
degree (a major in English
literature and a minor in history), from the University of
Oklahoma. He received his
masters in American Studies at
Harvard and earned his doctorate at the University of Iowa.
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His doctoral dissertation , Brazos, was published six weeks
before it was approved by his
major professor.
The first years at W.S.U . were
productive for Taylor. He taught
composition and writing, wrote
a sequel to Brazos, entitled The
Saddle and the Plow, compiled a
text for creative writing, The
Fabric of Fiction, (coauthored
with Douglas Bement), and
completed his third historical
novel, The Earth Does Sing. His
career was interrupted in the
spring of 1943 when he was
called to the Armed Services
where he serve in Military Intelligence.
When he returned to Wichita
State, in the fall of 1953, he
directed his historical fiction
writings to the juvenile reader in

the "We Were There" series. In
1963, the American Studies
courses became a separate
department with Taylor as
Chairperson and sole instructor,
aided by teaching assistants.
To Taylor, education was a
way of life, not a diploma. His
philosophy of education was
that the enlightenment of the
student is the most important
function of a university, and he
believed that a profesc;or must
intrigue students with his discipline so that they will continue
learning after they leave the
university . Taylor tried to make
each student feel important,
putting aside his own work to
discuss a student's problem. He
often took a student to lunch ,
and he paid assistants extra for
extra work.

In the early 1970's, Taylor
suffered his first heart attack .
Taylor spent the next few years
teaching, but in 1975, at age 65,
he stepped down as department
Chairperson. March 1977
brought the sudden death of
Taylor. He left behind his love
for Southwestern heritage, instilled in thousands of students;
his personal library, which was
given to the American Studies
department; and the American
Studies department itself. Dr.
Ross .Mclaury Taylor was the
kind of person you felt at ease
with but respected. His passing
was not accepted easily, but he
is not gone from the university
except in physical presence.
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L toR: Patricia Kidd, Sandra
Ratliff, Melinda Bergner, Elizabeth Torgersen, Debra
Wedel.

Senior Honor Men and Women

Citizen of the Worl I
Sitting behind his desk at his I once met a Norwegian student
office in Jardine Hall, Dr. Lynn and she knew I liked Norwegian
Winget looks very much like a so she spoke it all evening and I,
man who has all the answers. His really had my work cut out for
tiny office is lined wall-to-wall me." Winget continued, "There
with foreign language books are a number of languages I
and texts, which reflect his life- know, but not well enough to
long love for language. He has maintain a sustained conversatraveled to Mexico, Russia, tion."
Spain, France, Germany, Nor:
Winget came to W.S.U. in
way, Portugal, and most recent- 1961 from the University in
ly, Kenya. Winget freely admits, Kentucky. Before that, he stu"There are very few countries died in Norway on a Fullbright
I've gone to that I couldn't speak Grant. "I have always been a
a few words of 'the language." foreign language freak," Winget
But like all good sages, Winget is· said. "I lived in Nbrway for a
ultra-modest about his accom- year. Since that time I have lived
plishments.
in Spain for a few-months, and I
"There is a lot of folklore have spent 10 summers in Mexigoing around that I speak 23 co."
languages," Winget said. "There
During his travels, Winget has
are lots of . languages that I seen many amazing cultures. In
dabble in and a few languages August of 1978 Winget traveled
that I feel comfortable speaking. to Kenya to visit a former

student working with the Peace
Corps. While in Kenya, Winget
witnessed a circumcision ceremony of the Bukusu tribe.
"The Bukusu tribe has a large
circumcision ceremony in the
first part of August · in even
numbered years," Winget said.
"They are a remote tribe, but
most of the other tribes in the
area also make a big deal out of
the circumcision Jitual. In fact, a
tribe called Luo is the only tribe
who doesn't make a production
of circumcision.'' Winget quickly added, "The Luo tribe does
knock out some of their own ,
front teeth, so they don't really
get off scott free."
Winget said that in all his
travels probably the most striking thing he's ever seen is St.
Basil's church in Moscow. "The
group I traveled with and myself

Every year ten honor students
•are chosen at Wichita State for
!their outstanding service to the
1community and the university.
These students are then named
;as Senior Honor Men and
iwomen for the year.
The 1978 Senior Honor Men
are:
Kevin J. Bomhoff, of Wichita;
Michael B. Corbett, of Wichita;
Gary D. Kidd, of Dodge City; Jay
L. Smith, of Wichita; and Eric F.
Melgren, of Bloom.
The 1978 Senior Honor
Women are:
Mindy S. Bergner, of Pratt;
Patricia Kidd, of Raytown, Mo.;
Sandra J. Ratliff, of Kensington;
Elizabeth Torgersen, ot Lama.:
Ilie I, Ark; and Debra K. Wedel, of
!canton.
I The Senior Honor Men and
Women were honored at a
,special dinner on Oct. 20, 1978.
There were also presented to
the audience of the Wichita
State/Southern Illinois football
game.
1·

arrived in Moscow at nigh, '
Winget said. "After we wen t )
the hotel and got installed, \ ~
wanted to do a little sightseeil
so we went · to Red Squa
When we walked out on t
Square I could see the chu r, 1
lighted up." Winget contin ue
"As far as having something jL t
suddenly hitting you with s
beauty, St. Basil's was rea y
spectacular."
Between trips and class' ,,
Winget continues to study f< eign languages. "I would like J
know more about Sardinian a1 i
Swahili," Winget said. "Th e e
are also about 40 differe .t
languages spoken in Kenya t h t
I would like to study. Fore i ~ n
language is fascinating to stu d 1.
There is always something nE v
to learn."

1

1

L to R: Gary Kidd, Jay Smith, Kevin Bomhoff, Eric Melgren,
Michael Corbett.
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"Go Greek!"
"Experience the Greek life.
Get involved on your campus."
These slogans and others
were shouted throughout the
C.A.C. and posted in every
corner to help entice timid
freshmen to join a sorority or
fraternity.
Nancy Garfield, Associate
Dean of Student Life said,
"Through interaction with fellow students in sororities and
fraternities, the Greeks learn
and grow in ways that the
traditional classroom doesn't
offer."
To become active in a sorority or fraternity, the major
requirement is willingness and
desire to become involved.
Most houses have 'grade point
averages of 2.0 or 2.5. To help
meet this average, some
houses require their members
to attend weekly study hours.
However, because W.S.U. is a
non-traditional college where
most students commute, the
W.S.U. Greeks have problems
with conflicting time schedules. Therefore, study hours
are on an individual basis.
All five sororities and seven

fraternities at W.S.U. are
branches of national groups.
They were very active with
social and fund-raising functions. Major activities undertaken were Homecoming, Hippodrome, Christmas party and
the service programs used to
raise moneyforspecial groups.
The annual Christmas Bazaar
on December 2, raised money
for a trust fund which went to
the paralyzed daughter of
mathematics professor Dr. Perel. The Greeks also raised
money through a disco dance,
which went to finance the Rape
Crisis Center.. An Anchor
Splash and ice cream socials
were other ways they involved
themselves throughout the
year. Fraternities volunteered
their time by cleaning the yards
of the elderly in the Fairmount
.neighborhood. They also
' helped clean, paint and move
W.S.U.'s preschool to it's present location on Alumni Drive.
A new fraternny, Alpha Tau
Omega, joined the leagues of
brotherhood. It adopted the
Handicapped Services as its
special group project. It
was also involved wih the Big

Brother/Big Sister organ i• tion, and took area child r 1
pumpkin caroling around H
loween.
Overall, the membership f r
the Greeks has remai n j
steady for the past few years t
seems, though, that Greek 1 :'!
is drawing a larger percenta a
of the student body that it di· 3.
decade ago. Looking ahe; :,
the Greeks think that becaL e
of the decline in the numbers .f
students entering college,
cruitment may be a preble 1.
However, by creating me e
awareness of Greek I e
throughout the campus a d
getting more students
volved, they hope to maint• n
or enlarge their current me i bership.
Garfield said, "Going Gre k
is an alternative which needs o
be offered on campus. We t ry o
make others understand tr 1t
this lifestyle is more t h .~ n
partying. Greek life combi n-1s
education and involveme, t.
And, this involvement c ~.. n
result in great feelings, enjoyable times and friendsh ips
which last forever."
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Free University·
Offers Variety

"The Wichita Free University
is a grass-roots network
through which everyone can
come together to share their
ideas, interests and skills,"
explained Susie Massoth, Director of the Free U. Susie
joined the Free U staff in
August of '78. The motto of
Free U is "Anyone can teach,
anyone can learn ." On the
basis of this philosophy,
courses offered embrace every
topic imaginable. Free U prides
itself on the fact that classes
are open to anyone regardless
of age, race, sex or class.
Enrollment costs are minimal
and there are no grades, educational requirements or credits. Moreover, classes are not
cational requirements or credThe Free University was
started in 1968, by a group of
radical Wichita State students
involved in the free speech

movement. They wished to
offer non-traditional courses
on campus. One such course
was Politics Protest , which met
to generate ·ideas and discussion on that subject. The idea
of non-traditional courses
caught on and was funded by
the Student Government Association, which still provides 20
percent of Free U's funding.
The Free U has been growing
for 10 years now. During the
summer of 1977, the Comprehensive Employment Training
Act (CETA) provided funding
from the city of Wichita for the
U. Because of this funding,
enrollment grew from 150 to
1900 registrants during the fall
session of 1978. Offering 150
classes per session, almost 600
per year, Free University is one
of the ten largest in the nation.
It is able to reach approximately 6,000 people at a cost of eight

dollars per person, per year.
Furthermore, when the 45,000
copies of the Free U catalogue
are published, it is· the third
largest publication in Wichita,
next to the Eagle-Beacon and
Penny Power.
The popularity of the Free Uis due to the opportunity it
provides people to become
involved with others in their
community. Basic reasons that
people are drawn to Free U are
to learn skill instruction, gain
knowledge and share ideas,
become involved with others
with the same interests, to learn
how to handle transitions, such
as death, in their lives. A
popular course offered this
past fall was Disco. Susie
Massoth said that over 200
people attended this class.
Free U instructors are not
required to have a degree to
teach. All that is needed is the

idea and the desire to share
those ideas with others.
Classes use the community as
its learning resource. They
meet in homes, schools, businesses, churches, libraries
and at WSU.
The Free U is often referred
to as the "University without
walls," because it provides the
community of Wichita the opportunity to expand and share
its talents and interests in ways
that would be unfeasible without its services. Additionally, it
furnishes an unstructured environment for educational use
without the pressure of grades
and requirements. Finally, as
reported by Susie Massoth,
"The Free U is here because the
Wichita community is never
tired of learning, trying new
things and sharing with others."

'·
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The Foreign Student

Dilemma
As Andy Kaufman once said ,
" America is a tough town. " It
isn 't easy being a foreign student transplanted into American culture. In an effort to make
the transition a bit smoother and
to help students achieve academic excellence in a culture
outside their own , Wichita State
has instigated a program of
intensive English to bring stu dents to a level of English
comprehension that will enable
them to better communicate
during their residence in America.
" Basically, we have two kinds
of people who apply for I ntensive English ," said Albert J.
Vargo, Director of the Intensive
English Program. " People who
directly apply for the course to
learn English and people who
are admitted to the university
conditionally, who have to give
the university some evidence of
proficiency."
At this point, it should be
stressed that admission into the
Intensive English Program does
' not automatically qualify a student to enter Wichita State as a
full-time student. In order for
foreign students to enroll at
Wichita State they must first pass
the TOEFL (Test of English as a
Foreign Language) and then
pass a Wichita State University
test of English proficiency before they are allowed to enroll in
university classes. "We've had a
couple of misunderstandings,"
Vargo said , " because sometimes
a foreign student's English isn't
good enough to understand
that his 1-20 (a government form
which authorizes a student to
apply for a student visa) isn't an
automatic acceptance into the
university. "
Vargo further explained that
the major difference between
the TOEFL and the Wichita State
test, is that the Wichita State test
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requires a writing sample.
" The folklore has it that 500 is
a passing score for the TOEFL,"
Vargo said. " But that isn 't accurate because there are no passing scores. Students who rate
425 to 500 are allowed to take
some academic work ."
Many of the approximately
125 foreign students enrolled in
the program adapt easily to the
requirements of Intensive English, but others complain that
the program needs to be revamped. One Lebanese student,
who asked to remain anonymous, said , " Some students don't
understand that their English
will be checked so much before
they can enroll for classes at this
college. Some students are
required to supply more information about themselves to
enroll (in the Intensive English
courses) than they require to
enroll in regular university
classes." Paolo Politi, a student
from Italy to whom the university was helpful in getting adjusted to American life, said, "It
would be better if we had a .
better idea of what is required
on the TOEFL so we could
practice on skills we might
(leed."
· But English skills aren't the
t>nly problems foreign students
have to deal with. " We're having problems with housing,"
said Armin Gerhard, Assistant
Director of the Intensive English
Program. " Some students think
America is unfriendly because
they have so much trouble
finding places to live." America
is also a country that has an
international reputation for
impatience. " The first time I
tried to speak English to someone they had trouble understanding me so they walked
away from me," Politi said.
Culture shock is also a real
problem for many foreign stu-

dents. " We all have family and
friends that we miss, especially
on holidays," said Francisco
Fuentes, a student from Venezuela. " You have to adapt to this
system of living. It is hard to
make friends and communicate
when you can 't talk very good
about politics, news or footba II."
Foreign students may have a
lot of hassles and may even get
hassled a lot, but their contribu-

tions to this university are important. " Two years ago Wichita
State had considerably fewer
foreign students enrolled than
today," said Vargo. "But yo u
can't deny that foreign students
make a major cultural contribution to this campus. They work
hard, they study and they provide American students with a
look at the. way other nation s
live."
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Remember back when pinball
was a game of corrupted juveniles that only punks, bums and
winos played? It wasn't so long
ago that pinball was outlawed in
most states, but now pinball is
back. Pinball has experienced a
rebirth which has influenced
the counter-culture as well as
the entertainment world, psychology studies and business.
Pinball machine manufacturers
can't keep up with the demand
for new machines. The most
popular of the current wave of

pinball machines are the electronic supergames. Walk down
to the lower level of the C. A. C.,
close your eyes and tune in your
innermost senses. What's it like?
The theme from "Star Wars"?
Battle of the robots? or perhaps
Emerson, Lake, and Palmer
played at 78 instead of 33 1/3?
There are as many reasons to
play pinball as there are pinball
players. One aviq player says,
"Pinball satisfies your electrosexual inhibitions. It creates a
reponse. It's the Las Vegas

syndrome but instead of the
drive to win money, you compete for an extra game and try to
make your quarter go as far as
possible."
Competition is a biggie for
any pinball player. Any wizard
will tell you that it is more
economical to spend $20 trying
to win a 55 cent milkshake, than
it is to just buy the milkshake.
Jeff McBeth, assistant manager of the C.A.C. Recreation Area
saysthat"We take·ir\about$1 ,400
a week on pinball, some-

one said we make close tc
$50,000 a year on the machines

which isn't hard to believe
Every day I see people with nc
control of their mental fun c
tions. staggering up to th ·
machines and ripping chang(
out of their pockets." Fran !
Desocio, a member of the Delt.
Upsilon frat, plays pinball on
set-aside $20 a month. "It'
enjoyable," sayd Desocio. "It'
not only fun but it cures bore
dom."

'!
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Balls,
Flippers,
and the thrill
of Victory
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Accounting Club

AdminiStrative
Management Society

-~--------------------------------------------------------------

--

CD
1. Ger{fld D. Baker, 2. Bobbi Warren, 3. Roger Nagel, 4. Pa n
Caples, 5. judy Anderson, 6. joe Ford, 7. Barbara Giesen, 8. Ke. :t
Mauk, 9. Cheryl Moritz, 10. Gary D. Decker, 11. Wayne \.
Coykendall, 12. Irene Singer, 13. Doug OConner, 14. Joe Sowe, s.
15. Ellen Miller, 16. Greg Lucas.

168-orgs

1. Galen D. Lowe, 2. Lucinda Wilson, 3. Cherye Hendersen, 4.
Dana Cole, 5. Gregory McCain, 6. Gretchen K. Wyant, 7. Sheri
Kaufman, Treasurer; 8. jim Gardner,· 9. Donna Palsmeier, 10.
Marlene Koch, 11. Paul Siebenaler, President; 12. Bill Lappin, 13.
Dale Blaine, 14. jean Hilborn, 15. Frank Ransberger, 16. Don
Bowles, 17. Barbara Giesen, Secretary; 18. Richard Montano, 19.
Beverlv Larson, 20. Steve Freeberg, 21. Ben Royston.

.

f

The college chapter of AMS is a group of students who are
affiliated internationally with senior AMS chapters and other
college chapters. This is a professional organization endeavoring .
to assist in the promotion and exchange of ideas and information
related to management. The functions of AMS are to familiarize
the student with management related activities, to give the '·
student some perspective on what will be required of him or her
in their field of work, to provide the opportunity for career
selection and advice, to provide a closer relationship with people
in management, and to prepare the student for the future.
Activities of the college chapter include: meetings featuring
prominent men and women in management, field trips, tours,
and opportunities to attend monthly meetings of the senior
chapter.
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Alpha Chi Omega

Alpha Kappa Psi

1. Kathy Ford, 2. Michelle Lusby, 3. Michelle Scheu, 4. Brenda Coin,
_S._Jana- Humphrey.

Alpha Kappa Psi is a national
professional business fraternity
open to all students within the
college of business. The frater:nity has been on campus since
1954 and is founded on princi12
ples of high busir:!ess ethics. The
function of the ·fraternity is to
provide professional development and career guidance to its
members. It does this through
professional speakers and seminars, personal acquaintance
L to R: 1. Galen Lowe, President; 2. Cindy Bugner, 3. Ann with business leaders in the
Mohr, 4. Sharon Fisher, Secretary; 5. Lisa Misch, 6. Betty McGee, community, and a variety of
7. Don Gray, 8. Ben Royston, Treasurer; 9. john jacobs, 10. Dale social events throughout the
Blaine, 11. Larry Simpson, Master of Rituals; 12. Lydia Landry, 13. year.
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Jerry Handkins, 14. Keith Shaw, 15. joe Harris, Vice President; 16.
Don Selzer, 17. Paul Siebenaler, 18. Kenn Turner, 19. Bill Wright,
20. jeff Sherbondy, 21. Tom Lewis, Chapter Advisor. Not
pictured: Anita Blazer, Kris Cranston, Shelly Diehl, Jim Farley, Bill
Gardner, Bev Larson, julie Mears, Carlton Ray, Twyla Speer, Ron
Teter, Mike Tuttle, Richard Edwards.
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Alpha Tau Omega

Alpha
Phi
Alpha Phi Sorority is a sisterhood of college women who strive for the
highest ideals of womanhood, scholarship, and service. In addition,
Alpha Phi stresses such qualities of leadership, character, and personal
integrity.
House activities throughout the year include homecoming, WSU
Parent's Day Reception, Christmas and Forget-me-not Formals, "Phiesta
Festivities," Hippodrome, and a variety of social functions.
Gamma Xi Chapter of Alpha Phi is very proud of the projects they have
done to help their national philanthropy, Cardiac Aid. Last fall the
sorority hosted the First Annual Alpha Phi Eggroll, a relay of fraternity
men pushing eggs with their noses. During February, Heart Month, the
sorority sponsors "Hearts For Hearts," a card playing marathon at Towne
East Square.

First Row: 1. Tanja Evans, 2. Lynn Gates, 3. Alison Lindsay, 4. Kristi jones, 5. Susan Neumann, 6. Dianne O'keefe,
Debbie McCune, 8. RoxeAnn G/asse, 9. Cindy Zuma/t, 10. Della O'Hara. Second Row: 11. Kim Alexander, 12. bebi
McFerran, 13. Becky Kiser, 14. }o jimenez, 15. Susan Godfrey, 16. Vicky Lucas, 17. Kim Hahn, 18. Nancy Shockey, 19. I<
Rothfelder, 20. Debbie Wilcox, 21. Pam McKain. Third Row: 22. Marceline Ireland, housemother; 23. Marijean jacksc ,
24. DeAnn Puckett, 25. Patty Mertes, 26. DeAnna Squires, 27. Kathy Mermis, 28. Lisa Misch, 29. Loretta Laham, 30. Debt
Kiser, 31. Pam Owings, 32. Louise Brinegar, 33. Carolyn Keffer, 34. Ann Thompson, 35. Martha Livingston, 36. Lora Wh
Fourth Row: 37. Terri O'Sullivan, 38. Mary Muers, 39. Donna Progar, 40. Sharon fisher, 41. Cindy Quinones, 42. Miche e
Harwood, 43. Kristen Hudson, 44. Teresa King, 45. Cindy Sherwood, 46.. Connie Parmely, 47. Liz Purdin:'

L to R: 1. Les Dougherty, Treasurer; 2. Chris Andrews, Secretary; 3. john Myers,
President; 4. Greg Law, Rush Chairman; 5. David Fida, Vice President.

Alpha Tau Omega is the
newest fraternity on campus at
Wichita State University. ATO is
nationally the seventh largest
fraternity in the United States.
The Wichita State University
chapter of Alpha Tau Omega
was started by the charter
members and officers in the fall
of 1978. Every member of the
Wichita State University chapter
of Alpha Tau Omega is a charter
member and an immediate
active member.
Alpha Tau Omega sponsored
the first "Greek Yell-In" on the
campus of WSU in nine years.
ATO is composed of campus
leaders and active communityoriented students. Alpha Tau
Omega is growing quickly and
has over 300 alumni in Wichita.

(L to R): 1. Jeff Westapher, 2.
Les Dougherty, 3. john Myers, 4.
David Fida, 5. Chris Andrews, 6.
Steve Corder, 7. David Haddolk,
8. Kip Lee, 9. jeff McKibbin, 10.
Greg Law.
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American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The Wichita Chapter of AIAA offers students who are
interested in Aeronautics and Astronautics a chance of
stimulating their interest through group activities.
This year the AIAA attended the Annual Student
Conference in Minnesota, toured local aircraft plants,
hosted its 9th Annual Paper Airplane Contest, and heard
a variety of presentations from speakers involved with
the sciences.
All engineering students who are interested in AIAA
are welcome to join.

1. G. Zumwalt, Faculty Advisor; 2. T. Habluetzel,
Chairman, 3. M. Happ, 4. Bridges, 4. C. McKenzie, Vice .
Chairman; 5. E. Cook, Faculty Advisor; 6. D. Caudle,l. S.
Crafton, Treasurer,.. 8. }. Rumba.

American Society
of Mechanical Engineers

i\

The purpose of the student chapter of ASME at WSU is fourfold: (1)
The advancement and dissemination of knowledge of the theory and
practice of mechanical engineering; (2) the presentati.on of a proper
perspective of engineering work; (3) the opportumty to become
acquainted with the personnel and activities of the Society; (4) and the
promotion of a professional awareness and fellowship.
Student membership offers the opportunity to keep abreast of
current technical developments through Mechanical Engineering, the
Society's monthly journal, the benefit of conducting friendly discussions
on engineering education with fellow members, and the opportunity to
compete for ·cash awards for oral presentations at Regional Student
Conferences. In addition, members receive special discounts from the
Engineering Society's Library and the chance to investigate career
opportunities in industry in the Wichita area.
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1. Curt Gridley, 2. Randy Christenson, 3. Alden Linnebur, 4. Gary vVolfe, 5. jack Circle, 6. John Herw~g, 7. john Standfast, 8._
Ralph Pauls, 9. jim Marsh, 10. jack Whitney, 11. Day Stevens, 12. james Dean, 13. Scott McCreey, 14. Mrke Gazaway, 15. Doug
Wohlford, 16. jim Johnson, 17. Dr. R. Lindsted, 18. Gary Limdsted, 19. john Wadsworth, 20. N~l Hoad.ley, 21. Randy Due/1,22.
Kahi Tran, 23. janet Wade, 24. james Robinson, 25. Cindy Zumwalt, 26. Teresa Jacobs, 27. Lmda Phrl/1ps.
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Baptist
Student Union

Beta
Theta Pi
1. Bill Gardner, 2. Doug Kvassay, 3. Dr. Worth A. Fletcher, 4.
Tim O 'Sullivan, 5. Mom Bates, 6. Kerry Clark, 7. Randy Ouell, 8.
Chris johnson, 9. John Lorance, 10. jeff Lehman, 11. Kurt Smith,
12. Carl Ratner, 13. Mark Davis, 14. Stan Wilson, 15. Dave Bennet,
16. Kent Brown, 17. Mark Boswell, 18. Steve Hutchinson, 19. jeff
Dewey, 20. jim Burdett, 21. Jeff Ziegler, 22. Jim Watt, 23. fjrian
Corrigan, 24. Greg Towne, 25. Keith Plenerc i6. aret Plumer, 27.
jeff Colhmia, 28. Scott Koerner, 29. Steve Wilson, 30. Mitch
Butler, 31. Randy Lind, 32. Mike Bennett, 33. Steve Calhoun, )4.
Mark Deardorff, 35. Kelly Bachrodt, 36. Kevin Potucek, 37. Steve
Tarver, 38. joe Seiverling, 39. Bill Van Steinberg, 40. Dan Scheer,
41. Bert Kendall, 42. Chris Christian, 43. Owen Maddox, 44. Mike
Horton, 45. Andy Etherington, 46. Alan Harbutz, 47. 13ob Troget
48. Mike Bolton, 49. Tom Kirk, 50. Sam Evans, 51. Chuck
Etherington, 52. Mike Lehr, 53. Larry Daggett, 54. Edward
Taravella, 55. Pat jonas, 56. Jay Armstrong, 57. Rick Rentsch, 58.
Randy Vickers, 59. jim Overstake, 60. Scott Norby, 61 . Bill Kehr,
62. Alex Meitgner, 63. Jeff Miller.

The Baptist Student Union is an organization that is
recognized on more than 900 campuses in the United States
and in several foreign countries. Membership in B.S.U. is
based upon participation and is open to all students on the
WSU campus.
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1. joe Stiles, 2. Dennis Fockler, Vice President; 3. jim Herro: ,
Director; 4. Karla Huskerson, 5. Lim Ahrens, 6. Sara fichmier, •.
Greg' Warren, 8. Dr. Poland, Faculty Advisor; 9. Ron Klingsick, 1•l.
Gayle Tenbrook, 11. johnson Lee, 12. jean Applegate, 13. Davd
Schuster, 14. Angela Barnett, President; 15. Kay Conne ·,
Secretary; 16. Randy Peck, 17. Martha McBride, 18. Linda Weld,
19. Terry Williams.
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1st Row: Lee Krehbiel, Lesli~ Ramsey, john Lenk, Mike
Munson, Sherwood Watson, Homero Munevar, Andy Biaz. 2nd
Row: Brad Lohrenz, Carol Collins, Jennifer Rowlett, Alan Moore,
Mike Coats, jeff Yager, Sharon Costello, Brenda Smith, Karen
Hodge, Debbie Bateman, Kathy Kirmse, Lisa Robben, Dan
Koeperich, Pat Berkheimer. 3rd row: Marina Jauregui, Hide
ltoyama, john Hudson, Patti Rawls, Stuart Boehmer, Patti Wahlig,
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Cathy Linder, julie Parsons, Shirlene Smith, Brenda Weaver, Tom
Brott, Beth Galiger, Kyle Jaworsky, Terri Glanville. 4th Row: Sarr.
Sasser, Jack Dussault, Kathleen Tice, Becky Handkins, Bill Relic
John Dawes, Karen Gertsen, Kamyar Rohani, Steve Greathouse
}an Springs, Donna Clubline, Bart Garrett, Curtis Winegarner
Dave Malone.

1st Row: Lynn Ross, Mike Cook, jeff Fenwick, Lee Krehbiel,
Rusty Wright, Ken Grossman, Wille Sanchez, Mary A/iceberg.
2nd Row: DeAnn Sothers, Brenda Hemphill, Reza PayarHosseini, Karen Henry, Pat Berkheimer, Linda Billings, jennifer
Coon, Tammy Allen, Dana Circle, Mary Pope, Beth Galiger, Terri
Glanville, Dennis Moon, Kamyar Rohani. 3rd Row: Vicky Ray,

Brennan I Second/Fourth Floors

1st Row: David Moon, Gary Bergner, Linda Neiderhiser,
Karen-Jane Henry, Lynn Ross, Deann Sothers, Malia Rosner,
Rhonda Gates, Sheryl Housh, Lance Dixon, M.A. Shirkhani. 2nd
~ Row: Alejandro Munevar, Marl• 'l'h; Pall Harne//, Sandy Ellis,
~ Darcel/e jackson, Kathy White, john Bill. )eane.tte Wieland,
~ Angela Menhvsen, Stephanie jimenez, Rusty Wrignt. 3rd Row:

Dan Ru'ldle, jennifer Koon, Beth Torgerson, Becky Korosac, Pat
Keary, Vernon White. 4th Row: Mark Dickerson, Rod Yoder,
Mary Pope, Kamyar Rohani, Sayed-Reza Paydar-Hosseini, Chuck
Sprague, Cammy Holler, Mark McMullen, Kay Kramer, Tim
Martin, Brian Davis, Gary Metzger, Tom Hevback, Moak Page.

"'-

David Moon, Paul Banman, Kathy White, Marci Meier, jim
Fisher, jim Cole, Larry Craig, Kevin Knickerbocker, Kay Mott, jan
Springs. 4th Row: john Dawes, Lance Dixon, Doug Hasty, Andy
Diaz, Renee Robson, Miguel Conty, Sheryl Miller, Angela
Menhusen, Karen Gertsen, Beth Togersen, Rick Netzer, Roger
Schmidt. jim Mischler, Charles McGaw, Alden Linnebur.

Brennan Ill

First Row: 1. Linda Welsh, 2. )odona Hendrix, 3. Laurie
Mayhew, 4. Jane Swinehart, 5. Debbie Rundle, 6. Laura Wilkin, 7.
Melinda johnson, 8. Leta Garner. Second · Row: 9. Marina
Kauffman, 10. Kim Fox, 11. Meg Hunt, 12. Lynn Rhodes, 13. Sagah
- Rhodes, 14. joyce Costello, 15. Dianne Handkins, 16. Glenna.
Tehel, 17. Julie Zuakenbush, 18. Kim Kitzenberger. Third Row:
19. Kyna Popplewell, 20. jeanette Sutton, 21. Connie Hayden, 22.

Pam Yount, 23. Barb Dicker, 24. Debbie Brewer, 25. Linda Rowe,
26. Donna Johnson, 27. Sue Hourigan, 28. Kris Schnackenberg.
Fourth Row: 29. Camy Stamps, 30. Debra Sanderson, 31 . Teresa
Blodgett, 32. Nancy· Thompson, 33. Martha McBride, 34. Barb Q
Roos, 35. Cindy Fehr, 36. lvalah Hayward, 37. Kettie Johnson, 38.
Bridget Garrett, 39. Cindy Hocott, 40. Mailyn Kimble, 41. Elena U;j
Best

'!
1

Cheerleaders

Circle K
of Kiwanis International
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1. joAnn Randall, ~. Eric
Edwards, 3. Kathleen Arnold, 4.
Sandy Hildebrant, 5. Mark johnson, 6. Mike Dulaney, 7. Derrick
Carpenter, 8. Arthur Glass, 9.
Dave Struble, 10. Alesa Wimberly, 11. Paula Brazill, 12. Kevin
}ones, 13. Roxanna Mancuso.
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L toR: 1. DeAnna Schroer, 2. Carlton (Corky) Heller, 3. Collette
Edwards, 4. Mark Musso, 5. Whitney Hummer, 6. jean Alexander,
7. Brad Ross, 8. Barbara Ritger, 9. Melissa Souter, 10. Kevin
Bomhoff, 11. Sue Strathman. Not Pictured: Sue Pretzer.

The objective or Circle 1<.
International is to provide college students with a means by
which those individuals interested in helping others and
being of service in society can
:express this concern. Circle K
does not have any one particular
service activity. Each club is
encouraged to analyze its local
situation to determine how it
can serve most effectively. The
WSU chapter has an outstanding
record of involvement. Recent
projects include sponsoring the
WSU American Red Cross Blood
Drive, work with children at the
Institute of logopedics, visits to
homes for the elderly, basketball games with orphans from
the Phyllis Wheatley Childrens
Home, and renovation of a
home in Wichita's Mid-town
district.

,·
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College Republicans

1. Joyce Hilmes, 2. Karen Willims, 3. Brenda Rist, 4. Lee Riggins, 5. Joan Fraley, 6. Jeff Hull, 7. SandY Dunken, 1.
John Myers, 9. David Fida, 10. Mike Meacham. 11. Daniel Boone, 12. Paul Wells. 13. John Stein.
Wichita State university College Republicans hosted several
major political candidates' rallies and student forums in 197879. Candidates and speakers
included Larry Montgomery, Lt.
Governor, Robert Helsel, District Court judge, legislative
candidates and Republican Party leaders.
With the help of all executive
officers, President John Myers
and Vice-President David Fida
boosted membership to an alltime high.
In April of 1979 the Wichita
State College Republicans hosted the 1979 College Republican
State Convention.

1. Brenda Rist, 2. John Myers, 3. David Fida, 4. John
Stein, 5. Paul Wells.
182-orgs

Delta Delta Delta

First Row: 1. Paula Brazill, 2.
Susan Ayesh, 3. joann Smith, 4.
jeannine . Miller, 5. Annette
Kessler, 6. Shelley Diehl_ 7. joan
Pilcher, 8. Tracey Tarrant, 9. jean
Alexander, 10. }ena Hyllard, 11.
Karen Goodman, 12. Tonie
Gardner, 13. }amey Foga, 14. Katy
Compton, 15. janie Clark. Second Row: 16. Kim Preston, 17.
Becky Ball, 18. Leah Dunn, 19.
Debbie Martin, 20. Peggy Barnett_ 21. Lori jonas, 22. Mom
Steele, 23. Naomi Anderson, 24.
Debbie Thomas, 25. Lisa jonas,
26. jackie Beardsley, 27. Sarah
Godwin, 28. Sharon· Driver, 29.
Nancy Partridge. Thirfl Row: 30.
Kim Beardsley, 31 . julie Mears,
32. Teri House, 33. Cindy Fey, 34.
Debby Benes, 35. Susan Hampton, 36. jean Wilson, 37. Debbie
Brewer, 38. Sally Aylward, 39.
Pam Clancy, 40. JoAnn Randol/
41. Debbie Feaster, 42. Sheryl
Copenhaver, 43. Carol Sevart, 44.
Lee Riggins, 45. Lynn Adkisson,
46. Kim Huson, 47. Sheryl Housh.
Fourth Row: 48. Amy Stevens, 49.
Jenny McFarland, 50. Kathy
Parker, 51. Lynn Pressnall_ 52. Sue
Strathman, 53. }an Gabler, 54.
Lisder Ross, 55. Debi Christean,
56. Denise Evans, 57. Melin Foley,
58. Peggy Young Griest, 59. Mary
Pat Foley, 60. Tonya West_ 61.
Mary Genovesi, 62. Mary jane
Hurley.
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Delta Gamma

First Row: 1. Alesa Wimberly, 2. Wendy Chapman, 3. Nancy Spillman,
4. Debbie Hutchinson, 5. Lynda Carrier, 6. Lisa Newberry, 7. Mary Ellen
Eckert, 8. Sharon Bearce, 9. Caset We bert, 6. Stephanie jimenez, 11. Ann
Farmer. Second Row: 12. Tammy Zuendel. 13. Ann Mertz, 14. JoAnn
Stucky, 15. Stephanie Bowen, 16. Carol Skaff, 17. Sharon Brown, 18.
Tammy Barkett, 19. Nancy Bennett, Housemother; 20. jerry Blood, 21.
Katie Partridge, 22. Patti Wah fig, 23. Carol Burchfield, 24. Nancy Harrell,
25. Kedre Well shear, 26. Beth Palmer, 27. Dana Burwell, 28. Karen Wintz.
Third Row: 29. janie Farha, 30. Allison Byer, 31. Lisa Austin, 32. Kay

Delta Sigma Rho/
Tau Kappa

Kramer, 33. jolene Smith, 34. Kim Heath, 35. )oanie Fisher, 36. juliE
Dutton, 37. Michele Boswell, 38. Karen Willis, 39. )ana Konek, 40. Susi<
Sherman, 41. Kelle Zarger, 42. Katie Glover, 43. Susan justice, 44. Darcit
Michaelis. Fourth Row: 45. Kim Shirley, 46. Debbie Logue, 47. Clau&
Bringmann, 48. Nancy Riordan, 49. Susie Thiessen, 50. Susan Oldfather,
51. jackie Ratts, 52. Kim Sherwood, 53. Gina Williams, 54. Sonya Smith
55. Lisa Hollander, 56. Cheryl Pulliam, 57. Debbie Parish, 58. Stephani!
Nicholas, 59. Sherry Bachman, 60. Angie Babich, 60. DeAnn Strong.

Delta Gamma Fraternity has the advan tage of being one of the oldest women '~
fraternities. It evolved through the year~
as generations of membership sought tc
establish ideals, programs and traditio m
which would enrich the Iives of those wh c
would follow and thereby add distinction
to the organization.
Delta Gamma members have obligations to the fraternity. These include
achieving scholastic potentiality and
becoming an active part of the university.
Other interests of the fraternity are
supporting their philanthropy-sigh t
conservation and aid to the blind. Ancho r
Splash," (a swim meeting involving fraternities, dorms and sports teams) is th e
major money-making project. The proceeds are given to an organization
involved in helping the blind. The DG's
have also read to t-he blind on KMUW,
balanced checkbooks and done othe r
errands in support of the philanthropy.

Front Row: 1. Dr. john Schunk, 2. Michelle Martin, 3. Ed
Hinck. Back Row: 4. Dr. Les Blake, 5. Dr. Phillip Mohr, 6. Ph.
Mel Moorhause, 7. Dr. Keith Williamson.
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Delta Upsilon
1. jeff Stock, corresponding sec.; 2. Brad Beuke, social; 3. Ted Trumpp,
. house manager, 4. Vance Brungardt, president; 5. Don Laham, vice
·president; 6. Bruce Thompson, treasurer; 7. Dave Struble, pledge trainer; 8.
Ravi Bajaj, 9. Kent Hoyer, 10. Mike Maronde, 11. Craig Kendall, 12. Bob
Greenberg, 13. Gary Oyler, 14. Robert Marsh, secretary; 15. Derrick
Carpenter, 16. Mark Mason, 17. Tom Reals, 18. Mike Lamb, 19. Steve
: johnson, 20. Mark Liebst, 21. Steve Huebert, scholarship chair.; 22. Dan
: Bueford, 23. Doug johnson, 24. Greg Hampton, 25. Pat Hill, 26. jim Marsh,
27. Rick Bynorth, 28. Doug Chinberg, 29. Brian Pressna/1, 30. Hal Brandon,
31 . Mike Rist, 32. Ted Mason, 33. Kevin Coldrion, 34. Dale Hoyer, 35. Frank
Desocio, 36. Mike Wall, 37. Glenn Coffman, 38. Richard Wood, 39. Randy
Bland, 40. Gil Urick, 41. john Connor, 42. john Bute/, 43. Todd Pfeiffer, 44 .
jay Smith, 45. Tom Stratman, 46. John Siegrist, 47. Dennis Mercer, 48. Craig
Pierce, 49. Ted Blosser, 50. Robert Petterson, 51 . Calvin Ringer, 52. Berlin
Edgmon.
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Bench: 1. Kathy Manley, 2. Ramona Kee, 3. T~rri Teal, 4. jacquelyn Gethers, 5. Lana E. Guliford, 6. Edwin
Simmons, 7. Connie Gray, 8. Sheritha Boykins.

Pershing Rifles
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Engineering
Council

The Engineering Council of
Wichita State University exists
for the promotion and benefit
of the College of Engineeering
and its students. The council
organizes and promotes activities which encourage the
growth and development of the
College of Engineering. These
activities also create greater
opportunities for the students in
the College of Engineering to
participate in .University functions.

Resident Assistants
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1. Roger Schmidt, 2. Brian Sholar, 3. Ken Parsons, RHC
Br12nnan; 4. Carol Jaramillo, 5. Marc Kaplan, RHC Fairmount
North; 6. Barb Roos, 7. Mark Boeckman, 8. Marshall Madill, 9.
Beth Torgersen, 10. Gwain Davis, RHC Fairmount South; 11.
Karen Gertsen, 12. Robyn Allen, 13. Randy Christian!>, 14. Kim
Fox, 15. Shelly Kennedy, 16. Broc Cote, 17. Debbie Wedel, 18.
john Dawes, 19. Willie Washington, 20. Lade// Thomason, 21.
Lance Dixon, 22. David Case, 23. Debbie Schuler, 24. jim Lien,
25. Mark Royse, 26. joel Knapp, 27. jim Mischler.

L toR: 1. Henry C. Dittmer, President; 2. Elaine Buchles, 3. Jim Bersh, 4.
Bob Thomas, V. President; 5. Janet Wade, 6. Eunice Edwards, 7. Kim
Hackett, Treasurer; 8. Julie Gessler, Secretary; 9. Kay Stevens, 10. jim
Marsh, 11. Bill Brammer, 12. Dr. Elmer Hoyen, 13. Dr. Donald
Hommertzheim, 14. Jay Fulton, 15. Keith Wilson, 16. Tracy Habluetzel,
17. Mike O'Bryan. /'Jot Pictured: Vern Harnish, Wille Washington,
Phillip Malonee, Randy Christians.
188-orgs
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Fairmount Towers North
Fairmount Towers North
------------~--------------------------------------~~~-------------------------------------------------------~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------~
-· First Floor
Second Floor

1. john Marshall, 2. Betty Williams, 3. Brian Lindsey, 4. Ronda
Harkleroad, 5. Mark Boeckman, 6. Randy Christians, 7. Cheryl
Moritz, 8. Denise Stockham, 9. Beverly Trotter, 10. Charles
Thomas, 11. Leah Ann Peterson, 12. john Schnoor, 13. Mark
Genter, 14. George Chappel, 15. Valerie Huff, 16. Dwayne
Doucett, 17. Amber Flowers, 18. Joe Sieverling, 19. Marla
McCaughey, 20. Mary Legere, 21. Duane Peghee, 22. Rod Corn
23. Tim McGill, 24. Robert Ringer, 25. Ricardo Gil, 26; Dave
Thomas, 27. Dennas Me 'inney, 28. Eril Lachmiller, 29. Bard
Mears, 30. Liz Knight, 31. Bruce Smith, 32. Steve Hendricks, 33.
Leslie Cruse, 34. Randy Mumma, 35. Ron Hopkins, 36. Mike
Barnes, 37. Julie Stout, 38. Corrine Grant, 39. Duane Hobson, 40.
Tracy Fahrbach, 41. Susie Ward.

1. Eric Moten, 2. Kenii, 3. Alawadhi Abdul Rahim, 4. Abdulhah Romanos, 5. Scott
Wei, 6. Gail Burkle, 7. Sernick Vilas Dechanon, 8•. Mohammad Mahmoudi, 9. Najib ,
Tanios, 10. Willie Washington, ·n. Sadroddin Sheikh Ahmadi, 12. Mohammad 1
Hassan Moghaddar, 13. Noori AI-Khatrash, 14. Michael Youngeburg, 15. Dean /
Jackson.

The men of Fairmount Towers First Floor North are unique in that they all ~ave
varied backgrounds. Most of the men are international students which is an
achievement in itself because most students find it hard enough to be a college .
student in one's own language. To be a student in a country which does not speak
one's native tongue is truly an accomplishment.
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Fairmount Towers North
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fourth Floor

First Row: 1. David Case, 2. Brian Sholar. Second Row: 3. Gary
Hagen, 4. Mark Pearce, 5. julie Matthews, 6. jan Orison, 7. julie
Hafts, B. Ruth Strauss, 9. John Bomgardner, 10. Eric Johnson, 11.
Leslie Zumualt. Third Row: 12. Tammy Lackey, 13. Verne Harnish,
14. Bud Markley, 15. Patti Bolden, 16. Warren Freeman, 17. Carl
Williams, 18. Eric Melgren, 19. joe Cox, 20. Ruben Morillo
Marcano, 21. Larry Hoy. Fourth Row: 21. Sheila Gotham, 22. Patti
Boberg, 23. Cindy Simon, 24. Scott Singleton, l5. David Shields,
26. Kip Goodson, 27. Kathy Haines, 28. Steve Kroenke, 29. Craig
Sharp, 30. Danny Trent, 31. David Caudle

Fairmount Towers North
Fifth Floor

L toR: 1. Lloyd Clements, 2. Amnad Karimi, 3. Hattie Haynes,
4. Shiniji Nozaki, 5. jim Brock, 6. Robert Wells, 7. john Lehman,~·
Karla Smith, 9. judy Haley, 10. Marlys Swenson, 11. Davtd
Hoffman, 12. Brenda Wyloff, 13. Tom Niederee, 14. Kathleen
Arnold, 15. Dan Hickerson, 16. Terry }ett, 17. Deb Schuler, 18.
Hersel Baradaran, 19. David Thompson, 20. Lynne Borden, 21.
Steve johnson, 22. janice Sco:t, 23. jim Langston, 24. Tony Hurtig,
25. Ed Blomgren, .26. Roger Hart, 27. jim Schaeffer, 28. Mike
Caraccido, 29. Ramona Duell, 30. Ron Ferguson, 31. jim Conrad
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Fairmount Towers North
Hall Council
't·

Fairmount Towers South
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1. Willie Washington, 2. Tim McGill, 3. Ron Epp, 4. Katherine
Haines, 5. john Bomgardner, 6. jan Orrison, 7. Bruce Turner, 8.
Marc Kaplan, 9. Bud Markley, 10. Warren Freeman, 11. Ron
Hopkins, 12. Karla Smith, 13. Carl Williams, 14. Tom Niederee, 15.
judy Haley, 16. Verne Harnish, 17. Ramona Duell, 18. Leslie
Zumualt, 19. Gail Burkle.
•

L to R: 1. janice Stout, 2. Terri BarnetC 3. Arin Thompson, 5.
Diana Devader, 5. Vivian Lawson, 6. Karla Huskerson, 7. Debra
Ahlstedt, 8. julie Greene, 9. jesse Boomer, 10. Gary Hill, 11. Chris
Bird, 12. Gwain W. Davis, 13. Randy Sporn, 14. Randy Krueger.
'·
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Fairmount Towers South
Second Floor
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Is there one word to describe 1st
floor South? DIVERSITY! We're a
melting pot with twelve flavors:
football players, baseball players,
engineers, nurse clinicians, speech
communication, graduate students,
undergraduate students, music
folk, dental hygienist, international
students, bowlers, and last but not
least-freshmen!

First Row: 1. jim Lien (R.A.), 2. Alberto Espania, 3. Monica
Millard, 4. Norris Donnell, 5. Steve Hammond. Second Row: 6.
Doris Kelly, 7. Bonnie Enneking, 8. jeri Smith, 9. Ru-Ping Lee, 10.
Mayura Okada. Third Row: 11. James 0/aniyan, 12. Bot
Bommerito, 13. Mitch Denson, 14. Gwain Davis (RHC), 15
Mickey Collins, 16. Bob Laswell, 17. Ken Nwoji.

Fairmount South Third Floor
A stimulating and dynamic floor
with a very studious atmosphere.
This picture was taken at 9:30p.m.
one night. Most of the residents had
studied so hard during the day that
they all went to bed at 9:00p.m. and
thev had to be awakened.

First Row: 1. Debbie Lockas, 2.
lvfary Powell, 3. Kelly Hanse, 4. Dani
Berline, 5. Becky Ehlers, 6. Laura
Tokoi, 7. Margaret Trice, 8. Sammie
Dresser, 9. Kathy }ohans.en, 10. Erin
Colgalzier, 11. Diane Fillmore, 12.
Debbie Wedel, 13. joel Knapp, 14.
Brad Payne, 15. Julie Greene, 16.
Debbie Ahlstedt, 17. Karla Segelquist, 18. Pat Finger, 19. Diana
Timch, 20. Lisa Price, 21. Bobbie
Halblaib, 22. Jeff Olsen, 23. She/lie
Syzmanski, 24. john Momohan, 25.
David Tauscher, 26. Roger Johnson,
27. David Garman, 28. Wild Bill
Krueger, 29. Mum Miller, 30. Grant
Brooks, 31. Tom Haynes.
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L toR: 1. Terri Trackwe/1, 2. Demona Ingram,]. Masayoshilshiguro,4.
Kimberly Harmon, 5. julie Powell, 6. Sheryl Bunyan, 7. Nancy Ross, 8.
Terri Summers, 9. Mark Royse, 10. joy Kelly, 11. Andrea Rice, 12. Mike
Law, 13. Sanoi Hill, 14. Leigh Anne Dunworth, 15. Peter }ilka, 16. Carolyn
Colson, 17. Lori Haynes, 18. Laura Phillips, 19. Pat Leonard, 20. Linda
jacobs, 21. Brian Koehn, 22. Carol Jaramillo, 23. Mike Ybarra, 24. Peter
Schular, 25. Rick Parker, 26. Scott Crafton, 27. Claudia Perkins, 28. Robert
Herter, 29. Susan Tucker, 30. jane Lindsey, 31 . jim Baumann, 32. Carol
Vandivort, 33. Randy Sporn, 34. Bruce Hoertl, 35. Tim Dilkenson, 36.
Brad Jeffress, 37. Mike Skaggs, 38. Robert Lynn, 39. Ray Shirley, 40. Brent
Kemnitz, 41. Chuck Linhardt, 42. Hoby Call, 43. }esse Boomer. Not
Pictured: Natalie Polk, Kris Engel/and, Pat Heiman, Cathy Hein, Brenda
Hoover, }orja Schartz, Kathy Montgomery, Karen Williams, Kim Bell,
Holly Tolliver, Kevin jones, Dale Berg, Marshall Zieman.
·

We are 2 Hot 2 Handle, whether it's winning softball
tournaments, beer chugging contests, or celebrating birthdays.
Beginning the year as 60 individuals, we have become one: 2nd
to none!
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Fairmount Towers South
Fourth Floor

L to R: 1. Alan Riemer, 2. Wes
Knepp, 3. Brian SliMin, 4. Mike
Zuercher, 5. Ladell Thomason, 6.
Larry Chu, 7. Robert King, 8. Ed
Houk, 9. Dave White, 10. Terry
johnson, 11. Max Colvin, 12. AI
Green, 13. Bruce Morrison, 14. Dan
Halbleib, 15. Winston Kenton, 16.
Dave Morland, 17. Shane Powers,
18. Eric Reed, 19. Dave Conky, 20.
Bruce Scott, 21. David Towns, 22.
Lawrence McCon nell, 23. Murville
King, 24. Scott Work, 25. Carlos
Brathwaite, 26. john Frisque, 27.
Mark McCoy, 28. Chris Bird, 29.
Dwain Heady, 30. Garry Hill, 31 . Tim
Tolim, 32. Phil Stephenson, 33. Dan
Heinkel, 34. Mik Bush, 35. john
Atkins.

I'
i
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Fairmount Towers South
Fifth Floor

" Re ach for the Stars." An appropriate theme for 5th floor
South. As an all women's floor, it was not unusual to run out for
breakfast at 2 a.m. after several hours of study, to run down the
hall screaming after quiet hours, or to spend endless hours
dreaming of that one absolutely irresistable guy. The floor pulled
together when necessary and many close friendships were a
result of a year's time spent together.

Where else could one see such a "Rogue's Gallery" of face
except on a floor named Animal House?? That's us! Behind a!
those fiendish smiles you 'll find a duke's mixture o
personalities-from John Belushi types to our own Stev i ~
Wonders! What it is!!

First Row: 1. Cynthia Fox, 2. janie Stout, 3. Ann Thompson, 4. Terri
Barnett, 5. Kathy Bieberle, 6. Sue Hanson, 7. Sherri Huffman, 8. Cheryl
Stewart, 9. Ann Pontious, 10. Kris Howlett. Second Row: 11. Bobyn Allen,
12. Lucinna Moore, 13. Vivian Lawson, 14. Brenda Warren, 15. Ann
Pearson, 16. Ernadeene Kahihikolo, 17. Arousagh Maleksetian, 18.
Nancy Thorsen, 19. Nancy Pulley. Third Row: 20. Vicki Stewart, 21.
Shirley jacobson, 22. Kathy Lawton, 23. Tammie Swigart, 24. Kathy Hahn,
25. Dana Jennings, 26. Diane Devader, 27. julie Amon, 28. Lu Ann
Vigneron, 29. Melinda Hubele, 30. Nancy Hohgraves, 31. Sherri Decker,
32. Shelly Kennedy, 33. }erisa Barnes, 34. Alisa Brown.
orgs-199
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Gamma
Phi Beta

Honor's
Executive Council
The Gamma Phi Beta Sorority was formed to develop a higher type of womanhood by
developing her scholastically, socially, and stressing her individuality. The Beta Ch i
Chapter was chartered on November 11, 1958. Our chapter has just moved into our new
house on Omega Court. The national philanthropy of our sorority is a girls camp in
Canada for underpriviledged girls from around Canada and the U.S. We have been active
in various programs on campus such as Blood Drives, Homecoming Mum Sales, and all the
Hippodrome activities.

1. Diane Henderson, 2. _David

Case, 3. Angela Menhusen, 4. john
Poe, 5. Don Wilson, 6. Elena Best, 7.
Barry Hughes, 8. Owen Maddox, 9.
Tim Watt, 10. Verne Harnish.
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First Row: 1 Kaylene Birch, 2. jeanine Tull, 3. Erica Knighton, 4.
Becky Armstrong, 5. DeAnn Boswell, 6. Becky Bounous, 7. Sissy
Steven, 8. ]ana Reeder, 9. Melinda Ammar, 10. julie Dalrymple,
11. Patty Reeder, 12. Kim Clark. Second Row: 13. Kim Vague, 14.
Sandra Stoddard, 15. Melanie Addis, 16. Monica Hart, 17. Dianna
Ammar, 18. Mom Cox, 19. Linda Duguid, 20. Kim Lary, 21. Becky
Vincent, 22. Tracey Rodgers, 23. Sarah Cannon, 24. Liz Scull, 25.
Kim Weyard, 26. Sandra Engelstad, Third Row: 27. Linda Miller,
28. Diane Fettis, 29. Kathy Wilde, 30. Emy Montidoro, 31. Diana
Pottebaum, 32. Blenda Woelk, 33. Cindy Griffing, 34. Debbie
Draut, 35. Teresa Engelstad, 36. Sandy Riedl, 37. Maria Pfeifer, 38.
Lauri Coughenour, 39. She/lie Miller, 40. Kelley Organ. Fourth
Row: 41. Lynette Sonntag, 42. Diane Converse, 43. Becky Smith,
44. Amy Garrett, 45. Anne Mohr, 46. Pax Oxenreider, 49. Lori
Manning, 48. Susie Dwerlkotte, 49. Becky Schneider, 50. ]enn i
Ray, 51 . Debbie Schell, 52. Dedee Decker, 53. Erin Cyphert, 54.
Kate O ' Hara.
orgs-201

Karate Club

Junior American
"·
Dental Hygienist Association

The WSU Tae Kwon Club
trains students in the Korean
form of Karate (Tae Kwon-Do).
Students may join any time. The
club meets Monday and Wednesday nights at 5 p.m. in
Henrion Gym.

L toR: 1. Sharon Cantor, 2. Ms. Diane Huntley, 3. jane Bailie, 4. Leah
Dunn, 5. Pam Clancy, 6. Pam Swift, 7. Rosy Crowley, 8. Susie Duncan, 9.
Susan Arbuthnot, 10. Sarab Hiebert_ 11 . Norma Burrichter, 12. Stephanie
Cotton, 13. DeAnn Harris, 14. Kim Mise, 15. Valerie Rush, 16. Susan
Young 17. Barie Warkentine, 18. Vickie Farney, 19. jeanne Miller, 20.
Dana Martindale, 21. judy Hand, 22. Lavena Hill_ 23. Gwen Griffey, 24.
janice Robertson, 25. Teresa Youk, 26. Linda Burke, 27. Cynthia Albers,
28. Marla Feldt_ 29. Kristen Engel/and, 30. Caraleta Huslig, 31. Carolyn
Ferguson, 32. Monica Millard, 33. janice Wauthier, 34. Peggy Howard,
35. )unetta French, 36. Karen Dickarson, 37. Elaine Lockwood, 38. Valerie
LaClair, 39. Barb johnson, 40. joyce Hilmes/ 41. Debbie Farmer.

BLACK BELTS L toR: 1. Fred Harvey, 2. Blaine Volz, 3. )oon Y. Kim.
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Kappa
Sigma

First Row: 1. Mike Charlton) 2. Mike Perez) jeff
Weldon) 4. Randy Born. Second Row: 5. Mark
Brozek) president) 6. Frank Shoenborn) pledge
trainer; 7. Kelly Harrison) social chairman; 8. Ray
Relph) vice president) 9. Carl Freeman) secretary; 10. Dave Keller. Third Row: 11. Curtis
Freeman) 12. Doug Walker) 13. Matt Hesse) 14.
Dan George) 15. jeff Buss) 16. Bob Purnell) 17.
Van Beamon) 18. Mark Edminster) 19. Dave
McCully.

Stardusters

1. Wanda Hupman) 2. Tanga
Evans) 3. Paula Donerty) 4. Cindy
Fox) 5. Chris Avery) 6. Belinda
Harlan ) President; Mugs) house
mascot.

204-orgs
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Newman
Mortar
Board
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ali
Apostol ate
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1. Mindy Bergner, 2.
3. Sandra Ratliff, 4. Kristina Erickson,
5. Susan Enns. 6.
7. Dr. john Hartman, 8. jay
9. Alma
Carter, 10. Don Wilson, 11. Adam Hartung, 12. Don Malzahn.

206-orgs

St. Paul Parish-Newman Center is the Catholic parish located
on campus at 1810 N. Roosevelt. Its membership is open to all
Catholics who are affiliated with the university, whether faculty,
staff, or students, and who choose to attend Mass at the Center.
Under the guidance of Father Joe Gorentz, parish activity
centers on the Newman Apostolate. The Apostolate is the lay
organization within the parish that plans the spiritual, social, and
educational events held at the Center. In attempting to build a
Catholic community on the WSU campus, the Apostolate is
guided by the motto of John Henry Cardinal Newman: Cor ad
Cor Liquitur-Heart Speaks to Heart.

orgs-207

Omicron Delta -Kappa

Panhellenic/

Front Row: 1. Monica Hart,
2. Lori Manning, 3. Lynn
Yates, president; 4. jean
Hilliard. Back Row: 5. Tammy
Zuendel, 6. Lee Riggins, 7.
}ana Humphrey, 8. Karen
Wintz, 9. Brenda Coin, 10.
Dean Nancy Garfield, Advisor.

Omicron Delta Kappa is a national junior and senior honorary
recognizing scholastic and leadership achievement. The ODK
Circle at WSU has been involved in sponsoring such events as the
Graduate Planning Seminar, the leadership Workshop, and cosponsorship of the leadership Recognition Banquet. Perhaps the
largest project this year was the "ODK Planning Calendars."
These were compiled and produced overthesummer, including
many campus and Wichita events, as well as academic schedules
to aid the WSU student in planning their year. They were then
sold to increase the organization's support of the leadership
Recognition Banquet.

1. Owen Maddox, 2. Chris
Andrews, 3. Gary S. Endicott,
4. Dan Breit, 5. Mark Mason,
6. Michael Perez.

1. Donna jimenez, 2. Debbie Wedel, 3. Dr. Davi I
•Meabon, 4. Mindy Bergner, 5. Nancy Ross, 6. Lee Riggins, ; .
Kay Stevens, 8. Sandy Ratliff, 9. jay Smith, 10. Kare 1
McCosky, 11. Kevin Bomhoff, 12. Eric Melgren, 13. Ba r.J
Gerleman.
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Phi Delta Theta

First Row: 1. Bob Wellemeyer, 2.
Rick Glen, 3. Dave Lorg, 4. Ron
Prater, 5. Blaine Dugger, 6. Dave
Evans. Second Row: 7. Scott Edwards, 8. Lonnie Glen, 9. jay Rodney, 10 Kevin Tipton, 11. Rob
Tinker. 12. Terry 'Wee' Moody.
Third Row: 13. Bill Lappin, 14. Brent
Lee Jones, 15. Daniel Breit, 16. Kevin
Brown, 17. Chuck Bush, 18. Mark
Carvalho. Fourth Row: 19. Brett
Prath'er, 20. jim Boots, 21. joseph
Gi/e, 22. Bob Zook, 23. Mark
Armfield, 24. Michael Louthan. Fifth
Row: 25. Mark Sevart, 26. Steve
Cowley, 27. jim Northcutt.

Little Sisters
of Pallas

(8)(9)
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L to R: 1. jenny Hathaway, 2. Diana Banka, 3. Pam
Oxenreider, 4. Myiene Sayier, 5. Gail Hart, 6. Danette Dugger,
7. DeAnn Puckett. 8. Sherry Brane, 9. Debbie Drees, 10.
Tammy Pistotnik, 11. Becky Smith, 12. Devon Menehan, 13.
Valeria Alpha, 14. Christie }ones, 15. Dianna Ammar, 16. Lindy
Duguid, 16. Kathy O'Shea.
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Minority Affairs

The Minority Affairs Committee at Fairmount Towers has
traditionally been one of the most important functional parts of
the Residence Hall system. The committee's goals are toprovide
leadership, support, and a sense of togetherness for the
minorities living at Fairmount Towers.
The most significant accomplishment of the group this year has
been establishing a working relationship with different organizations on campus and providing a program that will endure time.

Physical Therapy
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L toR: 1. Carolyn McNeill, President; 2. Dave Teter, Admissions ~ep.; 3. Ann
George Secretary; 4. Kelly Stout, 5. Meri Goehring, 6. Carol Kroenmg, 7. Paula
Donnelly, 8. Jerri Lewis, 9. Susan Scholl, 10. Susan Fuhrman, 11. Doug Rees, 12.
L nn Rhodes 13 Ruth Strauss, 14. Roseann Johnson, 15. Paula Mohler, 16.
J'hris Colby,' 17. ·Nancy Dallman, 18. AI Kozlowski, 19. Bob Batchelder, 20.
Carrie jacques.

Sitting: 1. Rebeca Rosario, 2. Kassandra Spaulding, 3. Demona
Ingram, 4. Diana Tinch, 5. Lori Alisa Brown, 6. Nancy Pulley, 7.
}eresia Barnes. Standing: 8. Merv King, II, 9. Willie Washington,
10. Cynthia Raya, 11. Bruce Turner, 12. Shannon Barnes.
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Chairperson and Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy, Dr.
Carol Weaver.
orgs-213

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L to R: 1. Steve Swanston, 2. Cary Farha, 3.
Richard Ramsey, 4. Blake Klein, 5. Tom Morris.
6. joe Orth, 7. Brad Sweet_ 8. Bret Whitehead, 9
Wayne Harmon~ 10. jack Ackerly, 11. Bren t
Villarreal_ 12. Don Adkisson, 13. Steve Monin ..
ger, 14. Greg Mason, 15. Brent Marston, 16. Cary
S. Endicott_ 17. Frank Ojile, 18. jim Swisher, 19.
Brian Wilson, 20. Lee Sanders, 21. John Goodman, 22. Mike Castor, 23. Mark Mason, 24. Scott
Mueller, 25. Matt Carney, 26. John Ojile, 27. Pai
Morgan, 28. Jeff jaeger, 29. Brad Elliott, 30. Mark
Mielke, 31. Bill Ro_ss.

Little Sisters
of Minerva

L to R: 1. Lynn Cates, 2. Sandra Binyon, 3. Marie Miller, 4.
Nancy Harrell, 5. Sandra Engelstad, 6. Ann Young, 7. julie
Henderson, 8. Lisa Borlase, 9. Mary Turner, 10. Monica Hart, 11.
Pat Gillespie, 12. Nancy Inman, 13. Mary Castor, 14. Suzy
Drillicotti, 15. Cindy Griffing, 16. Becky Plush, 17. Kathy Plush, 18.
Becky Thomas, 19. Deann Boswell, 20. judy Basta, 21. julie Mears,
22. Della O'Hara.
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Sigma AI ha Iota

Student Advisory
Committee

lj---------------~~------------------~~----------------------------------------------

Sigma Alpha Iota is an international music fraternity for
women dedicated to the betterment of music. The members
are involved in projects that
bring music to people who
might not benefit from it otherwise. One of these projects is a
folk song tour in which the
members present music from
different countries to schools in
some of the, rural towns of
Kansas. Another project is the
Bold Note Project which involves enlarging music by hand
for partially sighted people. We
give recitals at area nursing
homes and do service projects
for the College of Fine Arts.

216-orgs
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1st Row: Rosemarie Otte, Vice-Pres.; Tricia Kidd, Presiden ;
Patt Moss; Dianne Handkins; Second Row: june Trieb, Sgt.-i Arms; judy Woods, Chaplain; Third Row: Nancy Whatle ',
Secretary; Marianne Otte; Kathy Bell, Editor; Becky Handhin ;
Peggy Schmidt; Denise )ones, Treasurer; Fourth Row: Melo( y
Nicquette, Asst. Treasurer; Amy Law:; Carolyn Miller; Pa,n
johnston; Barb Bishop; Dr. Dorothy Crum, Faculty Advisor; Nu t
Shown: Diane Groseclose, Cindy Crawford, Sally Drefke, Son; a
Steffan, Mary Sue Mark, Doreen Cochran, Karen Latas.
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1. Bobbi Warren, 2. Amy Matzen, 3. Barb Giesen, 4. Dale
Blaine, 5. Lynda Carrier, 6. Dean Vickery, 7. Bill Wright, 8.
Gabrielle Neumann, 9. Kris Erickson. Not shown: Karol Sauer,
Ken Turner, Mark 'Freitag, Randy johnston, Paul Siebenaler.

The Student Advisory Com- panying banquet, and we kept
mittee of the College of Busi- in constant contact with the
ness Administration was initially Dean to keep him advised of
formed in 1923. Its members are problems, trends, etc. in the
chosen by the Dean of the college. All in all, it was a busy
College to serve on the honor- and successful year of operaary committee for the coming tions.
school year. Working out of our
Neff Hall office, we were all kept
very busy performing a variety
of duties this past year-we
published a monthly bulletin for
business students, we coordinated and acted as a liaison for
the numerous business organizations, we provided student
members for the various standing committees of the College
of Business Administration, we
presented the annual Gold Key
Award and planned the accomorgs-217

Sigma Phi,_ Epsilon

First Row: Mark johnson, Kevin Mee
han; President Baline Voltz, Mark Metz
Clifford Strunk, Cregg Blencoe, Richan
Criger, Cameron Wiggins, Lest e
Lauchner, )ames Sweany. Second Ro ~
Lyndon Hendry, Kelly Banks, Paul Hu a
son, Mark Earnest Dick Mayberry, Cha
rles Northcutt, Don Clegg, Kevin Barn e~
Don Watkins, Carl Tyson, james BereThird Row: Herbert Carr, Tom Kerdo f,
Tim Love, Dan Rundle, Kevin jones, Ma r
Shaw, jeff Donaham, Layton Penningto r
Kevin Walker, Mark johnson, jay Bat
the/me, Ken Gengler. Fourth Row: Arth u
.Glass, Dana Coates, Matt Greco, Scot
Mamary, Tom jenkins, Robert Kwa r
Robert Flaharty, Chris Strunk, Paul Dacu~
jeff Gi/enwater, Cleve Tolleson, Rw
Wright Wayne Ireland, Brent Hendn
Tim King. Fifth Row: Terry Pittman, Pa ~
Roselt Mike Wasson, Lance Licteig, j ir,
Hodges, Matt McGuiness, Don Brinkmar
Dennis Gray, Steve Hays, Tim Reeve:
john Smock.

218-orgs

Little Sisters
of the Golden Hearl
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Sitting: 1. Debbie Beer, 2.
Carole Testa, 3. Cindy Shigley, 4.
Gail Spiess, 5. Kristin johnson, 6.
Lee Riggins, 7. Dianne O'Keefe,
8. Kay Shigley, 9. Shirley Clegg.
Standing: 10. julia Boone, 11 .
Wanda Mah, 12. Cathy Weitzel,
13. Marijean jackson, 14. Chrys
Greco, 15. janet Earnest- 16. Ann
Metz, 17. Helena Duerksen, 18.
Cindy Quinones, 19. Katie Partridge.

,·
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Student Alumni
Association
Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi
and fraternity operating exclusively for
ing Wichita State University Bands.
provide various services and activities
symphonic band, and concert band.

First Row: 1. Michelle Martin,
2. Kedre Wei/shear, 3. joan
Kamas, 4. Susan justice, 5. Marlene Brown, 6. Sandy Ratliff.
Second Row: 7. jim Mosteller, 8.
John Myers, 9. john Dawes, 10.
Cliff Shore, 11. David Fida, 12.
Don Laham, 13. Eric Melgren,
16. Advisor-jane Gilchrist.

Tau Beta.Sigma/
Kappa Psi

are an honorary sorority
the purpose of supportThe two organizations
for the marching band,

The Student Alumni Association is an organization of students providing services to all
currently enrolled students at WSU . Programs
provided include: the SAA Extern Program
(work internships); Alumni Dinners Program
(informative dinners with students and alumni) ;
Ambassadors Program (works with admissions
in gaining new students for WSU); Alumni
Relations and Tour Guides Program (tours
provided for the University and student representatives to alumni and University functions);
Publicity Program; and an Intra-Relations
Program (for students to achieve a better
working relationship with the University).

First Row: 1. Kedre Wei/she<: ,
2. Linda Koenigsman, 3. Lin1 1
Chinberg, 4. Lee Riggins,
Sonja Smith, 6. Michelle Mart i ,
7. Kathy Faires, 8. Marler ~
Brown, 9. Sandy Ratliff, 10. Sus~ 1
justice, 11. Ann Metz, 12. joa n ~
Fisher, 13. jackie Ratts, 14. Ang e
Babich, 15: Debbie Logue. S cond Row: 16. Dave Strubee, 7 '.
Vance Brungardt, 18. }of 1
Conner, 19. Cliff Shore, 20. Ga v
Endicott, 21. John Dawes, 2 .
Eric Melgren, 23. jim MosteiiE ,
24. David Fida, 25. Dave Gris. more, 26. john Myers, 27. De '1
Laham.

First Row: 1. Dave Catron, Director; 2. Kirk Swilley, 3. jon
\Aoorehead, 4. Ken Bradfield, 5. Phil Antkowicz, 6. Dean
Parker. Second Row: Brad Bone, Assistant Director; 8. Gary
Kidd, 9. jim Bode, 10. Mark Rindt, 11. Dennis Kerr, 12. Mike
Criss, 13. Wyatt Cox. Third Row: 14. Paul Lytle, 15. Terry
Long, 16. Darragh Hill, 17. john Bute/, 18. Duane Dubois, 19.
Dan Vernon, 20. jim Taliaferro, 21 . Eldon Wire, 22. Becky
Adams. Fourth Row: 23. Paul Wood, 24. john Monahan, 25.
Chris Andrews, 26. Anthony Pressnell, 27. Tom Haynes, 28.
Steve Coltrane, 29. Rob King, 30. Patti Conway. Fifth Row:
31. Brian Sholar, 32. Richard Schwanz, 33. joe Emery, 34.
Dale Garwood, 35. David jorgensen, 36. Paul Kissinger, 37.
jacque Blanchat, 38. Denee Thomas, 39. Susan Clark, 40.
Teresa Pogemiller, 41. Kathleen Fitzgerald, 42. Ellen
Anderson, 43. Pattie Garwood. Sixth Row: 44. Mark
Monroe, 45. Karen Brilke, 46. Mary Garcie, 47. Stephanie
Ware, 48. Lora Phillips, 49. Hattie Haynes, 50. judy Haley, 51 .
Dee Atkeson, 52. Nancy Vogt.

220-orgs
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Wheatland Dolls

Shockettes
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L toR: 1. Daylene Brody,
2. Barb Gerleman, 3. Dana
Walker, 4. Tracy Tarrant, 5.
Kathy Quick, 6. Nancy
Harrell, 7. Becky Bachrodt,
8. Missi Bachrodt, 9. Tami
Quick.

1. Cheryl joseph, 2. Cheslea
Brown, 3. Mary Wilson, 4. june
Zogelman, 5. Oletha Goudeau,
6. Carol Vandivort, Co-Capt.; 7.
Marlene (Dinki) Moser, Captain; 8. Renne Strunk, 9. jessica
Embray, 10. Kay Conner, 11.
Madeline Volz, 12. jeannine
Tu/1, 13. Lisa Elliot, 14. Tracy
Schurr.
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Student Government
Bureaucracy,
Ltd.
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------~----------------------·111 1
Association
it

1. Michael Wright, 2. jim Mosteller, 3. Marie Hackney, 4. Sarah
Dennis, 5. Charley Waterson, 6. Beth Alexander, 7. Hannes
Zacharias, 8. Steve Ackerman. Not Pictured: Melinda Huhn.
1. Tony Clum, 2. Kathy Davis, 3. Carla Mahany, 4. jane Tanner,
5. Eric Melgren, Pres.; 6. Ginny Schrag, 7. Chuck Bush, 8. Mark
Davis, 9. Brad LaFever, 10. Eric Atwood, 11. Steve Holt, V. Pres.;
12. Kelly Banks, 13. David Case, 14. Verne Harnish, 15. Michael
Greene, 16. Tim Watt, 17. Curt Gridley, 18. Cindy Bugner, 19.
Carol Jaramillo, 20. Tricia Kidd, 21. Cindy Geist, .fxec. Sec.; 22.
Tony Heard, 23. John Bomgardner, 24. Rick Rentsch, 25. Debbie
Wedel, 26. Lee Krehbiel, 27. Carl Fowler, 28. jim Bergh. Not
pictured: Quentin Stigers, Chris Graham, Derrick Carpenter,
Tricia Robinson, Henry Dittmer, Muriel Lembright, Cheryl
Finnell.
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CAC Activities Council

-~----------------------------~-----------------------------------~ --------------------------------------------------------------------11 1

First Row: 1. Denise Stiff, 2.
Rick Cahill, 3. Bob Peterson, 4.
Nancy Taylor, 5. John Godwin.
Second Row: 6. Steve Cox, 7.
Debbie Bloom, 8. Pete Weigand,
9. Ben Urish, 10. Kent Meisinger, 11. Kim Dohrer.

0

Left to right: 1. Ann Gates, 2. Lynn Gates, 3. Reta Chambliss, 4.
Pat Haworth.
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"They've got us covered"
The average college newspaper is a strange publication.
It gathers support and draws
revenue from the very people
that it often investigates or
attacks. Freedom of speech is a
great thing when you're the one
that is speaking, but let somebody else get quoted in opposition to you and it's an entirely
different matter. During the late
60's the college press was a
hotbed of stormy journalism. In
the past few years American
colleges have become increasingly more conservative, and in
many areas the college press
has reflected that change in
mood.
The 1978 Sunflower staff
tried to practice thorough imaginative journalism. Feature
coverage was expanded and
the _news staff, led by Roxanne
Hudgins, 1continued its policy of
campus-wide coverage but
also moved its attention off
campus when stories broke in
the community that were important to the campus. Dominant among off-campus news
items was the Sunflower coverage of the August missile silo
accident near Rock, Kansas.
Greg Holm, Sunflower staff
writer, discovered members of
the surrounding Rock community that weren't evacuated
from the danger zone. On Nov.
7, the Sunflower published the
only accurate account of the
state's
gubernatorial
race
among all the local newspapers.
;Improvements were also
made in the Sunflower's photo
coverage of local and campus
news events. First semester
photo editor Dale McRae reno-
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L toR: 1. Myra Jonker, 2. Mindy Bergner, 3. Malinda Phillips, 4. Betty Goodwin, 5. Johnson Lee,
6. Pat Fox, 7. Lindsay Friend, 8. Beth Chiles, 9. Paul Goodwin} 10. Cindy Mainzer, 11. Deb Lingle, 12.

Nancy Bogard, 13. Tara Hufford, 14. Greg Foss, 15. Roxanne Hudgins, 16. Kyle Zimmer, 17.
Charlene Smith, 18. jim Straughn, 19. Duane Schrag.

vated the darkroom facilities
and coordinated the drive for
pictures of news events. As a
result, the Sunflower photo
staff worked closely with the
Associated Press, The Topeka
Capital Journal, and The Kansas City Star.
· Another change in Sunflower policy during the '78-79
academic year occurred when
the popular "Images" weekly
prose and poetry section was
trimmed to a twice a month
presentation. During the other
times that "Images" would have
appeared, music and art features were substituted, giving
the fine arts programs of Wichita State much deserved support. The Sunflower focused
more attention on the Fine Arts
this year in an effort to inform
Wichita State students about
many interesting programs and
activities that are sometimes
overlooked.
Of course, any newspaper
owes much of its popularity to
visual appeal. If it doesn't look
good, it won't be read. Managing Editor Mindy Bergner and
Production Manager Melinda
Phillips not only gathered and
sorted mounds of information,
but also designed an attractive
presentation for Sunflower
readers.
Advertising is also an important part of newspaper operation. Advertising gives a newspaper the revenue necessary to
continue its operation. Kyle ·Zimmer, the Sunflower advertising manager obtained new
accounts and increased advertising accounts to a healthy
level.
Another key staff member
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that every publication needs is
a business coordinator to keep
operating costs low. Both the
Sunflower and her sister publication, the Parnassus, were
lucky to have Lindsay Friend
coordinating office expenses
and checking financial records
for problems in the budgets in
enough time to correct trouble
situations.
Like all news publications,
the Sunflower employed a
number of photographers, staff
writers, typesetters, and production workers. A lot of people put in a lot of hours making
·the Sunflower a bright and
informative newspaper. Pat
Fox worked many long, tough
hours as Editor of the Sunflower and managed to coordinate
Sunflower policy and plot directions for reporters and photographers to investigate.
The Sunflower provides an
important service to a metropolitan commuter campus like
Wichita State. For many students the campus newspaper is
the only newspaper that is read
regularly. The students at
W.S.U. can be proud of the
effort and imagination that
goes into the production of the
Sunflower.

Melinda Phillips, Production Manager

Kyle Zimmer, Advertising Director

Lisa Austin, Staff Writer

Pat Fox, Editor and Debbie Lingle, Commercial Services Manager

Myra Jonker, Office Manager
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and the legend
continues . ..
"The ancient Greeks said
that if one slept a night on
Parnassus either one became
Inspired or one went mad!"
-John Fowles"The Magus"
Dear George,
They told me this wouldn't
happen anymore; they promised! I should have expected
the worst and braced myself for
it. We're in the middle of a
frantic deadline crunch. Worse
than that, I have had to spend
long hours in this office, and if
you can remember our staff,
you will understand why I need
to see my analyst twice a week
now.
Everyone here seems to be
coming unglued. Deadlines are
like that. The office manager
has been doing wine and yoga .
Our phones have been ringing
like alarm clocks, every fifteen
minutes on cue. People from
various organizations have
been descending on the office
to check out their organization
pages. The staff photog rap hers
run in and out continually,
pausing only to hand in photos
and trade ,one-liners. The refrigerator is stuffed full of yogurt,
brownies, and pineapple juice,
to replace needed blood sugar.
The front porch has been
stomped to scrap lumber~
Staff writers appear from nowhere with fistfuls of copy, and
then disappear like Alice down
the rabbit hole for weeks at a
time. Cigarette consumption is
at an all time high making ittoo
smoky to see my typewriter at
times. Stacks of photos and
copy are piled high enough to
give even the stalwart Fire

Dave Larsen, Promotion Worker

Vicki Day joiner, Writer

Nancy Kay Ross, Assistant Art Editor

Marshal a fatal heart attack. In
the eye of the storm we have
our Editor and Art Editor feigning calmness (most of the
time), while they try to pull it all
together.
Woe, that I could once more
join the ranks of our staff
writers again . I sit here up to my
elbows in departmental copy
praying for a tornado to come
and scatter this mess from Hell
to Oz but I see no end in sight.
We have tried this year to do
the yearbook a little differently.
We have experimented with
prose style and graphics in an
attempt to produce a truly
unique yearbook. Some of the
most creative people on the
Wichita State campus have
passed through the Parnassus
office this year to offer comments and encouragement. For
every person that has told us
that the Great American College Yearbook is doomed to
extinction, there has been
another person who has taken
an active interest in our work.
We have tried to cover a variety
of
campus/state/national
events this year to give a
broader look at what we've all
been doing this year.
The people that created this
year's Pamassus haven't been
in it for the money. You
couldn't possibly put a price on
the number of hours our art
editor spent pasting and cutting layouts in the middle of the
night. You can't pay a photographer enough money to
stand in the bitter cold, shooting pictures for our color
section when he could be home
with his girlfriend. You can't
make an accurate paycheck for
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a girl who cranks out yearbook
copy on a rough deadline
knowing that afterward she'll
be up until 3 a.m. working on a
term paper. It is more than the
desire for a loose-change paycheck. It is something that
exists within the legitimate
artist. It is the desire to do a
great job even when you know
a good third of the campus will
never look at your work. The
people who have worked closely inside the inner-nucleus of
the Pamassus have worked to
be professionals, and I respect
them for that.
Wow! That certainly got
heavy all of the sudden, didn't
it? I don't know. Sometimes I
think that we work so hard to
amuse people that we forget
how to be sincere. If that was
too heavy to stand up under its
own weight, so be it. Pass it off
as the ravings of someone who
has worked too long without a
square meal or a good night's
sleep.
Anyway .. .
Some of the writers and
photographers behind me have
taken a ten minute bull session
break. When things slacken up
around here, you can become
involved in rather animated
discussions about everything
from old "Twilight Zone" episodes to arguments about Bob
Dole's possible connection
with Hitler's ghost. When you
work with this crew, you can
expect the bizarre as a matter
of routine. The fine line between absolute genius and
total insanity has been
stretched to the limit in this
office. What do you expect
from a gang of outlaw journal ~

ists? Our Editor once told me,
"The only true writers are 15
year-old boys who write simpering love letters to their
cheerleader girlfriends, the rest
bf us are prostitutes and assassins." He might be on to something there. Did I say something about taking ourselves
too seriously a few paragraphs
back? Never mind. I understand. This place has finally
gotten to me. They are going to
come with a big butterfly net
and take a lot of us away some
day.
If I come out of this alive, I'll
see you next spring. (If you're
lucky.)
Your Friend,
Leslie
P.S. If you think that I'm
writing a bit incoherently at this
point, you're right. I am.

Bill Brown, Photographer

Lee Higgs, Promotion Manager and john Jacobs, Office Manager

Bill Preston, Moral Support
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The Big Broadcas
of 1978
KMUW radio station will
celebrate its thirtieth anniversary in the last week of April,
1979. The station originally
began training students for
broadcast journalism majors
but in 1970, it became the first
non-commercial FM station in
the United States and the
second FM station in Kansas. It
has increased its power from a
mere 250 watts back in 1949,
when first set up in Jardine
Hall, to 100,000 watts, enabling
the station to broadcast to
almost the whole of Kansas.
KMUW currently broadcasts
from its location at 17th and
Holyoke.
Since the station is noncommercial, it has more variety
in programming than most
radio stations. Programs at
KMUW are many and varied,
ranging from rock and jazz to
the classical pieces. News
updates are also broadcast. All
of this is brought about
through the support of the
university, along with private
contributions from listeners
and area businesses.
Six full-time employees,
thirty paid students and thirty
volunteer students keep the
station running. This year the
full-timers were: Patricia Cahill, General Manager; Bob
Dambach, Program Director;
Chuck Spratt, News Director,
Jim . Sensenbach, Chief Engineer; Pat Hayes, Development
Coordinator and Darla
Schmitt, Audio-Reader Coordinator.

Ms. Schmitt was pleased to
announce that on January 1,
1979, the Audio-Reader Service, which is presented to
visually impaired persons,
would celebrate its fourth anniversary.
Ms. Cahill feels the future of
KMUW is very bright. In recent
years, the amount of broad-.
casting majors has increased
tremendously and the need for
more sophisticated e·quipment
has grown with them. Eventually the station plans to be
broadcasting with satellite
transmitted waves, rather than
the present telephone system.

Lance Hayes, lnstr. Radio-TV-Film

Lyle Dean, Asst to the Chief Engineer
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Listen t
Your Morning Pape1·
Thousands or people sit
down to breakfast every morning with their newspapers in
front of them. Currently, 500600 of these individuals do not
read the newspaper, they hear
it though a special receiver
which picks up a sub-carrier
channel of KMUW-FM.
These receivers are provided
to visually impaired persons, as
funds permit, so they can keep
in touch with the world. This
service has been available
since 1975, and ~m January 1,
1979, they celebrated their
fourth anniversary. Over 200
receivers were in use.
There was a potential audience for the Audio Reader
service of more than 8,000
print-handicapped
persons.
However, a qualified individual
needed to apply for the service
and have the application certified by a physician, opthamologist, nurse, social worker or
agency which had proof of the
disability. Then, as money was
available to provide the receivers, listeners were added to the
service. The receivers were
found in individual homes,
nursing homes, and hospitals.
Donations were encouraged,
but not required.
Programs were read by volunteers and included reading
the daily newspaper, articles
from the Wall Street Journal,
Christian Science Monitor, and
the Wichitan magazine. A short
story hour was added for 1978,
which contained a variety from
James Thurber to Edgar Allan
Poe and Romance to Science
Fiction. At voting time, the
entire voter's guide was pres-

ented along with background
on the questions to be voted
on.
The Audio Reader service
has been receiving approximately one application per day
and is expecting to expand to
500 receivers and double or
triple its listening audience
within a year. This will pose a
problem, since Audio Reader
has already outgrown its
current facilities and it is not
known where it will be relocated. Program Supervisor, Darla
Schmitt, explains it will all
depend on university and community support. Schmitt is
responsible for daily operations of the service, program
development, recruitment and
training of volunteers, public
relations and fund-raising.
She is assisted by a Student
Coordinator and Weekend Operations Manager, who are both
part-time workers.
Schmitt says there are a lot of
plans, but only plans because
of funding uncertainties. The
ultimate goal is to serve all the
people who wish to have the
Audio Reader service. "It's a
very idealistic goal, and we're
hacking away," Schmitt said.

jackie Aaron, Secretary and Weekend Operation

Betty Stone, Asst to the
Program Supervisor

Co/een Friedel

Manager
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Gazebo was not getting any
money and Mirkokosmos was
not getting any help and because of this the two publications decided to merge.
Mikrokosmos was started in
the 1960's and accepted poetry
and prose from all over the
country. Gazebo began three
to four years ago as a campus
medium for students to publish
poetry. The two publications
united to become Mikrokosmos at the beginning of the
1978-79 school year. The new
Mikrokosmos was a campus
publication accepting poetry,
fiction stories, photographs
and artwork. A bigger staff,
with more staff interest and
more student connections,
along with more money, gave
the publication advantages
over the old publications.
Debbie Goodman, Editor of
Mikrokosmos, explained the
publication was doing much
rebuilding and reorganizing
during the Fall semester since
both magazines were shaky
before they combined. She
also said they were trying not to
favor creative writing students
by encouraging engineering,
. business and other majors to
submit work.
Anyone who works at the
university
and is a student or an
1
alumnus, may submit pieces for
publication . Quality and craftsmanship are the two main
"criteria" that are used for
judging work submitted. Goodman says they look for current
concerns in poetry and the
level of writing of the student is
also considered.
Funding comes through the
English Department and SGA.
"The price of the magazine is a
real bargain for the quality,"
comments Goodman.
In the future, Mikrokosmos
hopes to choose the editor
early'e.noughsothattwoissues!a
year can be published. It also
may add non-fiction stories to
the work accepted for publication consideration.

M ikrokosmos/Gclzebo
combine into
supermagazine

1

First Person Singular

1
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Great expectatfons rode on
the back of the Wichita State
football team as they entered
the 1978 season.
Dreams of a Missouri Valley
Championship, hopes of the
team's first winning season ever
under fifth-year Coach jim
Wright-echoed in Cessna Stadium.
It was bound to be the year"Explosion '78" they called it.
But those dreams soon turned
to nightmares, and when the
grueling season ended, the
Shocke rs stood at 4-7.
Wright, after compiling a
dismal 17-37-1 record in his
reign, was told to pack his bags.
He was dismissed Nov. 20.
But Wright's last season was
spelled
p-r-e-s-s-u-r-e.
So
much, in fact, that a mysterious
incident involving AII-MVC
quarterback Jim Andrus and

three other players at the College Inn, prompted their indefinite suspension from the gridiron.
There weren't many highlights for the Shocker gridders
after the season opener. WSU
belted Big 8's Oklahoma State
20-10 Sept. 9, enroute to establishing a new Cessna Stadium
attendance record of 230,518.
Bu t when WSU lost 48-22 to
Drake Oct. 7, Wright's future
was spelled out. The Shockers
entered the game with a 3-1
mark, and a win would reveal
WSU's serious contention for
the Valley title.
And it was all downhill after
that.
, With the exception of Joe
Williams, that is.
The WSU field goal kicker
produced the final bright spot of
the season on Oct. 21. Williams

tied a National Collegiate Ath ·
letic Association field goa
distance mark with a 67-yarc
boot. The Shockers rolled on tc
a 33-7 win, the final victory oi
the season.
At last, WSU entered the fina
game of the season, taking its 4-{
mark on the road to Indian<
State, 2-8 .
Victory still didn't materializE
and the Shockers fell 42-18.
20-10 Oklahoma State
14-16 New Mexico
28-6
Idaho
38-37 West Texas State
22-48 Drake
13-26 Memphis State
33-7
Southern Illinois
21-31 New Mexico State
20-38 louisville
13-27 Tulsa
18-42 Indiana State

Track/
Cross
Country
The 1978 season for women's
cross country proved to be an
optimistic season and a fresh
beginning for the team
members. To begin with, they
received a new coach who
brought with him a record of
success in men's cross country
and track. Herm Wilson is the
new coach for women's cross
country. This was his twentysecond year as track' coach and
his twelfth as head coach at
WSU. He was appointed as
women's coach by Natasha Fife,
Women's Athletic Director, who
stated that "His addition is
definitely a positive step for our
(the women's) program."
Wilson began coaching the
women in August of 1978. He
carried them through the season which ended in October.
During their season the ten
women competed fairly well.
On September 15, they took 7th
place in the Shocker Gold
Classic, competing against many
teams from various states .. They
slowly begaln improving by
taking 6th place with jan Spring
at the Oklahoma State Jamboree
on September 30th. On October
6th, WSU upset Fort Hays and
Nebraska's Kearny State, teams
which had previously beaten
WSU, at the Fort Hays State
Invitational. Wilson stated that
he "was amazed at the improvement that each week brought
for the team. l'hey were an
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excellent group of young
women to work with."
The highl~ght of the season
was the North Texas State
Invitational on October 13th.
Competing against 11 strong
teams, WSU took 3rd place only
by losing second place to Texas
Tech by one point. "Many ofthe
girls did exceptionally well
during this invitational," stated
Coach Wilson. Five of the ten
member team are: jan Spring,
jan Beckham, Pat Keary, Kay
luna, and Jean Beachler. Each
placed high, thus helping
achieve the 3rd place ranking.
jan Beckham, trainer for the
team, stated that the team could
be described as dedicated. They
ran eight to twelve miles daily
and ran well together as a team
which is important for consistant scoring in meets. There was
an overabundance of freshmen
and sophomores in a ratio of 7:3
against juniors and seniors.
Coach Wilson feels that next
year he will have a solid nucleus
to begin with because of his
nine returning team members.
He plans to place special emphasis on women's cross country throughout the sports circuit. Another major plan is to
hold-for the first time ever-a
Missouri Valley league Championship for women. Emphasis
will be on building tradition
around the women's cross
country.
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Volleyball
The Shocker Women volleyball players opened their season
on September 16 by hosting the
invitational in Henry levitt Arena. The girls lost the invitational
title by one game. In the final
set, Shocker women played
Emporia State to compete for
the victory. However, Emporia
State proved to be more experienced and, although the
Shockers played hard and fast,
they lost the final victory, 14-16,
15-6, 5-15.
On September 20, WSU beat
Friends University 15-8, 15-6, as
well as pulling a victory over
Bethel College 14-16, 15-13,156. On September 22-23 in the
Central Missouri State Invitational at Warrensburg, the
Shockers were defeated by
Iowa, Graceland, Central Missouri State and Drake. However,
the next week, the Shockers
beat Ottawa, Friends and Baker.
Finally, in the second Shocker
invitational, WSU took second
place. They upset Central State
15-4, 15-9, Fort Hays 15-8, 15-6,
and Washburn 15-7,15-11. However, the 13-15, 6-15 loss to
Central Missouri State allowed
Central Missouri the trophy for
first place.
The Emporia State University
Triangular, October 2, gave
WSU women a victory over
Friends University, but the .
Shockers bowed to Emporia 715, 15-8, 8-15.
The University of Kansas defeated WSU 15-7, 15-5 to eliminate the Shockers from the
Graceland Invitational. WSU
volleyball coach, Sharon Rauh,
said that the Shocker volleyball
team has, in past years had a
psychological setback walking
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hand in hand with every K-State
or K.U. game. "It really worked
to our disadvantage. The girls
just freaked out." However, the
general attitude of the players
has changed for the better this
year. They are concerned with
playing their best, and the fact
that K-State and KU are big
schools doesn't bother them
anymore.
Despite the change of attitude, KU defeated WSU October 11 in the University of Kansas
conference. But the new attitude prevailed when the junior
varsity Shockers swung their
victory over the KU JV team 1513, 13-15, 15-13.
In a home game October 17,
K-State won a victory overWSU,
but they really had to work for it,
as evident in the scores: 15-10,415, 15-13, 11-15, 15-12. And
again, WSU won the JV game 154, 17-15.
In Kansas City, the Shockers
jumped UMKC, but lost to
Missouri Western.
The volleyball season ended
for the ~hockers November 11 at
the University of Oklahoma,
where the Shocks experienced
their first losing season since
Coach Sharon Rauh came to
WSU eight years ago. Oral
Roberts University downed the
Shocks 15-7, 15-5. WSU was also
beat qy OU 6-15, 13-15, and
Cameron 15-13, 12-15, 9-15.
At the close of the season
coach Sharon Rauh said that she
was pleased with the girls'
performance. "Our two major
drawbacks are our hearts and
our age. We're a young, inexperienced, and short team." Rauh
expects most of her players to be
returning next year.
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Bowling

Bowling
The Wichita womens' bowling team has a bad habit of
being national champions year
after year after year, giving
sports writers fits and forcing
them to find new ways to say
"terrific", "outstanding" and
"winners " every year.
During the 1978-79 academic
year the womens' team was
constantly ranked as one of the
top bowling teams in the nation.
They didn·'t simply win, they
conducted a ten-pin bombardment upon their opposition.
Boot Hill. Cold meat. Tombstone City. No contest. Sheer
death. The Big Kackaroo, Cripple. Humiliate. The ~omens'
team smashed its opposition
so thoroughly that there are no
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:-vords. They beat everyone in
sight and entered national competition ranked third in the
nation. Jodi Opplinger, Shelia
Shadid, Terry Hoffman, lolly
Appling, Sherry Allen (Team
Captain) and Cindy Johnson ·
were among the women
bowlers who made a great
showing for good 'ole W.S.U.
Bowling Coach Gordon Vadakin even had trouble finding
new ways to describe the success of the team. "I expect our
women to win," Vadakin said,
and of course, they . did, all .
season long. The womens' bowling team has won more
national championships than
nearly any other athletic program on campus.

I

"Bowling at W.S.U. is a contact sport"
-Jeff McBeth, captain of the
mens' bowling team-You can't write about the
mens'_ bowling team without
writing about Jeff McBeth and
john Hardman, and you can't
write about McBeth and Hardman without making the story
look like a james Bond screenplay. Besides being two of the
most lethal bowlers in the state,
McBeth and Hardman (Hardman is lead-off man for the
team) have blazed a nationwide
trail of destruction that would
have made General Patton
blush.
"We instill stark terror at
bowling_ meets," McBeth said.
"We're better known on the
East coast than we are locally. In
Vermont there are dartboards
with our pictures on them."
No hype. The mens' bowling
team is one of the most consistently winning programs at Wichita State. During the '78-'79
academic year the team placed
in the top ten nationwide for the
season, beating teams such as
U.C.l.A. and Ohio State. "We're
an under-rated team," McBeth
said, "We've beat colleges that
make us look like a vo-tech
school. There isn't a team that
can beat us when we have a
good day on the lanes."
McBeth and Hardman, favorites of all-night truck stop waitresses, saloon keepers and
highway patrolmen with radarguns throughout the nation, are
but two of the five 11 salty guys"

who represent Wichita State at
league meets. Anyone can try
out for the bowling team who is
a full time student, but students
must bowl nine games a week to
qualify to participate in the
meets.Theteam'whichcompetes
at league meets consists of the
five top bowling scorers of any
given week. During the second
semester, the bowling team is
chosen by bowling coach Gordon Vadakin.
. "We don't fly to our meets
like other teams," said McBeth.
"We cram six people and twelve
bowling balls into a Vega. At
regionals we have 17 schools,
which bring around 170 bowlers
and we all stay in one hotel, all of
which has the makings of a great
Harold Robbins paperback."
At the time this story was
being written, the team was
preparing to go after the national bowling championship title.
"The mens' team has a good
shot at the national title this
year," McBeth said. "It is only a
matter of whether their blind
luck can beat our skill."
In addition to a great year, the
bowling team has also begun
awarding bowling scholarships.
"We've just been initiating
scholarships," McBeth said.
"People are giving donations
and this year we. have two
freshmen on scholarship." The
team has built and gained
recognition. "I wouldn't have
come to school here if it weren't
for the bowling team," Hardman said.
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beaten to the tune of 104-72.
The first encounter with a
Missouri Valley conference opponent proved to be a winner
for the Shocks as they outscored the West Texas St. Buffaloes, 96-84.
WSU's fifth victory in a row at
Henry Levitt Arena came when
the Shocks hosted Pan American University and won 93-77.
The Shockers traveled to
Omaha, Nebraska, for a meeting
with the Creighton Blue Jays and
came out ahead in the conference battle with an overtime
final score 94-88.
Back in Henry Levitt Arena,
Southern Illinois downed the
Shocks 89-79, even with the aid
of
senior,
all-American,
''Cheese" Johnson with 27
points and 17 rebounds.
Taking a break from conference play, W.S.U. traveled to
Nevada/Las Vegas where they
lost to the Runnin' Rebels, 11189.
The next two games turned
out to be nail-biters played on
the road. W.S.U. won the first
by one point in overtime
"Cheese"
Johnson
(94-93).
turned in a career high 33 points
and tie'Cl with teammate Ray
Selected from a list of 109 Classic in Tempe, Arizona. In
Shirley with 12 rebounds each.
applicants for the 1978/79 the first round Wichita State was The following game at Drake
Shockers head coaching posi- beaten by New Mexico 95-81.1n
found the Shocks losing in
tion. · Gene Smithson,
for- the second and final appearance overtime, 114-109.
merly of Illinois State University. in the Classic the Shockers lost
Back in Wichita, the Shocks
As Head Coach at Illinois State in overtime to San Jose St. 82-80.
hosted the Sycamores of Indiana
for three years, Smithson led ISU
Wichita State returned home
State but were beaten by a tento a 66-18 record and coached to Henry Levitt Arena to host 7- point margin of 94-84.
the Redbirds to two NIT appear- game homestand where the
The second encounter with
ances.
Shocks began to improve their Tulsa proved to be as thrilling as
Smithson, in his fir.st year at record by beating DePaul, 95-92. the previous game. However,
The second game of the the Shockers came out the loser
Wichita State, coached the
Shockers to an even 13-13 homestand proved to be a in this battle with the final
record for the regular season, disappointment for Shocker verdict 88-86.
with an 8-8 win-loss record in fans as Wichita State lost to Long
Moving on to Carbondale,
the Missouri Valley Conference. Beach State., 91-88.
Illinois, the Shocks tried to
Wichita State got back on the avenge an earlier loss to the
The Shockers' first Missouri
Valley Conference game was winning track again as it won Salukis of Southern Illinois but
held in Iowa City, Iowa, where its next six games, beginning were downed 82-81.
the Shockers fell to the Iowa with a 93-75 win over South '
WSU I picked up its ninth
Dakota.
Hawkeyes 67-91.
win of che season by defeating
Texas/Arlington then came to Bradley 91-79, with the help of
Next on schedule for the
Shockers was the Sun Devil town to face the music but was senior center, Steve Kalocinski,

Basketball

a
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who scored 20 points.
Out on the road again thE
Shockers beat West Texas Stat€
79-69, but lost by the score of 93·
75 to a tough New Mexico StatE
team.
This was followed by an 89-8~
victory over Creighton, with thE
Shockers presenting one 0 1
their best performances of th f
year.
In the last meeting wit~
Drake, the Bulldogs beat Wichi ta State in overtime, but th t:
Shocks dumped Drake 125-96 ir
Wichita.
The final home game of th e
season found Wichita State
hosting New Mexico State. WitiJohnson scoring 27 points anc
pulling in 13 rebounds th e
Shocks downed the Lobos, 86·
84.
Traveling on to Peoria, Illinois, W.S.U. met for the secane
time with the Bradley Braves
This time the Shocks lost to
Bradley 76-74.
The last regular season game
had the Shockers meeting the
Indiana State Sycamores on
national television. At this time
Indiana State was ranked No. 2
in the nation. The Shocks fell to
the Sycamores 109-84 in Hulman
Center.
The Shockers finished league
play with an 8-8 record, tying
them with Creighton, Drake and
Southern Illinois.
The Shockers won the home
court advantage for the first
round of the Missouri Valley
Conference tournament and
played against Drake. Lawrence
Howell sank two free throws
with eight seconds remaining to
lead the Shockers to a 70-69
victory over the Bulldogs. Thi s
win advanced the Shockers into
the quarter-finals at New Mexico State.
It was in Las Cruces, New
Mexico, where the season was
ended for the Shockers when
the Aggies slipped by 85-81. In
this final game Kalocinski led
the Shockers with 22 points.
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The first year of coaching the
WSU womens' basketball
team was an uphill climb for
Kathryn Bunnell.
The Shocker women ended
the 1978/79 season with a 6-20
win-loss record,\which included
many of the top teams in the
Midwest such as K-State and
Kansas.
The young Shocker team
consisted of six freshmen, four
sophomores and three juniors.
Freshmen on the team were:
Sara Circle from Colwich, Kansas, where she played at Andale
High School. The 5-6" guard was
a selection to the Valley Center
Tournament All-Star team in

high school. Kathy Garafalo, a Buhler, Kansas, and Terri RichWichita product who comes out ter, 5-8 forward from Cloud
of Bishop Carroll High, Marina County Community College.
Juaregui, a guard from WellingSharlene Eichelberger, a 5-9
ton High, Janet O'Donnell, the junior forward, joined the Witallest player at 6-1, hales from chita State University womens'
Wichita's
Southeast,
Karen basketball team for second
Fischer, 5-9 forward from semester games. Eichelberger
Ulysses, Kansas, and forward played junior college ball for
from Derby, Kansas, Kathy Law- Hesston College.
ton.
Highlight of the 1978/79 seaSophomores included: Vivian son came when sophomore
Fulton from Washington, Kan- Terry O'Bryon scored over 20
sas, Julie Lemon from San Diego, points a game nine times and
California, Sandy Smith from came 4 points shy of tying the
Winfield, Kansas, and Terry school record for most points in
O'Bryon from Baldwin, Kansas. a single game when she sank 33
The juniors consisted of: Beth against West Texas State. Terry
Epp, 5-11 center-forward from finished the season with a 17.0

scoring average and an average
of 10.2 rebounds per game to
lead the squad in both categories.
The season was filled with
injuries for t.he Shocker women.
Julie Lemon was lost for the
season on jan. 3, when she tore
knee ligaments in a game with
Oral Roberts. In the same game,
Sara Circle suffered an ankle
injury that required her to play
in a cast the rest of the season.
Coach Bunnell will be hitting
the recruiting trail very hard and
will be lookingfortall recruits to
build the womens' program into
the powerhouse she knows
it can be.
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wsu

0-9
4-2.
0-9
0-9
0-9
8-1
3-6

Kansas State
Emporia State
Oral Roberts
Oklahoma
Kansas
Baker
Pittsburg
1-6 Southwestern
3-6 Kansas State
5-4 Benedictine
6-0 Washburn
6-3 Fort Hays
0-9 Kansas
0-9 Oklahoma
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With top player Jodi Butterbaugh participating in a United
Nations study in New York City
for the semester, Wichita State's
youthful women 's tennis team
finished its 1978 season with a 611 mark.
Under second-year coach
Sarah Shlechter, the tennis team
posted a Kansas Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women conference mark of0-4,
while the University of Kansas
clinched the title.
Shlechter welcomed back
only Kathy Wilde, who assumed
the top spot in place of Butterbaugh~ But No. 6 player .Betb_
Stewart added some spark to the
inexperienced team.
Stewart, a former member of
the women's basketball team,
ran up a 7-3 singles mark, tops
on the team.
Wilde's sister, Bridget Matthias, joined the squad after a stint
with the Wheatland Dolls, and
teamed with her sister to post a
4-10 doubles mark.
Making debuts for the
Shockers
were
first-year
members Stacie Jones, Brenda
Smith, Donna Wilson and Leissa
Youngers.
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Last year the mens' tennis
team tied for the Missouri Valley
Conference title. This year the
goal of Tennis Coach, Dr. Stan
Kardatzke, is " to win the Valley
and finish in the nation's top 10
or 20."
In his second ye(\r of coaching
Kardatzke has a solid line of top
players, which consists of four
juniors and two freshmen. They
are: Mark McMahon, a junior
from Australia, Myron Pushyk,
also a junior from Australia, Bill
Nichols a junior from Oak
Forest, Illinois, Nigel O'Rourke,

a junior from Canada, Brod
Dyke, a freshman from Adelaide, Australia, and Steven Guy
from Wellington, New Zealand.
Serving as Assistant coach isWSU
veteran, Rex Coad, who came to
the Shockers out of Wichita
West High School.
I Dyke, a left-hander, and
McM ~ hon, WSU 's No.1 singles
player, form a strong doubles
team 1for the squad. Also
matched in doubles are Guy, a
strong hitter and Pushyk, the
No.2 singles player. Nichols and
O ' Rourke . play No. 3 and 4

singles and form the final doubles team.
At this writing the Shockers
are 1-1 in dual matches, losing to
Southern lllinois6-3and beating
Big Eight Conference runnerup
Oklahoma S-4.
Coach Kardatzke thinks the
team's main competition in the
MVC race will come from West
Texas State and Southern Illinois.
"Next year," says Coach Kardatzke, "we want to hit the top
10 and win the national championship."
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The W.S.U. Women's Golf
Program, started only three
years ago by Gene O'Brien, has
grown from a two woman squad
· to a five woman squad.
Members of the team that
competed in fall, 1979, were; Jan
Schulte, a sophomore from
Bishop Carroll High, Connie
Suller, a junior from West High,
Allison Byer, a freshman from
Kapaun-Mt. Carmel, Kelli
Adams, a freshman from Dodge
City High and Darcie Michaelis,
a senior from Goddard High.
The squad will be reduced to
four women at the onset of the
spring season with the absence
of Janice Schulte who left Wichi. ta State to get married. Her
name will long be remembered,
howeyer, for the many records
she set while playing golf at
Wichita State. Janice's individual
req>rd for 1978 reads: best 18

holes by a W.S.U. woman golfer
(77), best 36 holes (155) and best
54 holes (254). In addition, she
won first place in the W.S.U.
Invitational that was held this
fall.
The team's best effort in the
fall was in the Region 6 Championships held at Iowa City,
Iowa, where it placed 10th out of
21 teams competing.
The Shocker women have
four tournaments ahead of
them to close out the 1979
season, beginning with the
Southwest Missouri State Invitational in Springfield, Mo. and
ending with the Iowa University
Invitational in Iowa City, Iowa.
When asked about the future
of womens' golf at W.S.U.,
Coach Gene O'Brien says he is
"looking forward to strengthening the womens' golf program."

Golf
If the season goes well for the
team this year, there will be a
good chance that it will be
asked again to compete, along
with 2 or 3 other teams from the
mid-West, in the NCAA Golf
Championship to be held at
Wake Forest in Winston-Salem,
N.C. The Shockers have gone to
the NCAA tournament three
out of the last four years.
Playing in the number one
spot is Rod Nuckolls, who came
in second place in the Missouri
Valley Conference Championship last year and tied for 15th
place in the NCAA Golf Championship in 1978. Nuckolls atso
received All-American honorable mention.
In the number two spot is
Matt Seitz, a senior and fouryear veteran of the team, who
has made AII-MVC for 3 years.
Eric Mork, also a four-year
veteran, is" an excellent competitor," and holds the third spot
on the team. Eric made AII-MVC
last season.
Fourth on the team is lefthanded Mike Caster, who is a
long-hitter and won the Wichita
Mens' Golf Championship in
1977.
The fifth player is Mark Steiner, who is just a freshman this
year. Last year Mark finished 4th
in the National Insurance Youth
Classic and was also the Kansas
Junior Champion for two years.

Other golfers who played well
in the qualifying rounds in the
fall and who add strength to the
Shockers' squad are: Mitch
Merrill, Bill Kliewer, Jim Mapel
and Kurt Yarborough.
The 1979 season looks promising wit h a veteran team that has
the potential of winning another M.V.C. title and going on the
N.C.A.A. Championships.
The 1978 Missouri Vallei
Conference champions start the
season in Monterrey, Mexico,
for the Sixth Annual Pan American University International
Collegiate Tournament, where
there will be twenty-three teams
from the U.S. and two from
Mexico. This will be the
Shockers' third trip to Monterrey
where they finished in fifth
place in '78. Over "Spring
Break" while other students will
be skiing the mountains of
Colorado and sunning on the
beaches of Padre Island, the
Shockers will be competing in a
30-team tournament in Pinehurst, N.C. A duel match is
scheduled with Texas Christian
at the exclusive Colonial Country Club in Dalla~/Ft. Worth
followed by a tournament with
the University ofTexas in Austin.
To finish out the tournament
season the Shockers travel to
Athens, Georgia, where they
will compete in the Southern
Intercollegiate golf tournament.
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The Wichita State men's an d
women's crew teams completed
their fifteenth year as two of the
top crew teams in the midwest.
The teams won 3rd in the Boston
Heavyweight contest and were
invited to the San Diego CReiA
Classic, which is the elite even1
in college rowing.
The teams train hard during
the year-long program . FoUl
times in recent years the Wichitc
State Crew Team has won statf
championships.
Bob jaugstetter, coach of th t
rowing team, has had 12 years o
competitive rowing experience
and has been National Crev
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Due to the crowded spring
schedule of the W.S.U. baseball
team, and the twisted deadlines
the Parnassus is forced to operate under, extensive coverage of
the W.S.U. baseball team, coverage that the team deserves, is
practically impossible. It always
seems that the yearbook is
closing its season as the baseball
team is opening theirs.
But the Wichita State baseball
team deserves special consideration.
"We were the only major
winning program on campus,"
said Gene Stephenson, Head
Coach of the Shocker baseball
team. "A year and a half ago
there was no baseball team, not
even a baseball on campus. Now
we have one of the finest
playing fields in the country and

once our stadium is completed
we will be able to prove that
Wichita State baseball is one of
the best athletic programs on
campus."
Last year was the first year in
nine years that Wichita State had
an "official" baseball team. "A
lot of people doubted that we
would be champions," said
Stephenson. "Sixteen of our
players were freshmen. Still, we
had a 45-30 win/loss record last
year and set every Shocker
record for winning seasons. We
beat Oklahoma State twice ... we
beat the Aeros 7 to 1, and we
finished 2nd in the Missouri
Valley Championships 10 to 8."
Stephenson predicted that
the '79 Shockers would have a
season as great, if not more
spectacular than they did in '78.

"!:very one of our starter;
returns this season," Stephen·
son said. "We have brought ir
seven new players and ou
schedule is even tougher than i
was last year. On April 9-10 W<
play the defending champion ·
(The University of Southerr
California) at Lawrence Sta&
um. We will also have a bus)
season against such teams a·
Texas Tech and Creighton Uni
versity at Nebraska."
Stephenson said that there ar•
many outstanding players O i
the Wichita State team who pia
good ball. "Bob Bomerito hi
.431 with 13 home runs and 8!
R.B.I.'s," said Stephson. "We an
the nation's third leading hittin ~
team and our offense prospect
look bright for the '79 season. '

Bat Girls
First Row: Alexa Wimberly, Mary Ellen Eckert, Desiree Dagenais. Second Row:
Kathy Bieberle, Belinda Harlan, Kendre Wei/shear, Karen Hastings.Third Row:
Wendy Chapman, Anne Mohr, Kelly McCreary, Candi Crockett.
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Softball
Shocker softball finished their
'78 season successfully with a
won/loss record of 18-15. They
competed against many tough
teams in nine games on home
turf and fifteen more away from
home.
The women had a busy season
constantly moving and competing in a season that began in
March and ended in April. Head
coach Sharon Rauh and assistant
coach Rhonda Miles held the
team together through months
of non-stop training and playing.
Among the fifteen member
team. too olavers were Sue
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The dimax of the season for
the Wichita State women's gymnastic team came with their
winning the state gymnastics
meet held at Fort Hays State
University on Feb. 25. The
Shockers finished with a 129
point total over the University of
Kansas team which placed second with 126.10 points.
. Kathy Osoba won the state all'around title and qualified for
nationals in W.S.U.'s strong
competition for the season.
Osoba won all-around division
with 33.65 points after winning
the floor exercises and placing
second in vaulting and third on
balance beam at state. Osoba
also placed 16th at the national
gymnastics competition.
A fine team effort went to
achieving first place in the state
competition. Grace Kruger tied
for first on the balance beam
and finished third in all-around
competition with 30.05 points.
Patti Ryman placed third on the
uneven parallel bars and Donna
Armstrong took second place in
the floor exercise.

School, a senior from Wichita,
who was catcher during the '78
season and held a .378 batting
average. Kim Baalman, pitcher
and outfielder from Wichita
held a .288 batting average and
Laura Roberds, a quick infielder
and outfielder from Webb City,
Missouri, held a .250 batting
average.
Freshmen join the team for
the 1979 season and bring
strength with them in pitching
from Terry Weber from Kansas
City, Missouri; and infielding
power from Christi Posey from
Wichita Heights high school.

I.
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La Wanda Aarnes
Stephen Abraham
Connie Adams
Wanda Albrecht

June 23, 1978
Nancy Allen
Scott Amos
Luis A. Andrade
Diane Ankenbrandt

Michael Appelhans
Susan Arbuthnot
Kathleen Arnold
Patricia Austin

In the summer of '78 a group of Nazis drew national attention by threatening to march through a small,
predominantly Jewish community in Illinois. In Wichita there were rumors on the streets that a local group of Nazis
might conduct their own "sympathy rally," and so on a humid summer afternoon the local chapter of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews had their own support rally on the front steps of Century II.
Speakers ranged from Rev. George Lakes to Randy Greenfeather from the All-American Indian Center. The idea was
brotherhood and the theme was "we will not allow it to happen here." Many members of the crowd who gathered to
hear the speeches wore the N.C.O.C.A.J. yellow "Star of David" arm bands.
The generation that conducted the rally, as well as the generation who listened most carefully to the speeches, were
the generation that fought the hardest to keep the Nazi influence from spreading in the 1940's. The current college-age
generation was in sparse attendance, perhaps because the horrors of war to them was the image of a Viet-Cong
Prisoner of War camp rather than a trip to Aushwitz. Perhaps because it is easy to forget the worst tragedies of World
War II if you don't carry the pain of those times with you as a daily reminder. Whatever the reason, the rally was
conducted quietly but forcefully as a sermon.
The people of Wichita may quickly forget what was said that day, but the feelings that were stirred on that June
afternoon will not be so easy to dismiss.

Ravi Bajaj
Dianne Banka
Alan Banta
Brenda K. Banta

Sylvia Beebe
Lori Belden
janet Beltz
Dave Bennett

Keith A. Barker
Monty Barker
Kathleen Barkley
Cliff Barnard

Darline Bennett
Melinda S. Bergner
Donald Berry
George Beyrouti, grad

Earnest E. Barns, grad
Roger Barnes
Stan Bates, grad
Sandra Beckman

Dale Blaine
Dorothy Blaufuss
Teresa Boese
Carrie Bogner

280-seniors/grads

seniors/ g rads-281

Rick Boswell
Donald G. Bowles
janice Bowser
-William Brammer

Norma Burrichter
Valerie Cable
William Carls
Lynda Carrier

Robert Bridges
William j . Brown II
Vance Brungardt
Craig Bruntz

Linda Carson
Alma 5. Carter
Mark Carvalho
joy Challender, grad

Elaine Buckles
Cindy Bugner
Clara Burgess .
Rebecca Burgess

Donna Chambers
Terry Chapman
Linda Chindberg
Somsri Chiowpisankis, grad

Aug. 28, 1978
"I got kicked out of college for cheating on a metaphysics test. They caught me looking into the soul of the boy sitting
next to me"
-Woody Allen-

Metapnysics is, to put it simply, learning to control your thoughts so that they won't make you miserable.
The school of Metaphysics started in Springfield, Missouri, six years ago to help people learn to control their own
minds through programs of concentration, meditation , yoga, dream interpretation, and development of will power.
There are now 26 schools of metaphysics in them idwest, each a franchise from the headquarter church in Springfield,
wh ich instruct people on ways to deal with their mental anxieties.
"We all go through times when we bang our heads against the wall due to insecurity trips, or power trips, or
whatever," said Bob Blond, instructor at the Wichita School of Metaphysics. "Metaphysics teaches you to stop
banging your head against those walls, because it helps you understand why you're hurting yourself. "
Blond says that the word "metaphysics" comes from words "meta," which means "mind" and "physics" which means
" law." Metaphysics, then, means the mental law that you adhere to. "The result of metaphysics training is to become
the director of your own head," said Blond.
'
The Wichita school of metaphysics operates on the W.S.U. campus from the Free University program . The
metaphysics program consists of three basic courses: the beginning series; which deals with development of self value
and offers the student access to a full energy capacity; the advanced series, for students who want to learn more about
inner consciousness; and an Adam series, where students can receive a doctorate degree in Metaphysics.
"A student can take four years of continued metaphysics classes," said Blond . "We are now working up potential
courses in astrology, and we see. the Wichita school of metaphysics as a helpful tool in helping people get back in
touch with themselves ."

.
282-seniors/grads

Fred Clark, grad
Dorene Cochran
Brenda Coin
Randolph Colby

Joan D. Collison
Deborah Combs
Janice jo CQnnor, grad
Edward Corriston

Don E. Cowles
julia Cra ft
Kris L. Cranston
M ' Liz Crawford
seniors/ grads-283
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Sandra Crockett
Rosemary Crowley
james T. Croxson, grad
Ted Cummins

Kim David, grad
Mark Davis
Debbie Dean
Mark Deardorff

Gary D. Decker
Michael DeC/ark, grad
Glen DeCow
Giuseppe (Joe) Defazio,
grad

Sherry Deiter
LeAnn DeWeese
Gordon Dexter
Carmen Diaz

Jeffrey Dietrich
Paula Donnelly
Betty Drees
Leroy Dubois, grad

Randall Duell
Danette Dugger
Ronald Duncan
Janice Eakes

Christina Eckberg
Nancy Edwards
Susan Enns
Rosanne Ensminger

Kristina M . Erickson
lodi Esau
Victor Everett
Arlyn Fagen

Katherine Faires
Kevin Shawn Finnerty
Monessa Finnerty
Sharon Fisher

Shauna Forsyth
Patsy Fosha
Becky Frakvtman
Steven Fraley

Steven Freeberg
Junetta French
Dol1a Frese, grad
Dwight Friebus

Lindsay Friend
Virginia Fry
Susan Fuhrman
Raymond Cans

284-seniors/grads
seniors/g rads-285

Alma Garcia
Tonie Gardner
john Gates
Adamadia Gatopoulos,
grad

Donald Hasty
Marilyn Hawk, grad
Esther Headley
Dru Held

John Gatopoulos, grad
Brenda Gerleman
Rosemary Glennon
Annette Gnagy

Gary Hewson
Tony Hickman
Lon Hiebert
Sarah Hiebert

Paul Goodwin
Jerry Gorham, grad
Connie Gray
Leroy Greene

Linda Hill, grad
Debora Hobson
Marilee Hopkins
Tara Hufford
sen iors/ g rads-287

Rebecca Gremmel
Marjorie Guenther
Lana Guliford
John Haas, grad

Marc Haberly
Greg Hampton
Dianne Handkins
Lloyd Harp

Penny Bennett Harp,
grad
DeAnn Harris
JoAnne Harvey
Michelle Harwood
286-seniors/grads

Nov. 2, 1978

"I assure you the most winning woman I ever knew was
hanged for poisoning three little children for the Insurance
money"
-Sherlock Holmes-

He was born on Jan. 6, 1854 in Yorkshire, England. He had a
brother Mycroft who worked for the British government.
An other brother, Sharington , who no one knew about, lived at
~21 B Baker Street from 1880 to 1903, was the world's first
consulti ng detective, he mistrusted women and took regular
injecti ons of a seven percent solution of cocaine.
His name was Sherlock Holmes. His adventures were
faithfu lly and lovingly chronicled by his friend Dr. John
Watson and subsequently translated into 47 languages, 170
fi lms, two musicals, and over 30 stage plays and radio shows.
John Bennett Shaw, who owns one of the most extensive
collections of Holmes books and memorabilia in the world
spoke to the Library associates meeting on Nov. 2, 1978, and
with endearing tones told his audience that She,rlock Holmes
was more than a figment of Arthur Conan Doyle's literary
imagination. Shaw says he believes that Holmes was real.
"Everywhere I lecture ... many students come to hear me
speak about Holmes. I think that the interest in Holmes comes
from the nostaligia thing, but Holmes also provides us with
something we don't have these days-a clearcut leader," said
Shaw. "Besides," Shaw said with a dour grin, "wouldn't you
rather believe that he was alive than Richard Nixon, or FarrahFawcett?"
Shaw currently lives in Sa11te Fe, New Mexico where he
proudly displays a collection of Holmes material that exceeds
8,000 items. Shaw says he keeps the location of his "library"
private because "someone is always coming by to look at it,"
said Shaw, "and they usually want to stay for dinner."

Melinda Huhn
Susan Lark Hurley
Elaine Ingle
Robert jabara, grad

Ben M. Kieler
Kevin Kimmel
june Klug
Keith B. Kocher

John Edward jacobs

Margaret Kramer
Bonnie Krenning
Patricia Kruger
Vinodh Kimar, grad

Carrie jacques
Anita Jantz
Vernon R. Jantz, grad

Jayne Johnson
Roseann )of, t.>On
Sheri johnson
Denise jones

Chris Ladd
javonnie Ladd
john B. Lafever
Marilyn Landreth

Cheryl jones
Myra Jonker
Terry juden
Aiyaswami Kantimathi,
grad

Holly Lanman
Pamela Lappin
William Lappin
William R. Larson

Selim Karaman
Kathleen Keefe
James Kelly
Vickie Kelly

Brent Kemnitz, grad
Tom Kittler
Gary Kidd
Patricia Kidd
288-seniors/grads

Lana Laue
johnson Lee
Darrell Leonard
Elizabeth Leseberg,
grad

Debbie Logue
Gay Lough

Galen Lowe
Lyndell Maddox, grad
seniors/grads-289

Kathleen 5. Madson
Donald L. Manis
Tamara Mann
judy Mark

Parma McCaffree
Eileen McCarthy
Sandra Kaye McClure
Raymond McCormick,
grad

Kevin Marks
Bruce E. Martin
Kristen Martin
Cynthia Masters

joanna McGee
Carol McGhee
Kathleen Mehle
Linda Meili

Therese L. Mathews
Priscilla Mattingly
Gayle Matysek, grad
Kent Mauk

Eric Melgren
Michelle Mertens
Rickilene Messenger
Darcie Michaelis

Nov. 11, 1978
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In 1974 Karen Silkwood, a
laboratory analyst for KerrMcGee died when her car ran
off the road and struck a
concrete culvert. At the time of
her death Karen was on her
way to see a New York Times
reporter about safety conditions at the Kerr-McGee nuclear fuel plant. It is popularly
believed that Karen . Silkwood
had enough evidence of nuclear negligence at the plant to
close it down. After she was
killed, the evidence that she
was to take the reporter mysteriously vanished.
On Nov. 11, 1978 two vans
left Wichita to attend a rally
against the use of nuclear
power on the front steps of the
capital building at Topeka. The
rally was a memorial to Karen
Silkwood and the focus of the
rally was to protest the building
of a nuclear power plant near
Burlington, Kansas.

The day of the protest was
cold and gray and cloudy. The
two Wichita vans made a stop
in Walton, Kansas to pick up
two passengers to take to the
protest. Another stop was
made in Hillsboro, Kansas,
where a reporter for the Hillsboro Star Journal took shots of
the protesters. The final stop
before Topeka came outside
Herington, Kansas when people spilled out of both vans and
descended upon the "Crossroads Cafe" for cigarettes and
candy.
At 2:00 the Wichita vans
arrived and the protest started.
The crowd formed slowly on
the capital building steps. People were organizing their signs
and banners. Signs such as:
NO NUKES IN THE BREADBASKET and SPLIT WOOD
NOT ATOMS and USING
ATOMIC POWER TO GENERATE ELECTRICITY IS LIKE

CUTTING BUTTER WITH A
CHAIN-SAW, dotted the
crowd. These weren't a gang of
old 60's radicals wandering out
of a Hendrix concert looking
for something to rebel against.
The protesters were multigenerational and knowledgeable about many areas of nuclear energy. They knew the
problems of nuclear waste
disposal and thousands of
facts about how nuclear radiation can affect your health. A
seventy-year-old man named
Francis Blaufuss, who looked
kindly enough to be your
grandfather, attended the protest because "I live 12 miles
from the plant," said Blaufuss,
·~that's why I'm interested in
getting it stopped." Other protesters were young . parents
with small children who were
worried about the kind of world
their children might inherit.
The crowd listened attentively

to Ada Sanchez, Chairperson
of the Supporters of Silkwood,
sang protest songs along with a
solo guitar player, and some
did street-theatre dressed in
cardboard boxes labeled "nuclear reactor."
The protest lasted an hour
and a half an.d drew media
coverage from several Topeka
television stations and newspapers. Although there was a
conspicuous absence of uniformed police ·attending the
rally, several undercover
agents pretending to be press
moved through the crowd
gathering data. Fortunately,
there were no hassles, no
arrests, and all demonstrations
were peaceful and well
planned

sen iors/g rads-291

Karen Middlebrooks
Cheryl Miller
Karen Miller
Lauri Mitchell

Abdul Ali Mohamed
Virgie Highfill Moore}
grad
)on Moorhead
Ronald Muller

Philip Murray
Mark Musso
Charlene Myers} grad
Roger Nagel

Sonya Nance
Judy Navickas
Cynthia Nellis
Choosin NgaotheppitakJ
grad

Duane Nisly
Richard Obert
Deborah 0 1Connor
Nancy 0 1 KaneJ grad

Greg Parkhurst
Teresa Parmely
Ralph Pauls
Anita Peeters
292-sen iors/ g rads

Sara Peters
joe Petersen
Anita Pfister} grad
Letha Phillips

Paul Phillips
Connie Pingley
Shirley A. Poelma
Penny Popp

Tim Pouncey
Donna Progar
joe M. Pruitt
Sandra Qamar

Sandra Ratliff
Pam Reece
Michael Reedy
. Ellen Regier

Jerry Remick
Dan Rexroat
Lynn A. Rhodes
Patty Richenburg

David Richman
janice Richmond
Brenda Rist
Virgil H. Rizer} grad
seniors/grads-293

Connie Roberson
Pam Roberts
Julie Robertson
Susan Robinson

Robyn 0. Rutherford
Michelle Sanders
DeAnna Schroer
Deborah Schuler

jay Rodney II
Kathleen Roesener
Rebecca Rogers
Barbara A. Roos

Chester Shippy
Paul Siebenaler
Larry A. Simpson
jay Smith

William A. Rothhammer
Sidney Rowe
Jane Rupert
Bob Rush

jerry Allan Smith, grad
joyce Smith
Willie Smith
Donna Snyder

Dec. 8, 1978

I

"The opposition is counting on vast demonstrations on Dec. 11, when Shite Moslems who make up more than 90% of
Iran's population mark the martyrdom of lman Husein"

jacquelyn Sondergard
Sid Sondergard, grad
Lynette Sonntag
joe Sowers

-The New York TimesNov. 17, 1978

The problems facing the people of Iran made international headlines in the fall of '78 and the early mont~s of '79.
According to -anti-Shah fiterature, the people of I ran were trying to overthrow their Shah and the Shah was using the
Iranian military and United States C.I.A. involvement to keep himself in power. Violence erupted in Iran and countless
people took to the streets in bot.h Iran and the United States to protest the Shah and his government.
On Dec. 8, 1978 many Iranian students attending W.S.U. held their own protest of American support of the Shah.
Although most of the students involved in the protest didn't wish to identify themselves, many of the Iran students
made it clear that the protest was against the U.S. QOvernment and not against the U.S. people. One student explained
"the 10th is a Holy Day for Moslems and as this protest is happening today a protest is going on in Iran at the same
time."
The protest at Wichita consisted mostly of Iranian students marching in a small circle outside the East entrance to
the Campus Activitiy Center with signs, and the opening of an information booth across from Bureacruacy Ltd. to
distribute anti-Shah material.
"As long as I've been at W.S.U . I've been involved with the protest," an unidentified student commented. "lt's'been
going on in Iran for a long time, a lot of people have been killed and I fear that more will die before it is over."

294-seniors/grads

Gail Spiess
Tom Sprankle
Doug Stahr
Nancy Stanton

Bill Steffes, grad
Sharon Steinbach
Phil Stephens
Kay D. Stevens
seniors/grads-295

Sue Strathman
Ruth Strauss
Howard L. Strickland
Betsy Talbot

Karen H. Uzzell
Scott K. Vangilder, grad
Don Wadsworth
John Wadsworth

Charles Talbott
jane Tanner, grad
Kriengsakdi Tansuhaj,
grad
Tracy Tarrent

Rebecca M. Wadsworth
Denise Warfield
Charles Waterson
Pamela Watson

janet Taylor, grad
Glenna Tehel
Martha Tetrick, grad
Sylvester jean Tillman

Robert Webb
Sharrell Weber
Debra Wedel
Eric Weidman

Debra Topham
Elizabeth Torgersen
Mark Torkelson
Sherry Torkelson

Khai Tran

Danny Trent
Robert Troutman
Nancy True

Jan. 2, 1979
As luck would have it, the explosion at Morrison Hall happened during Christmas break when virtually no one was on
campus to be hurt or bothered by it.
It happened this way. A transformer near Morrison Hall exploded at 11 minutes after 9 on Jan. 2-and knocked out
power all over campus. Almost immediately power was restored to most of the campus but the transformer that blew
outside Morrison controls the power for Morrison, Jardine, and Clinton Halls. This forced people working in those
buildings to take a day off while the electrical systems and transforme; were checked out.
Dr. Dan Pfeifer, associate dean of University College has an office very close to where the explosions started. "There
were periodic explosions about every minute and twenty seconds," said Pfeifer. "The explosions continued until the
transformer shorted out so badly that everything shut down."
The urgency of the situation was compounded by a fuel storage tank that was near the transformer when it went
blooey. "The reason that I suggested people leave is that there is a fuel tank about 25 feet from where the transformer
exploded," said Pfeifer. "After the lights shut down the phone service continued for a while, but you can't see to answer
them in the dark anyway, so we all went home for the day."
The next morning, power was restored and the campus went about its routine business.

Charles Tumlinson
Glenna Turner
Wayne Turner
Gregory Urmey
296-sen iors/g rads

seniors/g rads-297

Rick Welsbacher
Gary Wheatcroft
Steven White.
Patrick E. Willcut

Gary Wolfe
Peter Keesze Wong
William Wright
Winnie Yeung

Karen Williams
Mark Williams
Rebecca William!
Kathryn Wilson

Kelly Yost

Renee Zimmerman
Owen Zinke
Cynthia Zumalt

Why are you going all that way just to see an eclipse?
Seventy-six people were asked that question and they all had
different answers. Scientifically, a solar eclipse is easily
explained. No matter how many eclipses you watch on TV, they
can never prepare you for the "ultimate rush" that overwhelms
you when you are there. The eclipse in Brandon, Manitoba, on
.february 26, 1979, was like everv other eclipse except that I
was in Brandon with 75 other people from several states who
were astronomers, astronomy buffs and just there for the
experience.
As cameras and telescopes were set up, our position
approximately 80 miles southwest of Brandon was secured.
The wait for one of the most spectacular national phenomena
began. (First contact _
(when the moon has begun to cover the
sun) was sighted and excitement began, with some of us
jumping up and down to relieve increasing excitement and
cold toes. The moon moved farther across the sun and during
the forty minutes leading to totality, there were sounds of
clicking shutters, stamping feet and murmurs of anticipation.
At approximately 80 percent eclipse, we were told that we were
seeing what was being seen in Kansas.
The last few minutes before totality, the eclipse site was
almost suffocating under the strain of waiting. Finally, Bailey's
Beads broke around the edge of the moon and the time had
come. Next, the Diamond Ring effect flashed amid ooohs and
aaahs as the sunrise horizon circling us turned from orange to
pink and suddenly-darkness. Shouts of "totality," whistles
and general noise accompanied the first few seconds of the
eclipse. A sudden and complete silence occupied the next few
seconds as everyone stopped moving to experience the sight and feeling of the eclipse.
At that moment, I can speak only for myself, though I found
out later that others felt similarly. During the silence, I can
remember every emotion from sorrow to ecstasy clamoring to
be released as 1 fought back tears. I stood completely awed and
stunned into immobility. Then people around me went into a
flurry of activity and I came back from wherever I was. In all of
Roget's Thesaurus there are no words to adequately describe
the experience of totality.
After it was over, we tried to talk about it, but we couldn't. We
talked about all the people who had sneered at us for spending
our money and suffering through a total of 48 hours on a bus
just to see an eclipse.
You should have been there.

Feb. 26, 1979

in American ·Colleges and Universitie:;

Robert Alan Bridges: Experimen-

Delta Upsilon; Hippodrome Chairperson; Alumn i Newsletter Chairman;

tal Aircraft Association; Sigma Gamma
Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Student Senate;
Engineering Council; Honor Society;
American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics.

·Mindy Bergner: Sigma Delta Chi;
Inter-residence Council; Brennan Executive Council; Managing Editor of

the Sunflower; Parnassus contributi' ~
writer; Dean's Honor Roll.

Kimberly K. Anders: SecretaryTreasurer of Student Activities Council
at Dodge City Community College;
Football Homecoming Queen at
Podge City Community College;
Dean 's Honor Roll.

Lynda Lee Carrier: Forum Board;
Holy Cross Lutheran Church Choir;
Delta Gamma; Hippodrome Chairperson ; Leukemia Society.
Ravi Kant Bajaj: Delta Upsilon;
Emory Linquist Honors Program; Bioi- ·
ogy Club; Forum Board; Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society; Dean's Honor Roll.

300-who's whc

Kevin J. Bomhoff: Mortar Boad ;
Omicron Delta Kappa; National St:Jdent Speech and Hearing Associatio r1 ;
Student Faculty Planning Counc I;
Circle K International ; Kansas Associ::.tion for the Physically Handicappej ;
Dean 's Honor Roll.

Alma Sanford Carter: ·Pi Sigma
Alpha; Mortar Board; League of
Women Voters; Wich ita Women's
Equality Coalition ; Ame rican Diabetes
Association; 4-H Club Leader; American Civil Liberties Union .

Elaine M. Buckles: Mortar Board;
Omicron Delta Kappa; Engineering
Council ; Tau Beta Pi ; President of Eta
Kappa Nu ; Society of Women Engineers; University Singers; Chamber
Singers; Brennan Dormitory Council;
Honors Society.
who's who-301

John H. Gates: Distributive Education Club of America; Kansas Paralysis
Chapter; Advertising Club; Sigma
Delta Chi; German Club; Wichita
Community Theatre.

Mark A. Carvalho: Phi Delta Theta;
Media Club; Sports Editor of Cowley
County Community College Newspaper; Dean 's Honor Roll.

Linda A. Chindberg: Gamma Phi
Beta; Panhellenic Council ; Alpha
Lambda Delta; Order of Omega; Kappa
Mu Psi; Lutheran Student Center;
Women in Communications.

Kristina M. Erickson: Alpha
Lambda Delta; Kihm Scholar; Pi Sigma
Epsilon; Mortar Board; Associated
Students of Kansas; Student Government Association; Dean's Honor Roll.

John P. Connor: Delta Upsilon;
Hippodrome Chairperson; Kappa Kappa Psi ; Omicron Delta Kappa; University Symphony Orchestra; Marching
J3and.
Edwana Denning Collins: President of Community Planning Council;
President of Wichita Board of Crime
and Corrections; Alpha Lambda Delta;
Honors Program ; President of Wichita
Board of Education ; President of WSU
Christian Fellowship Board; Mortar
Board; Phi Kappa Phi.

Kim Alan Hackett: Delta Upsilon:
Omicron Delta Kappa ; Tau Beta Pi; Pi
Tau Sigma; Phi Eta Sigma; Honors
Program; Engineering Council ; University Choirs; Glee Club; American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics; American Society of Mechanical
Engineers.

I~~-

302-who's who

Michael B. Corbett: University
Symphony Orchestra; Collegium Musicum ; Magdalen Church Choir; Marching Band; A Capella Choir; Symphonic
Band; Oz Bicycle Club.

Dianne Handklns: lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship; President of
Sigma Alpha Iota; Alpha Lambda Delta;
Ph i Kappa Phi ; Wichita Sym~ho~y
\Orchestra; Presser Scholar; WIChita
Choral Society.

Julie Gessler: VIP Host Comm ittee;
Homecoming Queen; Homecoming
Chairperson; Wheatland Dolls; Engineering Council, Society of Women
Engineers; Eta Kappa Nu; Honors
Program .
o

who's who-303

Patricia l. Kidd: Student Government Association ; Phi Kappa Phi;
Honors Program ; Missouri All-State
Choir; Mortar Board ; Omicron Delta
Kappa; Spurs; Sigma Alpha Iota; Brennan Dormitory Council ; Marching
Band ; Symphonic Band ; Symphony Orchestra; Pe rcussion Ensemble.

Timothy Harrington: International Thespian Society; Association of
Kansas Theaters; WSU University
_!!:leatre; Forensics Program.
~~~----------~.-

U. Adam Hartong: Honor Society
Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Sigma Epsilon,
Omicron Delta Kappa; Beta Gamma
Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi; National Dean · ~
list; Mortar Board.

Kathleen A. Lesslle: Pi Omega Pi;
Beta Gamma Sigma; Alpha ~ambda
Delta; Beta Sigma Phi ; Ark Valley
Muscular Dystrophy Association ; Alpha Nu.
'

Paul J. Horsley: Honors Program;
Music Library Committee; Film Society
Board ; Faculty Evaluations Committee; Dean's Honor Roll.

Owen P. Maddox: Beta Theta Pi;
Honors Executive Council; Student
Senate; Phi Eta Sigma; Inter-fraternity
Council; Honors Society.

Susan
Justice: Homecoming
Queen; Delta Gamma; College Republicans; Student Government Association; Honors Program ; Dean's Honor
Roll.

304-who's who

Nancy Knackendoffel: Kansas
Association of Nursing Students; VipePresident of Boyd Residence Hall at
Kansas State University.

Gary Kidd: Phi Eta Sigma; Mortar
Board; Kappa Kappa Psi; Honors
Program; Student Government Association; Inter-residence Council ; Brennan Dormitory Council ; Marching
Band; Pep Band; Symphonic Band;
United States Honor Band and Choir.

Karen S. McCoskey: Vicepresident of Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha
Lambda Delta; Political Science Club;
President of Pi Sigma Alpha; Honors
Program; Omicron Delta Kappa ; Mortar Board ; Inner-City Task Force; Harry
S. Truman Scholar.

who's who-305

Eric F. Melgren: President of
Student Government Association ; Honors Program; Zeta Phi Eta; Om icron
Delta Kappa; Mortar Board; Associated
Students of Kansas; National Collegiate Honors Counci l; University Theatre; University Senate.

Charles D. Tumlinson: Marching
Band ; Symphonic Band; Brass Ensemble; Un iversity Orchestra; National
Association of Jazz Educators Chapter
President.

Elizabeth Torgersen: lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship; Mortar Board;
Student Alumni Association; Interresidence Council ; Student Government Association ; Dean's Honor Roll ;
Honors Program.

Not pictured:
Karla A. Burns: Student Government Association ; Zeta Pi Eta; Wich ita
Community Theatre Players; Mu Phi
Epsilon; Music Theatre of Wich ita.

Gabrielle Neumann: VicePresident International Association of
Students of Economics and Management; Committee Chairperson Pi Sig.na Epsilon; Beta Gamma Sigma;
Karate Club; Chairperson Student
Advisory Committee.

Sandra N. Mohr: President c
National Federation of Students c
German; Vice-President of Kansa
Federation of Students of Germar,
Parliamentarian of same; President o
German Club; Chemistry Club; Ameri
can Chemical Society.

Susan K. Enns: American Har~
Society; Alpha Lambda Delta; Spurs;
Sigma Alpha Iota; Psi Ch i; Honors
Society; Phi Kappa Phi; Omicron Delta
Kappa; Mortar Board ; Dean's Honor
Roll ; A Capella Choir; Eastm inster
Presbyterian Church Choir; Wich ita
Choral Society; College Bowl.
Michael Greene: Kansas Associa·
tion of Nursing Students; Student
Advisory Activities Cou ncil.
Barry K. Hughes: Student Senate;
Phi Kappa Phi; Honors Program ;
Associated Students of Kansas; Mortar
Board; Campus Union Corporation
Board of Directors; Honors Executive
Council
Tim B. O'Sullivan: Accounting
Club; Wichita State Chapter of Jaycees; Cessna Empl oyees Flying Club;
Fraternity President's Cou ncil; Delta
Gamma Chapter Corporation Comm ittee; Skeet Club; Johnnie Darr Boxing
Club; President Beta Theta Pi.

Ralph L. Pauls: Steering Committee, lntervarsity Christian Fellowship;
President American Society of Mechanical
Engineers;
Engineering
Council tutor; Tau Beta Pi; Honors
Society; Inter-residence Hall Association; John E. James Scholar.
Sandra J. Ratliff: President Mortar
Board; Student Alumni Association;
,Yice-President of Alpha Lambda Delta;
Omicron Delta Kappa; Brennan Dormitory Council ; Varsity Cheerleader;
Honors' Program; Spurs; Student
Nurses' Association of Kansas.
306-who's who

Pam Reece: Honors Program;
Charles E. Rickman Scholar; Pi Sigma Epsilon ; Fairmount Towers South
Tower Hall Council Advisbr; Resident
Assistant-Fairmount Towers; Spurs;
Organizations Allocations Committee;
Inter-residence Council ; Environmental Task Force Committee; Representative Honors Executive Council ; Dean 's
Honor Roll ; Newman Club.

Anne M. Welsbacher: University
Theatre; Honors Society ; American
Film Institute; Parnassus contributing
writer; Mikrokosmos contributing poet:
The Prairie Journal Theatre Critic.
Debra Kay Wedel: Spurs; Interresidence Council ; Mortar Board; Kappa Delta Pi; Om icron Delta Kappa; Phi
Kappa Ph i; Student Government Association; Grace Wilkie Dormitory Council.

Gail A. Spiess: Order of Omega;
Omicron Delta Kappa; Sisters of the
Golden Heart; Alpha Chi Omega;
Panhellenic Council; Wheatland Dolls;
Student Senate; Marching Band Flag
Girl. ·
Charles K. Waterson:Tau Beta Pi;
Omicron Delta Kappa; Brennan Dorm itory Council ; Inter-varsity Christian
Fellowship; Honors Society; Dean's
Honor Roll.

Donald W. Wilson: Phi Eta Sigma:
Honors Executive Cou ncil; Mortar
Board ; Un ivers ity Library Committee;
Track Team.
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"Headlines,
Breadlines, and
the Cost of
Living"
The Doomsayers, the people the economy, the situation may
who constantly think that Amer- not be as terrible as some have
ica is on the verge of collapse, predicted in recent months.
have been having a royal picnic
"Almost every single econolately with the economy. Even mist has a different idea about
he most conservative newspap- what is happening to our econoers fun financial pages these my," said Cannon. "Most of
days that read like Victorian them feel that we are about to
horror novels. Some believe enter a period of shallow recesthat inflation, internal problems sion with some unemployment,
within the OPEC nations which but you can find opinions that
supply much of our oil, and say Wall Street is over-reacting."
unnecessary government
Perline agrees that a period of
spending will hurl the United recession may be coming soon,
States into another major de- but adds quickly that the trend s
pression. Two local authorities seem to indicate that any receson economic trends, Bruce sion we may experience will be
Cannon, Financial Page Editor slight. "The recession is speculafor The Wichita Eagle and Dr. tion," Perline said . "What the
Martin Perline of the University President's economists are goEconomics Department, feel ing to do is try to slow down the
that although mflation is hurting .possibility of a recession without

contributing
to
inflation."
When asked if the possibility of a
depression might occur in 1979,
Perline discounted the idea
entirely. "I don't perceive anything of that magnitude," Pert line said. "I wouldn't touch the
word depression with a ten foot
pole ... l don't think the American people will permit another
depression."
Although the cost of living is
constantly increasing, the inflation remains a deep concern to
many people, there is a feeling
. that normalizing relations with
Red China may help prop up the
badly sagging American dollar.
Both Cannon and Perline see
potential protits trom a trade
agreement with mainland China
and vet both point to problems

of trading with the Chinese.
ery opportunity to reduce the "A lot of brokers will tell you to
"We~re late in the China rate of inflation . "I think the
sit tight and watch the gold
game," Cannon said. " A lot of President has given us a reason- market," Cannon said. "Gold is
other countries beat us into ably austere budget," Cannon strong and in a weak dollar
China and are already estab- said . " In '78we had nine percent situation a healthy gold market
lished and turning a profit. inflation and the best estimates shows we still have strength."
There is a good market in China I've seen for '79 get the inflation Cannon also predicted that
for agricultural equipment, but rate down to seven or eight office equipment stocks will do
China is a poor country and may percent." Perline believes that well this year as they have in
not have the money to pay for by simply cutting the budget, recent years. Perline predicts
everything it wants." Perline the President is trymg to slow that generally speaking, "we will
echoed Cannon's thought and the rise of inflation. "I think the see a slow down in' government
added, "We' re opening up President's budget was realis- spending, since 'Proposition 13'
potential for millions in sales, tic," said Perline. "He's trying to programs have become popubut being the last of the really cut inflation by cutting the lar, but people may decide soon
big powers to recognize China budget and generally any cut in that the government has cut
ray hurt us commercially."
government spending will cut back too far."
President Carter's 1979 inflation somewhat."
budget has drawn heavy critiFor the remainder of '79, both
cism in recent months from Cannon and Perline predict
economists who feel the Carter economic
situations
will
administr::~tinn hasn't taken ev- improve-hut not drastically.
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Following the enormous suecess of the movie Star ·war: ,
television's Battlestar Galactic~
cashed in on the public intere. t
in "robots-and-ray gun" scienc::!
fiction. Lorne Greene (lef )
starred at Adam a, leader of th ::!
last colony of humans who mu .t
survive constant attacks fro11
the Cylons, a race of mechanic. ,!
beings whose self-appointe :l
mission is to destroy all huma 1
life. Richard Hatch (righ )
starred as Adama's son, Apolh .,
a "colonial warrior" who heir s
protect the "Battlestar" contair ing the last of the human rae.~ .
Battlestar Galactica displaye j
many dazzling special effec s
and was, at the time of i s
filming, the most expensi -. :!
television series ever producec .

Woody Allen, who won a
long-overdue Oscar in 1978 for
his film Annie Hall, moved from
comedy to drama with Interiors,
a film that Allen wrote and
directed, but didn't star in.

Interiors opened to mixed reviews, but Allen insisted that
after making several successful
comedies he wanted to be
regarded as a serious film maker.

The horrors of the Vietnam
War were the subject o'f several
films during 1978 and 1979. Such
films as Heroes, The Boys in
Company C, and Apocalypse
Now reflected the tormented
mood of America during Vietnam. Pictured here are Jon
Voight and Jane Fonda in a
scene from Coming Home, a
film which traced the love affair
between a disabled Vietnam
veteran and an officer's wife.
Coming Home was considered
by many critics to be one of the
best films made concerning the
Vietnam era.

The mysterious Mr. Roark !
(played by Ricardo Montalbar ,
left) and his midget sidekid ,
Tatoo (Herve Villachaize, right )
were the key characters in th ~
popular weekly series Fantas '
Island, one of the most unusuc-1
television series ever to ail .
Every week a new group c f
people come to Fantasy lslan l
to act out their secret dream ~ .
Roarke provides their fantasie ;
(for a price) and at the same tim :
straightens out their lives so tha:
they can begin new lives ono :
they leave the island.

While Superman cashed in at
the box office, other "superheroes" zoomed and zapped
across the television screen.
Wonder Woman, Spider Man,
and Dr. Strange all appeared on
prime-time television, but perhaps the most popular TV superhero was The Incredible Hulk.
Pictured are Bill Bixby (right)
and Lou Ferrigno (left)~ Bixby
starred as Dr. David Banner, a
brilliant scientist who turned
into a seven foot green monster
(played by Ferrigno) whenever
he became frightened or angry.
The Hulk was incredibly strong
and could jump from great
heights and run at great speeds.
The bad guys didn't have a
chance.

t

Entertainment
John Travolta, long time star
of the television series We/come
Back Kotter, became a popular
movie star after appearing in
two 1978 films, Saturday Night
Fever and Grease. Travolta became the idol of a devout cult of
teenagers who bought million
of dollars worth of Travolta
records, posters, lunch boxes, tshirts, and anything else the
Hollywood marketing people
could manufacture.
Sexy Suzanne Somers, who
starred as the dumb, diabetessweet Chrissy in the comedy
series Three's Company, was
considered largely responsible
for the success of that program
during the 1978-79 television
season. Three's Company dealt
with the comedy adventures of a
young man who shared an
apartment with two pretty girls.
The show was considered very
"risque" when it began in 1977,
but by the 1978-79 television
season, Three's Company became just another situation
comedy.

After appearing in such popu- performance in Neil Simon's
lar films · as American Graffiti, The Good/J;Ie Girl. Later in 1978
jaws, and Close Encounters of Dreyfuss starred as detective
the Third Kind, Richard Drey- Moses Wine in The Big Fix and
fuss struck gold and won the continued as a major box office
1978 Oscarfor best actor with his success into 1979.
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Hell to
the Chief

At noon on Oct. 21, 1Y7~, Ai.!
· lot of Airmen who spent more
Force One touchea down at time than they wanted to,
McConnell Air Force Base, making McConnell clean and
hringing President jimmy Carter bright as brass for the Carter
tu Wichita for a political rally. visit. Those are the breaks kids.
About 1,000 assorted Air Force Everybody has to act artificial
personnel and their families when the President of the
stood by the runway as the United States is around. It's
President's plane came to a tradition.
gradual stop, and the President
Thousands of others lined the
emerged smiling. Not all of motorcade route from McCon them were terribly happy to be nell to Century II, where th e
there. Some people working President appeared at a rally o n
Base Security weren't exactly behalf of Democratic candithrilled by the extra work of dates Bill Roy (who ran for U.S.
making sure the President got- Senate and lost) and John Carlin
about safely. There were also a (who ran for Governor and

won). At Century II some 250
farmers turned out to protest
Carter's farm policies. Dozens of
tractors were parked on the
south side of Century II, and
good 'ole boys were thick as
horse flies in a cow pasture,
moving through the crowds,
mingling among themselves,
and trying to find witty things to
say to the local media about
parity. On the north side of
Century II there were other
people protesting the proposed
building of the underground
MX missile system in Kansas.
Groups of secret servicemen

fidgeted outside of Exhibition cheered, applauded, and
Hall. When Carter arrived he jumped into a standing ovation
was quickly whisked inside, as when the President mentioned
he was cheered by supporters Camp David and the Middle East
and. booed by the f~~rmers.
peace talks.
The President spoke for apFollowing his speech, Carter
proximately 28 minutes, praising met with the farmers and signed
Kansas democrats, and said that a bill into law to increase farm
under his administration farm exports. This didn't pacify the
family income had increased 7 farmers very much, although
billion dollars in one year. The there was some applause at the
farmers listening to the Presi- mention of no more embargos
dent speak outside Century II on farm exports.
on the radio, weren't sure about
After meeting with the
that. "Go to hell Carter" was farmers, the President took his
one of their milder reactions. G-men, his bodyguards, his
Inside, meanwhile, the crowd traveling staff, and his pres:.

buses and returned to McConnell for a flight to Minnesota for
another campaign stop before
returning to the White House.
Some of the more militant
farmers stayed around Century
II for a short time after Carter
left the builqing to listen to or
make protest speeches. At that
point protest didn't seem to
make any difference. The President had come and gone and
Wichita had been visited by the
most important official it would
see all year.
I

CARTER is
A PARITY

POOPER
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From Beer to Eternity
Pick a day. Any day. It can
even be a weekday, although
most of the really intense action
happens on either Friday or
Saturday nights. On any day you
you might care to name you
wil_l find college students at
local taverns swilling beer and
trying to forget about their
struggles with the mickeymice
of higher education.
lege crowd" doesn't start filtering into the bars until later in the
afternoon, 'but when the weather is warm, or the mid-semester
slump sets in, you will find
people actually cutting classes
to get to their favorite bar early
before it starts filling up with
evening trade.
The bars that Wichita State
students frequent are many and
varied and their names are
legion . They range from discos,
to private clubs, to westside

saloons so rough that the only
acceptable I.D. card is a sawedoff twelve gauge shot gun. In the
interest of better journalism we
will focus our attention on three
area bars that do a large college
trade-Kirby's, The English Pub,
and The College Inn.
Kirby's, aside from being a

place where legends are born, is
one of the most popular area
bars. Although at first glance it
may look like a walk-in kitsch
festival, Kirby's has a fiercely
loyal clientele which consists
largely of WSU students and
faculty members. Musicians
play. People sit on cracked
furniture and discuss everything
from the creation of the universe to Willie Nelson's latest
album. Occasionally you see
someone playing "Go" or
"Backgammon." Kirby's may
lack some of the neon and flash

that passes for style these days,
but it has more panache than all
the discos in Wichita combined.
Farther down the block (or up
the block, depending on which
direction you're going) is The
English Pub. The Pub is headquarters for dozens of off-duty
dormies who live in Brennan
Hall. It has a totally different
atmospnere than Kirby's. The
Pub features foosball and pool
tables, as well as pinball machines. During the '78 World
Series a television was brought
in and there was free beer for
people watching the game. The
English Pub is a relatively new
bar (it opened in '74), but it is still
a haven for a large number of
students.
Finally, on 21st street the
College Inn looms and beacons
its own distinct college crowd.
The Inn is the college bar to a

number of students who
wouldn't be caught dead anywhere else. Like the Pub, the Inn
has a number a electronic games
and diversions for its customers.
The decor of The College Inn is
fiercely Wichita State oriented.
Black and gold shines every
whichway.
These three places are only
small examples of the kind of
area bars that attract Wichita
State students. Everyone has
their own personal favorite
place to gather with friends and
chug down a few cold ones.
Trips to a tavern have always
been part of the college scene
and due to the unique pressures
that constantly face college
students, those trips will always
be common.

If you see God,
tell him I'm looking for him
By the time you reach college,
religion becomes an awfully
passe' topic. You take a philosophy course and learn that the
universe is absurd. You take an
astronomy course and learn that
the possibility of life existing on
other planets is so compelling
that one wonders if there were
mangers on other worlds. You
talk about Christianity outside
of a Christian fellowship group
and people roll their eyes and
go into a recitation about the
missing books of the Bible, or
about how Jesus Christ was
more man than deity, or about a
cult in California that worships
asphalt, or at very least a semisci-fi prattle about gods from
outer space and mystics from
Atlantis.
But what one voices when
one is trying to sound cool in
front of one's friends, and what
one believes in the core of one's
own cheating heart are quite
different things. Hope. Need.
Faith. The concept that when
things·getterrible,ahigher power
any higher power . might intervene and correct the situation, is
an important part of human
existence. We believe because
we need to believe. We hope
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that if we completel y blow it in
this life the creator will give
us a shot at an after-life.
In recent years people have
forsaken the image of the Sunday morning Superman to go
spelunking in their own souls.
Zen. Inner-peace. Loving yourself so you can love others. In a
world running painfully short
on miracles, the neighborbood
bookstore offers step-by-step
instructions on how to find
paradise in your spare time.
Some of the notions are sincere
attempts to help the troubled
find peace. Others are total pap
that distortedly echo eastern
religious concepts like a
scratchy record distorts a beau tiful song.
And still the need to believe
exists.
It ex1sts so strongly that nine
hundred people committed
suicide, poisoned their own
children and shot their own parents, in Georgetown, Guyana, in
response to the siren-song of a
mad messiah. It exists so strongly
that the grimy street orphans of
5outh America poured out of
their unspeakable ghettos to
catch the merest glimpse of
Pope John Paul during his latin

Ame rican tour. It exists so
strongl y that men kill each other
from Jerusalem to Dublin in the
hundred names of their various
gods. Adolf Hitler shouted,
" Who says I am not under the
special
protection
of
God!!!??!!", and a quartermillion people leaped to their
feet to salute the man whose
very existence has shamed the
human race. The quest for God
was old when men wore skins
and killed animals for their very
survival.
And the quest continues.
The visionaries who truly
knew the creator of all things,
men like Jesus, Moses, Mohamm ed, Buddha, and Confucious, spent their lives trying to
impart to other men the secret
of secrets that would allow them
to glimpse God. They left behind
them teachings, texts, clues for
those b1 dVe enough to leave the
safety of the temples and go to
really look for God. Among the
things they all agreed upon
were that the creator of all
th ings cares for us and if you
would truly know the creator
you must first look within yourse/f,because the spark of His
glory rests within us all.

These are simple concepts,
but they are often complicated
by the human capacity to not
accept things that seem too
simple. Complex concepts, we
seem to feet require highly
complex explanations. The simplicity of what simply is often
eludes us.
And so we look for peace and
comfort and strength, each of us
in his own way. Some worship
nature, some worship gods,
some are obsessed with selfworship. We look to the stars,
we look to the ancient books,
we look to ourselves and we
dream of a day when the worst
of our problems will be ended.
There is nothing wrong with it. It
is as much a part of being human
as living and dying. Our need for
a better life, somewhere, somehow, motivates us to keep trying
and gives us strength when all
sources of strength have been
exhausted.
Man has always, and will
always look for a greater power
than himself. ·.
God willing, we may someday
find it.
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"No Nukes
Good Nukes' '

-The Continui·ng Story of Nuclear Protes·:

PROTESTERS

f\HEAD

I

"We live in a world where the
cost of living is going up and the
chance of living is doing down"

-Flip WilsonOne of the strangest paradoxes in twentieth century life is
that mankind's greatest fear is
also mankind's greatest comfort. Since the day that Hiroshima was destroyed in an explosion brighter than the gates of
Hell thrown wide-open, we
have lived in constant terror of a
nuclear war. The feeling of fear
that has groWn with every new
nation which acquired "the
bomb," may have prevented
many nations from making war,
since the threat of instant annihilation is now sickeningly possible. The world hangs in terror, but it also hangs in a delicate balance.
With the dawning of the
nuclear age, problems developed with controlling atomic
energy. Atomic engines may
have looked spectacular in the
pages of Buck Rogers, but a
workable atomic generator is
more dangerous than a whole
army of space pirates unless very
special and very expensive precautions are taken. With the
coming of the 70's and the great

energy shortages people began
demanding cheap alternative
fuel sources. Experimental nuclear power plants were constructed and the dangers of
atomic energy increased.
In recent years many antinuke groups have emerged to
protest what they consider to be
the problems of using nuclear
power. In Kansas groups such as
the Sunflower Alliance and the
Kansas Natural Guard sponsor
information programs and protests against nuclear power
plants being built within the
state. On the east coast similar
groups have tried to block the
construction of nuke/energy
plants along the eastern seabord. The facts involving the
hazards of nuclear energy are
shocking.
It is a well-docu mented fact
that nuclear power plants create
atomic wastes that are radioactive and deadly to all existing
animal life. After nuclea r waste
is produced it must be isolated
for 250,000 years to keep it from
contaminating and killing. The
transportation of these wastes
brings about an ever-increasing
risk that the nuke-wastes may be
released accidentally into the

environment which could cause ing, and with "scrubbers" incancer, radiation poisoning and stalled at coal plants, pollution
genetic damage to all animal life can be cut to a bare minimum.
exposed to it.
Massachusetts economist David
There are also questions be- Corney, a critic of nuclear
ing raised about the actual energy, has calculated that due
effectiveness of nuclear energy to the inefficiency of nuke
plants once they are operation- plants, many more plants than
al. Scientifically, two-thirds of originally planned would have
the heat produced by a nuclear to be built to supply the amount
plant is lost within the reactor of nuclear energy the utilities
itself and 15 percent of the claim we need.
energy that's left is lost in
And, after all that, there is still
transmission over powerlines. the shadow of the final million
Also, with present inflation degree holocaust. One accirates, the cost of building nu- dent, one radiation leak in a
clear plants has risen in cost over heavily populated area and
a thousand percent since the thousands could die in horrible,
plans for a seri es of nuke plants searing pain.
were made in the late 1950's.
In the face of these risks, it is
Rising oil costs have triggered not hard to understand why
the rise of nuclear fuel costs too. many people have taken a
In 1973, a pound of uranium for serious second look at the use of
nuke fuel cost only seven dol- nuclear energy. Although many
lars. In 1979, uranium has risen in large corporations such as Excost to fifty dollars a pound.
xon, Westinghouse and, Kerr
Interestingly enough, while McGee continue to research
nuclear cost ha·s blown sky-high, nuclear development, safe ways
the costs for other alternative to handle nuclear power are still
fuel sources has decreased. highly experimental.
Solar heating is already cheaper
... And the world waits in
than electric heat anywhere terror and balance to see what
across the country. Coal is also will happen next.
16 to 31 percent cheaper than
nuclear generated electric heat-

Election 79 Out with the
old, in
with the new
Governor Robert Bennett, the
incumbent Republican, and
John Carlin, his Democratic
opponent and Speaker of the
Kansas House of Representativ€s, together ran a race for
governor that was so close the
national networks predicted
different winners when signing
off at 12:30 a.m. on election
night. In the morning, John
Carlin was victorious, with only
a one or two percent margin.
Ben nett, with the advantages of
name recognition and four
years experience behind him,
expected the race to be relatively easy;an·assumption'whichkept
him from running for the U.S.
Senate, a campaign he thought
would be too tough to win. He
returned to his law practice as
Carlin prepared to take over for
the next four years. The first
television station to predict the
correct outcome was KTVH,
Channel12.
Another race with a surprise
outcome was the senate race to
fill james Pearson's seat in
Washington. Pearson dropped
his resignation bombshell in
October, 1977. Luckily, it was
early enn ugh for the Republicans to come up with some
tough competition for the Democratic candidate, Dr. Bill Roy.
Roy had run a hard race against
Robert Dole in the 1974 senatorial race and he had name
recognition from being a U.S.
Congressman.
The first two Republicans to
announce candidacy were Sam
Hardage and Wayne Angell.
Then, just 231 days before the
primary, a softspoken and unknown candidate came on the
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scene. Her name was Nancy
Landon Kassebaum. She
launched an extensive TV campaign and won the primary with
a 30 percent margin over her
two male contenders.
Kassebaum's win threw the
Roy campaign into a major
panic as her "fresh and different" image seemed invincible.
However, on an accountant's
"solid
guess,"
Kassebaum's
taxes were found to be low for
her financial situation. The
attack was launched, forcing
Kassebaum to fight back and the
mudslinging began. A highranking Republican was quoted
in the February, 1979, W ichitan
as saying, " She had to change
her strategy from being Snow
White to being a senator. The
tax issue had stripped her ofthat
first image. You can 't lose your
virginity twice." The Kassebaum
campaign attacked Roy's voting
record in Congress and criticized him for accepting large
contributions from special interest groups, such as labor.
Although Kassebaum was
getting large contributions from
energy-related interests, the
issue came too Late and was too
complicated for Roy to attack
with success. Kassebaum won by
86,000 votes out of 750,000 cast
in the general eJection. For the
second time in the nation's
history, a woman was elected to
the Senate in her own right. For
the ffrst time in the nation's
history, a woman was elected
who had not been preceded by
her husband in the Senate and
to top it off, she was from
Kansas.
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Farmers
Continue Strike

STATE OF THE UNION

by Tim Pouncey, Parnassus Editor

Kennedy Assassination Case Reopened
Additional information regarding
the assassination of President John
Kennedy has been uncovered by a
Senate investigation . As a result of
this investigation, Lee Harvey Oswald was again purported to have
acted alone in the assassination.
Another find ing of the Senate
committee showed that in Mexico
City, in 1963, a ma n identifying
himself as Oswald angrily demanded a visa for Cuba from the

former Cuban Consul, Eusebio
Azcue. Azcue's testimony to the
fact that this man was not the same
man who was later named as
Kennedy's assassin caused the speculation that the assassination was an
elaborate conspiracy. Oswald's
mysterious activities during a sevenday trip to Mexico less than two
months before November 22, 1963,
aroused further suspicion.
Some persons who contend that

the Kennedy assassination was a
conspiracy, say that Oswald possibly
used that trip to contact others
involved in the plot. Others insist
that the man who angrily demanded a Cuban visa was an
imposter covering for Oswald while
he secretly visited Cuba. Expert
sources say, however, that the
signature on the visa application
was definitely that of Lee Harvey
Oswald.

The Senate committee also ~ 
vealed that on November 24, 19 3,
an anonymous caller informed ' 1e
FBI that Oswald would be kil !d
while being transferred from city to
county jail. Although the Sen. te
investigation discovered numrc J S
findings and additional leads, t 1e
original find ings of the Wa rr ·n
Committee Investigation still sta r i.

On Feb. 7, militant farmers representing the American agriculture movement, clogged the streets
of Washington D.C., bringing traffic to a standstill by mid-afternoon.
The farmers were calling upon
the government for more farm
support. Secretary of Agriculture,
Bob Bergland, was outraged by the
farmers' action and said, " Some
may be seeking publicity, but others
are driven by old-fashioned greed."

During the protest, which involved
a tractorcade arou nd the White
House, nineteen peo ple were arrested for disorderly cond uct.
The farm strike, entering its third
yea r, is based on farme rs' dema nds
that government lo ans on grai n be
increased to 90 percent of parity.
Fa rmers angrily insist that recent
farm legislation has economically
ru ined many small, family-owned
far ms.

Hearst Released
Pat ri cia
He ar s t ,
h e ire ss
to the Hearst fortune, received a
commuted sentence in February,
1979, from President Carter.
He r kidnapping in 1974 by the
Symbionese Liberation Army, her
arrest in 1975, her subsequent trial
and conviction were surrounded by
controversy over her guilt or innocence. Afte r she was sentenced to

seven years' imprisonment, a twoyear appeal battle ensued.
Rather than pardon ing Hearst,
Carter commuted her sentence to
time already served, which added
up to 22 months. Not long after her
release, Patricia Hearst married
Bernard Shaw and bega n leading a
normal life. ·

Weather Report
Approximately three fifths of the fattened on costly grain spent extra
United States experienced one of weeks in feedlots and contributed
the coldest winters on record. Snow to increasing beef prices.
in mid -February in the Chicago area
piled up as much as seven feet.
Winds gusting up to 100 miles per
hour stormed through the Pacific
Between July 7, 1978, and
Northwest, destroying
homes,
bridges, power lines and causing March 1, 1979, the following
millions of dollars in damage. Frost famous people died: Golda
in Texas severely damaged the tMeir, former Prime Minister of
tomato crop, which increased to- Israel; Will Geer, actor who
mato prices across the nation.
played "Grandpa Walton" in
Cold weather, along with th~ the series "The Waltons"; NorIranian oil cut-off, jumped the cost man Rockwell, artist and illusof home-heating fuel from 50 to 60
trator; Morris the Cat, famous
cents a gallon.
for his "Nine Lives" commerThe weather in Kansas reflected
this national problem . Roads were cials; Nelson Rockefeller,
terrible in the Wichita area from former Vice-President; Bob
New Year's day until the middle of Crane , actor who played
January. In surrounding farm areas, "Colonel Hogan" on the serthe cold weather cost ranchers ies '~Hogan's Heroes"; Robert
dearly. Since cattle must eat more to Shaw, actor who starred in
gain weight in cold weather, cattle " Jaws" and "The Deep"; Keith

Firemen and
Police Strike
by Robin Gardner, Staff Writer
For Wichita firefighters and po- strike on August 9, and again r n
licemen , 1978 seemed to be the year September 11-21 . Overall, 250 fir ~
of discontent. Most simply, their fighters protested by striking. Ho• ·unhappiness stemmed from the ever, all returned to work when tl e
disagreement in wage increases union and city came to terms wit ~ a
over the next three years. This three percent wage hike, startin g n
unhappiness caused firefighters to September, 1979. .
Policemen expressed their d i content by staging a "sick-out" c 1
May 24, 1978, when 140 called ' 1
sick. On Tuesday, August 8, · J
Moon, drummer for the rock policemen again called in sic ,
group "The Who"; Chill Wills, which coincided with the fireme n '
walkout the following day. n ~
actor who played gruff, old
strike began on Thursday, Se r cowboy character parts; Sid tember 14, with 100 policemf 1
Vicious, punk rocker of " The walking off duty. By Saturday tr ~
Sex Pistols"; Maybelle Carter, 16th, 171 officers had walked
f
known as "the mother of coun- their jobs. Negotiations brou~ f t
try music"; Jack Oakie, actor hope for the police force with 1
who appeared with Charlie proposed sales tax to be voted upo 1
Chaplin in " The Great Dicta- by the public in the November 7t 1
tor" ; Totie Fields, comedienne; election. With the failure of th ~
Karl Wallenda, famous circus sales tax, policemen were left wit h 1
acrobat; Gig Young, actor; three percent wage increase i 1
September of 1979.
Edgar Berg~n, ventriloquist; W.
Effects of these strikes find th ~
Eugene Smith, photojournalist;
morale down in both the fire and
and Charles Boyer, actor.
police depa·rtments and total sath.·There were various survivors. faction remains to be found . ·

Noteworthy. Deaths

1

I

'
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Experience is such a bitter pill;
From "The war to end all wars"
To one without blood to spill
Though one may reach the stars
and once powerful nature is tame
Yet even as work is done so she may live
Other actions bring great shame.

I,
I
I•

Millions have worked for peace
From Corrigan and Williams and many more,
laboring from death's release
Age has been removed from earth's face
There is sti II much to learn
"Peace with honor" isn't earned
with the sounds of battle
not with the spilling of blood
or children taking arms instead of rattles
-Inscription on the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier who died in the
final world war, Dec. 8, 2042-Roger B. Wong-

THINGS
TO COME
things to come-335

All Our Absurd Tomorrow!
Without Gully Foyle or Captain Kirk all the tomorrows we
were so concerned about happened. By 1998 the human race
had cured cancer, developed
solar energy (much to the
dismay of the large oi I companies who blocked solar research
for nearly 35 years before
surrendering to the in~vitable)
and created enough second
generation nuclear monstrosities to scare the bleeding
dropenthunk out of any sane
person. Fortunately, insanity
had become socially acceptable (in fact, in the lower class it
was absolutely expected of
you) and scores of people
could be seen on the streets of
any American city, coked out of
their heads on cheap, powerful,
street legal tranquilizers.
"You can't say that civilization
don't advance for In every
war they find a new way to kill
you."
-Will Rogers
In the last few years of the
20th century mankind had
pretty much given up on war.
Egypt and Israel still clashed
occasionally, but due to dangerous and still experimental
lasers, neutron missiles, germ
warfare, mind control drugs,
and orbiting nuclear platforms,
war became so messy and
expensive that most nations
tried to avoid carrying out the
threats their ambassadors
made in United Nations' general assembly meetings. The final
world war came on December
7, 2042 when Randolff York Jr.
accidentally triggered a hydrogen bomb he had built for a
grade school science project.
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The blast destroyed all of gate and exploit. With the
?ozeman, Montana. The invention of the Jacobs Drive in three hundred terrorists, ( 1Air Force, thinking that the 2153, mankind was able to Men, and innocent bystande ·s
United States had been sneak- build starships that could span were fatally wounded.
attacked, launched a retaliato- entire solar systems in hours.
ry nuclear strike against Pek- Utilizing this scientific marvel, "A single,death is a tragedy;,; I
ing, Moscow, Bombay, Cairo , big business was soon able to million deaths is a statistic."
-Joe Stali 1
and Havana. Those cities, in . scatter McDonald's stands,
The world came to an end o 1
turn, retaliated by launching casinos, fried chicken carrytheir own strikes against New outs, Hilton hotels, and con- December 25, 2525. On th: t
York, Washington, Detroit, venience stores throughout the day Great Britain sank c s
Atlantis supposedly had, Cal Chicago, and Denver. By the known universe.
fornia
sank exactly as Grei t
time the mistake was discoBritain
did,
Colorado became i
vered, large areas of North "The End move In politics Is
series
of
islands,
Ohio We s
America and Central Europe always to pick up a gun."
leveled
by
a
fire
storm,
theRe j
had been destroyed and mil-Bucky Fuller Sea boiled, volcanoes rose ot t
lions of people died in flaming
The year 2017 was consiagony. Speaking on all televi- dered by most American histo- of the marshes in Florid; ,
sion channels two days later, rians to be the renaissance of legions of angels and demor 3
President Elvis Fletcher apol- terrorism. Between February swept through China, Ji n i
ogized for the error and an- and June of that year there Hendrix came back from t h ~
nounced that rebuilding much were an estimated 480 amateur dead looking for munchie! ,
of the eastern seaboard would commando assaults on Ameri- Australia exploded like a chel greatly help the always sagging can embassies, factories, air- ry bomb, glaciers moved dow 1
American economy. Although ports, businesses, banks and into Canada, and an epidem i ;
areas of New England were private homes. Thousands of bubonic plague wiped OL t
rendered uninhabitable for were kidnapped for obscure Europe in a matter of dayf .
. Only a small group of human >
hundr~ds of thousands of political reasons and many
I
years, the spirited Americans were executed when terrorists' survived in South Americ<.
went to work to rebuild their demands weren't met. By Au- Shocked and grief-stricker ,
charred country and save the gust 25, 2017 all U.S. airline those survivors moved int•>
precious gross national pro- pilots were required to take caves and eventually reproduct. President Fletcher was S.W.A.T. training to help insure duced. When their off-sprin•1
finally learned to talk, the '
re-elected by a landslide.
passenger safety.
created a name for the are 1
President Fletcher, mcidenPossibly the most bizarre they were living in. They calle. J
tally, was the first American terrorist activity of the year
it "Eden."
President ever to be assassi- occurred on November 15,
nated by his wife.
2017 when members of a militant Barry Manilow fan club,
"We can lick gravity, but some- who called themselves "The
times the paperwork Is over- Whimper Liberation Front,"
whelming."
tried to hijack a plane full of
-Werhner Von Braun vacationing tourists at the Jack
The military industrial com- Lord International Airport in
plex, which had long ago Hawaii. The terrorists didn't
grown tired of raping and know that the tourist plane was
pillaging planet Earth, took to loaded with heavily armed,
the stars in the mid 21st century vacationing FBI agents. During
to find new planets to subju- the ensuing gun battle, over

"If any living species is to
inherit the Earth, it will not be
man"
-David Seltzer"The Hellstrom Chronicle"
let's face it, probably, eventually, someday, pretty soon,
maybe sooner than we suspect,
man will be forced to give up his
domination of the earth. Even as
the dinosaurs fell before the
coming of man, man himself
must also bow out sometime.
The question is, who will check
in after man checks out?
In " The Hellstrom Chronicle," David Seltzer predicts that
insects will eventually take over
the Earth. Some deeply religious
people feel that an "AntiChrist"
will take over the world after the
fall of man. Science fiction
authors speculate that everything from machines, to plants,
to Martian invaders will one day

rule planet Earth. The possibili ties are endless and the speculations fascinating.
The idea that insects may
eventually ace out man as the
dominant species on this planet
has gotten a lot of press in recen t
years. Reports of waves of "killer
bees" moving up from South
America have been featured in
national magazines such as Tim e
and Newsweek, and inspired
such movies as Irwin Allen's
"Swarm," as well as severa l
Grade Z television movies such
as "Terror from the Sky." In
addition to bees, cockroaches,
ants, termites, and other variou s
insects have been cited a ~
possible threats to the survival ol
man.
One of the reasons that th £
insect "take-over" theory is sc
popular is because it's so fright·
eningly possible. Since the tim<

of the locus plaques in the Old
Testament, man has fought the
insect to preserve an everdwindling food supply. In 436
B.C. famines caused by hungry
insects were so severe that
people in Rome drowned themselves in the Tiber rather than
face starvation. Even today with
advanced insecticides and modern pest control techniques,
man is losing the battle to keep
the insect population down .
Insects have the ability to
build rapid immunity against
insecticides, and pass those
immunities on to their offspring.
The ability of the insect to
change and adapt in the best
Darwinian tradition makes the
insect a formidable challenge to
man's supremacy.
In the book of Revelation, the
final book in the New Testament, the focus is shifted from

the enemy outside to the enemy
within. According to biblical
legend a demon known as the
AntiChrist will conquer the
world shortly before the final
collapse of man. The book of
Revelation tells many cryptic
horror stories about the xenogenesis of a race of demons that
will bring about the end of
civilization through the wickedness of man himself.
Some of the most intriguing
speculations about man causing
his own downfall can be found
in the medium of science fiction. In the classic movie " Invasion of the Body Snatchers" (the
original SO's version and the
1978 remake both) mankind is in
the process of . being overthrown by intelligent plant life
that assumes human shapes.
Aliens from other planets (Mars
being a particular favorite) are

also responsible for taking Earth
away from man in countless
science fiction novels, although
the invasion attempts are generally thwarted a Ia "War of the
Worlds" by the end of the novel.
It is a popular concept in science
fiction to have man win out by
dumb luck rather than careful
planning. If interest in space
exploration continues, so does
the possibility that we may
someday encounter a race that
is more advanced than we are.
We can only hope if that day
comes, our pangalactic brothers
will be kinder than the early
American explorers were who
wiped out virtually every one
who "got in the way" during the
early days of exploring the
North American continent.
Finally, there is some speculation that man will eventually be
phased out of power, by wom-

an. Militant women across the
world insist that if man is to
survive as a species it will be
because women finally rise up
and take control of doomed
Earth. Carol Nagy and Eleanor
Maccoby have published the
findings of a research project
they conducted on sex differences and .intellectual abilities.
Their findings showed a significant difference in the abilities of
schoolage children to learn
language, with girls tested being
superior to boys tested. Other
research being conducted independently by Princeton University has stated the popular belief
that women are emotionally
better equipped to handle
emergency situations.
Wouldn't it be a kick to male
chauvinists if it turned out the
salvation of mankind depended
entirely on women?

Who Will Inherit the Earth?
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People Building People
The following stories are true.
They are not science fiction or
science speculation, but actual
science fact.
•I n 1952 Dr. Robert W. Briggs
and Dr. Thomas King achieved
the first real success in transplanting living cell material into
animal cells. This first "cloning"
was done with ordinary leopard
frogs.
•In 1962 Dr. John Gurdon sue-
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cessfully cloned a related frog
species, the African clawed
toad, at Oxford University.
Gurdon took cells from th e
intestinal linings of tadpoles and
inserted them, singly, into th e
eggs of mature frogs from which
the cell nuclei had been removed . H is laboratory creations
developed into fully normal
adult frogs capable of reproduction.
•In 1975 Dr. Peter Hoppe of th e
jackson laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine and Dr. Karl limensee, a visiting scientist from
Switzerland successfully bred
seven very healthy, one-paren t
mice.
•In 1978 louise Brown was born
at Oldham District Hospital in
England at 11:47 p.m., july 25.
Arriving in this world by a
caesarian section, little louise
became an immediate interna-

tional sensation when it was
announced that she was the
world's first successful "testtube" baby. Dr. Robert Edwards
and Dr. Patrick Steptoe developed a technique for removing
an egg cell from the child 's
mother and fertilized the egg
with her husband's sperm and a
growth solution in a petri dish in
their lab. The egg was then
replanted in Mrs. Brown's
womb where the baby gestated
until it was developed enough
to be born .
•In 1978 at a time when some of
the world's leading scientists
were saying that Dr. Edwards
and Dr. Steptoe couldn't possibly have performed the miracle
they claimed, Dr. Subbash Mukerjee announced that on Oct.
3, 1978 the world's second "testtube" baby had been born in
Calcutta, India. Dr. Mukherjee
reported that the mother's egg
had been fertilized after being
kept in an incubator for 3 1/2
days.
•m 1978 Parents Magazine released a poll in their November
issue conducted by louis Harris
and .Associates on the subject of
test-tube conception. 58 percent of the women surveyed
who were of childbearing age
said they would consider using
the test-tube method .

The subject is genetic engineering. The two magic words
are "d~ming" and "test-tube
babies," although they are different procedures, they still
represent a common idea; people building people. The
dangers and possibilities are
staggering.
The dangers of experimenting
with life are familiar to us all by
now. When Mary Shelly wrote
Frankenstein over a hundred
years ago and inspired a whole
series of " There-are-thingsman-was-not-meant-to-tamperwith" monster movies in the
30's and 40's, her message
was clear: women are the only
ones who are supposed to
create life. When men try to
perpetuate the species alone in
a laboratory they only mess
things up. From there it is only a
short jump to Aldous Huxley's
Brave New World which has
become a classic example of the
dangers of run-amuck genetic
technology. From there on the
horror stories write themselves.
The most popular one is what if
someone
could
genetically
create another Hitler? What if
someone decided to allow all
animal life to be destroyed
except for a warehouse of male
and female animal cells that
could be used to create a zebra,
a tiger, or a whooping crane
on·ly when a zoo or a research
project wanted to buy one?
Could reproduction, via testtube be commercialized? Could
surrogate mothers be hired by
wives who want children, to be
implanted with a fertilized egg
so the natural mother could go
about her business unincumbered by a bothersome pregnancy? Would cloning or testtube babies cheapen the gift of

life?
There are no easy answers.
The positive aspects of genet.ic engineering may be harder
for people to realize due to
moral questions posed. It is said
that within the structure of a
single cell there is a blueprint of
the entire man/ woman/an_imal
that the cell was taken from.
Could it be possible to clone
exact duplicates of a man 's arm
so that an arm could " grow
back" after an amputation?
With the frightening possibility
of cloning another Hitler is also
the hope of cloning another
leonardo da Vinci, Thomas
Edison, or Albert Einstein. Could
test-tube babies be a blessing
for hundreds of childless couples who are not capable of
conception? Could bioengineering eliminate hereditary birth defects? With every
pitfall there is also possibility.
Some of the most vocal people on the subject of genetic
engineering are the clergy.
Commenting on the birth of
louis Brown, Rev. Dr. Franklin
Sherman of the lutheran School
of Theology in Chicago said that
he didn't see "anything problematic" about the louise Brown
case, but the method could be
used in morally dubious ways.
Rabbi Israel Lau,
Boston authority on jewish law said the
procedure was proper so long as
the mother's egg was fertilized
by sperm from her husband.
Other church spokesmen were
less enthusiastic about test-tube
children. Bishop Thomas C.
Kelly of the U.S. Catholic Conference says the process is
"morally unacceptable." These
sentiments were echoed by Rev.
Dr. Paul Ramsey, a Methodist
ethicist at Princeton University,

a

who said such techniques are a
further step toward "technological alienation" and "dehumanization of mankind." Rev. Carl
Mcintire, a fundamentalist radio
evangelist at Collingswood,
New jersey even went so far as
to say "modern, scientific,
haughty man is reaching his
hand into a forbidden world
which belongs to God."
These moral objections to
genetic engineering continue to
be the biggest obstacle to genetic research and engineering.
Many critics of genetic engineering are quick to point out
that a world which has refused
to come to terms with the
problems created by atomic
development
research
and
should not create new technological problems. Others argue
that genetic engineering could
improve the quality of all human
life, and that is more important
than any outside hazards.
If we are to continue experimenting with life it may be that
man's understanding of humanity will be the difference between our salvation and our
destruction. life at best is a
fragile gift, and we are fragile
beings. We are now on the
verge of manufacturing living
matter.
The question for the future
will be: will we be intelligent
enough to create wisely?
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Come over here. If we sit
huddled against the north wall it
will be warmer. Have you noticed that when the winter
Kansas winds blow through the
scorched plains and across the
top of your open Coke can, it
makes a shallow whistling sound
that echoes the very essence of
despair? What? Sorry. I forgot
how much it upsets you when I
talk that way. Before the war I
was an English major. At least I
think I was. I've had trouble
remembering stuff since the
doctor took that chunk of metal
out of the back of my head. But
I'm not complaining. lots of
people got hurt worse than me. I
see by your empty sleeve that
you've seen your own share of
trouble.
Don't pay me any attention
when I chatter like this. Talking
keeps me warm. I wish we could

start a fire, but either th ~
scavengers or the Junto-soldie15
might see it, and I prefer bei n ~
cold to being dead. Didn't yo 1
see the Junto-soldier patrol th ;
morning? I think maybe th ~
mil itary has got one of the ea ~ !
side airplane plants operation. I
again. After all, there is a w <: going on . This place was call e I
the " Air Capital." No lie. I gue! ;
that's why THE ENEMY went t >
all the trouble of leveling th ~
whole damn town.
I wish I could remember w h ,
THE ENEMY is.
I also wish I'd been her .
instead of back east when t ·
clouds rained fire. If I had bee
here maybe I wouldn't have ha
a building fall on me and mayb
I wouldn 't have hurt my hea i
and maybe I'd know w h. :
happened to my father and w t- ·
my apartment building is now 1

three foot tall mound of charcoal.
Maybe.
And maybe I could also
remember why I made my way
back across the whole gray and
lethal midwest to get back to this
place. I think it might have
something to do with the girl. I
can see her so clearly. She has
long dark hair, deep blue eyes,
and a voice somewhere between a whisper and whimper. I
see her everytime I close my
eyes. I can feel her soft and
warm next to me, but even
when I try until my head hurts, I
can't remember who she was.
She might have been my mate. I
hope she's still alive somewhere.
I seem to recall that once
upon a time, that girl and I were
students here. Didn't I tell you
what this place used to be? We
are now sitting among the

rubble of what was called a You- the country, and has the time to
Knee-Verse-it-tea. It looked a be concerned with knowledge
lot different before the war. All again. Until then, people like us
those buildings west of here who aren't Junto-soldiers or
were standing tall and that pile scavengers will be too busy
of concrete over there was trying to survive to worry about
called N"e ff Hall. See that struc- math, music, or geography. It
ture that looks like a broken makes me sick to think about it.
church? That was Morrison Hall. No more classrooms. No more
Most of it is still standing. When visits to the dorm lobbies to see
we passed by it earlier I saw friends. No more bar hopping
some people looking out of the on Friday nights. No scholartop-floor windows. Don't wor- ships, or fraternities, or afterry. They're probably scavengers noons in the library, or homeand they' ll move on in a few coming parades, or yearbooks,
days when they find out all the or between-class frizbee games.
water around here is contami- No more anything.
My God. What have we done
nated.
Take a good look at this place to ourselves?
my friend. Even after the war is
Didn't they try to warn us?
over there won't be a place like Didn't the scientists, the sociolthis rebuilt for another few ogists, the clergymen, the
hundred years. It will be at least prophets, the politicians, the
that long until mankind buries artists, and even the military, all
its dead, cleans up what's left of tell us that it would someday

come to this? We were told a
billion times by a million different voices this would happen.
But we went ahead anyway and
destroyed our consciences, we
murdered Jiminy Cricket before
he could stop the progress ferris
wheel that led to all this. What
the hell. It's too late for all that
now.
It's getting too cold to stay
here. There are too many ghosts
of those who might have been
great haunting this place. let' s
move on. If we don't freeze to
death tonight, maybe tomorrow
I'll remember a safe and comfortable place somewhere in
this burned shell city where we
can hide until spring.
Maybe.

I

uThe past is the present~ isn~t - it? Jes the future too. We all tried to lie out of that but life
let usn

won~t

-Eugene O'Neill-
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uSome say the world will end in fire_, Some say in ice._,_,

-Robert Frost"Fire and Ice"
When the polar axis shifts again_, when the deserts freeze and the forests burn_, will there
remain any trace that man was ever here?
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a
Aarnes, Lawanda ............. 280
Abraham, Stephen .. ... .. .... 280
Ackerly, Jack ................. 214
Ackerman, Steve ............ . 225
Adams, Becky ................ 221
Adams, Connie .. ... .... .... . 280
Adkisson , Don . . ....... .. .... 214
Adkisson, Lynn ....... . .. . ... . 183
Ahlstedt, Debbie .... ......... 196
Ahmadi, Sadroddin ........... 190
Albers, Cynthia .............. 202
Albrecht, Wanda .. .... .... ... 280
Alexander, Beth .............. 225
Alexander, jean .......... 181 ,183
Alexander, Kim ...... . ....... 172
Aliceberg, Mary .............. 179
AI-Khatrash, Noori .... ... .... 190
Allen, Bobyn ............. 189,199
Allen , Nancy ................. 280
Allen, Tammy . .. ... .. . .. .... . 179
Alpha, Valeria .. ... ........... 211
Amon , Julie ........... ... .... 199
Ammar, Dianna .............. 211
Amos, Scott .................. 280
Anderson , Ellen .............. 221
Anderson , Judy .............. 168
Anderson , Naomi ............ 183
Andrade, Luis . ... ............ 280
Andrews, Chris ....... 173,209,221
Ankenbrandt, Diane .......... 280
Antkowicz, Phil .............. . 21
Appelhans, Michael .......... 280
Arbuthnot, Susan . ....... 202,280
Armfield, Mark .......... .. . . 210
Armstrong, Jay ............... 177
Arnold, Kathleen ......... 193,280
Atkeson, Dee ................ 221
Atkins, John ......... ...... .. 198

Austin, Lisa .................. 184
Austin, Patricia ............... 280
Avery, Chris ................. 205
Aylward, Sally ................ 183

b
Babich, Angie ............ 184,220
Bachmann, Sherry ............ 184
Bachrodt, Becky .............. 223
Bachrodt, Kelly .......... 177,223
Bailie, Jane .................. 201
Bajaj, Ravi ............... 187,280
Baker, Gerald .............. ,. 168
Ball, Becky ................... 183
Banka, Dianne ........... 211,280
Ban man, Paul ................ 179
Banta, Alan .................. 280
Banta, Brenda ................ 280
Baradaran, Hersel ............ 193
Barkett, Tammy .............. 184
Barker, Keith ................ 280
Barker, Monty ............... 280
Barkley, Kathleen .. ... ....... 280
Barnard, Cliff ................ 280
Barnes, Earnest ............... 280
Barnes, Jeresia ............... 212
Barnes, Kevin ................ 215
Barnes, Mike ................ 191
Barnes, Roger ................ 280
Barnes, Shannon ............. 212
Barnett, Peggy .. . ............ 183
Barnett, Terri ............... . 199
Basto, Judy .................. 215
Batchelder, Bob .............. 213
Bates, Mom .................. 177
Bates, Stan ................... 280
Beamon, Van ................ 204
Bearce, Sharon ............... 184
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Beardsley, Jackie ............. 183
Beardsley, Kim ............... 183
Beckman, Sandra ......... 187,280
Beebe, Sylvia ................ 281
Beer, Debbie ................ 219
Belden, Lori ....... . ........ . 219
Beltz, Janet . ................. 281
Benes, Debby ................ 183
Bennett, Dave ........... 177,281
Bennett, Darline ............. 281
Bennett, Mike ............... 177
Bennett, Nancy .............. 184
Bergh, james ................. 218
Bergner, Gary ................ 178
Bergner, Mindy ....... 208,231,281
Berkheimer, Pat ......... .... . 179
Berline, Dani ........... .... . 196
Berry, Donald ................ 281
Bersh, Jim ................... 188
Best, Elena ............... 179,201
Beuke, Brad .... . .... , ....... 187
Beyrouti, George ............. 281
Bieberle, Kathy .......... 199,275
Bill, John . ....... .. , ......... 178
Billings, Linda ................ 179
Binyon, Sandra ............... 215
Bird, Chris ................... 198
Bishop, Barb ................. 216
Blaine, Da,le ............. 169,281
Blake, Dr. Les ................ 185
Blanchat, Jacque . ............ 221
Bland, Randy ... ..... ........ 187
Blaufuss, Dorothy .. . ......... 281
Blencoe, Greg ............... 218
Blodgett, Teresa .............. 179
Blood, Jerry .................. 184
Bloom, Debbie ............... 226
Blosser, Ted ................. 187
Boberg, Patti ................. 192
Boeckman, Mark ...... 169,189,191

Boede, Jim ................. . ~
Boese, Teresa ............... . '}
Bogner, Carrie ............... 2
Bolden, Patti ................. 1
Bomgardner, John ........ 192,1
Bomerito, Bob ............... 1
Bomhoff, Kevin .......... 181 ,2'
Bonlase, Lisa ................. 2
Bone, Brad ............. . .... 2
Boomer, Jesse ................ 1
Boone, Daniel ............... 1,
Boone, Julia ................. 2
Boots, Jim ................... 2..
Born, Randy ................. 2l
Boswell, Deann .............. 2~
Boswell, Mark ............... 1;
Boswell, Rick ................ 28
Bowen, Stephanie ............ 1e
Bowles, Donald . ............ 2€
Bowser, Janice ............... 2S
Bradfield, Ken ............... 22
Bradon, Hal .................. 18
Brammer, Bill . .. ......... 188,28
Brane, Sherry ................ 21'.
Brathwaite, Carlos ............ 19,
Brazill, Paula ................. 18
Breit, Dan ............... 209,211
Brewer, Debbie .......... 179,1 8:
Bridges, Rctlert .......... 174,28
Brilke, Karen ................. 22
Bringmann, Claudia .......... 18
Brinkman, Don ............. . 21f
Brooks, Grant ................ 19.
Brown, Alise ............. 197,21.
Brown, Bill .................. 28 ·
Brown, Chelsea .............. 22
Brown, Kent ................. 177
Brown, Kevin ................ 21 0
Brown, Marlene .............. 220
Brown, Sharon ............... 184

Brozek, Mark ................ 204
Brungardt, Vance ........ 187,282
Bruntz, Craig ................ 282
Buckles, Elaine ........... 188,282
Bueford, Danny .............. 187
Bugner, Cindy ............... 282
Bunyan, Sheryl ............... 197
Burchfield, Carol ............. 184
Burdett, James ............... 177
Burgess, Clara ...... ........ .. 282
Burgess, Rebecca ............. 282
Burke, linda ................. 202
Burkle, Gaile ........... .. 190,194
Burrichter, Norma ........ 202,283
Burwell, Dana ...... .. .. ...... 184
Bush, Mike .. ............ 198,210
Buss, Jeff .. . ....... . ......... 204
Butel, John .............. 187,221
Butler, Mitch ................ 177
Byer, Allison ................. 184
Bynorth, Rick ................ 187

c
Cable, Valerie ................ 283
Cahill, Rick . .. ........... 221,226
Canton, Sharon .............. 202
Caples, Pam .. .... . .......... 168
Caraccilo, Mike .............. 193
Carls, William ................ 283
Carney, Matthew ........ . .... 214
Carpenter, Derrick ........... 187
Carr, Herbert ................ 218
Carrier, Lynda ........... 184,283
Carson, linda ................ 283
Carter, Alma ............ ..... 283
Carter, President Jimmy ....... 313
Carvalho, Mark .......... 210,283
Case, David ........... 189,192,201
Caster, Mike ................. 214
Castor, Mary ...... . .......... 215
Catron, Dave ................ 221
Caudle, David ........... 174,192
Chaffin, Leslie ............... 234
Challender, Joy . .... ......... 283
Chambers, Donna ............ 283
Chapman, Terry .............. 283
Chapman, Wendy ........ 184,275
Chappell, George . ·........... 191
Charlton, Mike .............. 204
Chiles, Beth ......... .· ....... 231
Chinberg, Doug .............. 187
Chindberg, linda ........ 220,283
Chiowpisankis, Somsri ........ 283
Christian, Chris .............. 177
Christian, Debi ............... 183
Christians, Randy ......... 189,191
Christianson, Randy .......... 175
Chu, Larry ............... . ... 198
Circle, Dana ................. 179
Circle, jack .................. 175
Clancy, Pam ............. 183,202
Clark, Frederick .............. 283
Clark, Janie .................. 183
Clark, Kerry ................. 177
Clark, Susan ................. 221
Clegg, Don .................. 218
Clegg, Shirley .. . : ............ 219
Clements, Lloyd .............. 193
Coates, Dana ............ .... 218
Cochran, Dorene . ........... 283
Coffman, Glenn .............. 187
Cohlmia, Jeff ................ 177
Coin, Brenda ......... 170,209,283
Colby, Chris ......... .. ...... 213
Colby, Randolph ............. 283
Coldiron, Kevin .............. 187
Cole, Dana .................. 169
Cole, Jim .................... 179

Colglazier, Erin .............. 196
Collins, Mickey .............. 196
Collison, Joan ................ 283
Colson, Carolyn .............. 197
Coltrane, Steve .............. 221
Colvin, Max ................. 198
Combs, Deborah ............. 283
Compton, Katy ... . ........... 183
Conley, Dave ....... . ...... . . 198
Conner, Kay ...... .... ..... .. 222
Connor, Janice ............... 283
Connor, john . ... .... .. .. 187,220
Conrad, jim ................. 193
Canty, Miguel ............... 178
Conway, Patti ................ 221
Cook. E..................... 174
Cook, Mike .................. 178
Coon, Jennifer ............... 179
Copenhaver, Sheryl . ......... 183
Corder, Steve .......... . ..... 173
Corn, Rod ................... 191
Corrigan, Brian .............. 177
Corriston, Edward ........... . 283
Costello, Joyce .. .. ........... 179
Cote, Brae . .................. 189
Cotton, Stephanie ............ 202
Cowles, Don . .... . ... ...... .. 283
Cowley, Steve ................ 210
Cox, Joe ..................... 192
Cox, Steve ................... 226
Cox, Wyatt .................. 221
Coykendall, Wayne ..... . ..... 168
Craft, julia ................... 283
Crafton, Scott ............ 174,197
Craig, Larry .......... ........ 179
Cranston, Kris ................ 283
Crawford, M'liz .............. 283
Criger, Richard .............. 218
Criss, Mike .................. 221
Crockett, Candi ... ........... 275

Crockett, Sandra ............. 284
Crowley, Rosy .... .. .... . . . .. 202
Croxson, james ..... . .. . . . ... 284
Crum, Dr. Dorothy ...... ... .. 216
Cruse, Leslie ................. 191
Cummins, Ted ............... 284

d
Dacus, Paul .................. 218
Dagenais, Desiree ...... .. .... 275
Daggett, Larry .. ..... ...... ... 117
Dallman, Nancy .............. 213
Dalrymple, Julie .... .. ... ..... 284
David, Kim .................. 284
Davis, Brian ...... . ........... 178
Davis, Gwain ........... . ... .. 189
Davis, Mark .... ....... ... 177,284

Dawes, john .......... 172,18'1 ""'')
Dean, Debbie. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l
Dean, James ............. .
Deardorff, Mark . . . . . . . . . . . ZU I
Dechanon, Serrick . . . . . . . . . . 19 i
Decker, Dedee.......... . . . 200
Decker, Gary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 1
Decker, Sheri .......... . . , . 1 ~•:1
Declerk, Mike ... . .... .. .. ... 284
Decow, Glenn ........... ... . 264
Defazio, joe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2"14
Deiter, Sherry .......... .. .. .. 284
Dennis, Sarah ........... .. . . . 225
Denson, Mitch ........... ... . 196
Desocio, Frank ..... ... ...... . 187
Deweese, Leann ...... .. .... . 284
Dewey, Jeff .............. .... 177
Dexter, Gordon .............. 2~
Diaz, Andy . ....... .... ... ... 179

WHAT TO TELL YOUR MOTHER WHEN
YOU'VE DECIDED TO JOIN THE NAVY.
First tell her what the Navy can do
for you . The top-quality training in
sixty skill fields . That you can go
into a Navy school with nothing but
your own brains and come out with
a skill you can use for life.
If she's worried that Navy duty is ·:
hard, tell her she's right. You will
work , you will take orders. But if
you've got the stuff, promotions will :
come right on time . You'll travel, :
make new friends , see and do things
you never could at home.

United States Navy

BOOGIE DOWN
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16TH AND NORTH HILLSIDE
686-6411

Don't Close the Door on WSU
The WSU Alumni Association is the way
co stay in touch with each other and your
:.Jniversity.
fhe Alumni· Association sponsors:
• Homecoming
• Reunion Weekend
• Class Parties
• Travel Programs
• WSU Alumni Report
• WSU Magazine
... and much more.
When you value a good University ... your
A.lumni Association is a good value.
Our door is always open, so drop by, write or caD
and become a memberThe Wichita State University Alumni Assodatior
1944 N. Yale
Wichita, Kansas 67208
(316) 689-3290

Diaz, Carmen ................ 284
Dicker, Barb ................. 179
Dickerson, Karen ............. 202
Dickerson, Mark ............. 178
Diehl, Shelly ................. 183
Dietrich, Jeff ................. 284
Dilkinson, Tim ............... 197
Dittmer, Henry ............... 188
Dixon, Lance ......... 178,179,189
Dohrer, Kim ................. 226
Donerty, Paula ............... 205
Donham, Jeff ................ 218
Donnell, Norris .............. 196
Donnelly, Paula .......... 213,284
Dorow, Alan ................. 230
Doucette, Duane ............. 191
Dougherty, Les ............... 173
Draut, Debbie
Drees, Betty ...... . ..... . .... 284
Drees, Debbie ............... 211
· Dresser, Sammie ............. 196
Drillicotti, Suzy .............. 215
Orison, Jan .................. 192
Driver, Sharon ............... 183
DuBois, Duane ............... 221
DuBois, Leroy ................ 284
Duell, Ramona ....... . ... 193,194
Duell, Randy ... . ...... 175,177,284
Duerkson, Helena ............ 219
Dugger, Blane ............... 210
Dugger, Danette ......... 211,284
Duguid, Lindy ........... 210,211
Duncan, Ronald . ........ . .... 284
Duncan, Susie ............... 202
Dunn, Leah .............. 183,202
Dutton, Julie ............... . . 184

e
Eakes, Janice ................. 284
Eckberg, Christina . ........... 285
Eckberg, Mary Ellen ...... 184,275
Edgmon, Berlin .............. 197
Edminster, Mark ............. 204
Edwards, Collette ............ 181
Edwards, Nancy .............. 285
Edwards, Scott ............... 210
Elliott, Brad .................. 214
Elliott, Lisa ................... 222
Ellis, Sandy .................. 178
Embray, jessica ............... 222
Emery, Joe ................... 221
Endicott, Gary .... 209,214,215,220
Engelland, Kristin ............ 202
Englestad, Sandra ............ 200
Engelstad, Teresa ............. 200
Enns, Susan ..... .. ........... 285
Ensminger, Roseanne ......... 285
Epp, Ron .................... 194
Erickson, Kristina ............. 285
Esau, Jodi .................... 285
, Espana, Alberto .............. 196
Etherington, Andy ............ 177
Etherington, Chuck ........... 177
Evans, Dave . ................. 210
Evans, Denise ................ 183
Evans, Sam ................... 177
Evans, Tanja . ............ 172,205
Everett, Victor ........ : ...... 285

f
Fagen, Arlyn ...... . .......... 285
Faires, Kathy . ............ 220,285
Farha, Gary .................. 214
Farha, janis ........... . .... .. 184
Farmer, Ann ................. 184
Farmer, Debbie .............. 202
Farney, Vickie ................ 202
Feaster, Debbie .............. 183
Fehr, Cindy .................. 179

Feldt, Marla ................. 202
Fenwick, Jeff .......... .. ..... 179
Ferguson, Carolyn .... . ....... 202
Ferguson, Ron ............... 193
Fettis, Diane ................. 200
Fey, Cindy ................... 183
Fida, David .............. 173,220
Fillmore, Diane .............. 196
Finnerty, Kevin ............... 285
Finnerty, Monessa ............ 285
Fisher, jim . ..... . .. .... . ..... 179
Fisher, joanie ............ 184,220
Fisher, Sharon ........... 172,285
Fitzgerald, Kathleen ... .. ..... 221
Flaharty, Robert. ............. 218
Fletcher, Dr. Worth .......... 177
Flowers, Amber ... . .......... 191
Fogg, Jamey ................. 183
Foley, Mary Pat .............. 183
Foley, Melinda ............... 183
Ford, Joe ............. . ...... 168
Ford, Kathy . . ................ 170
Forsyth , Shauna ............ : . 285
Fosha, Patsy . .............. . .. 285
Foss, Greg ....... ... ......... 231
Fox, Cynthia ............. 199,205
Fox, Kim ................ 179,189
Fox, Pat ..................... 233
Fraktman, Becky ............. 285
Fraley, joan ............ . ..... 182
Fraley, Steven .............. .. 285
Freeberg, Steven ......... 169,285
Freeman, Carl ... . ............ 204
Freeman , Curtis .............. 204
Freeman, Warren ........ 192,194
French, Junetta . .... . .... 202,285
Frese, Donna ................ 285
Friebus, Dwight ...... . ....... 285
Friend, Lindsay ... .. .......... 285
Frisque, john ... .. ..... . ..... 198
Fry, Virginia .......... . . . .... 285
Fuhrman, Susan .......... 213,285
Fulton, jay . ... ....... .. .... .. 188

g
Gabler, jan .................. 183
Galiger, Beth ................ 179
Gall, Hobie .................. 197
Gans, Raymond ............. . 285
Garcey, Mary .... . ........... 221
Garcia, Alma ............... . . 286
Gardner, Bill ....... . ......... 177
Gardner, Tonie .......... 183,286
Garner, Leta ... . ........... . . 179
Garrett, Amy ...... . . . .. . ..... 200
Garrett, Bridget ... . ... . ...... 179
Garwood, Dale . ......... . .... 221
Garwood, Pattie .............. 221
Gates, John . ................. 286
Gates, Lynn ...... .. ...... 172,215
Gates, Rhonda ............... 178
Gatopoulos, Adamadia ....... 286
Gatopoulos, John ... . ....... 286
Gazaway, Mike .............. 175
Gengler, Ken ................ 218
Genovesi, Mary . ........ . .. . . 183
Gentner, Mark . . . .. .......... 191
George, Ann .. .. ............. 213
George, Don ............... . 204
Gerleman, Barb ......... . 208,223
Berleman, Brenda . . .......... 286
Gertsen, Karen ........... 179,189
Gessler, Julie ................. 188
Giesen, Barbara .......... 168,169
Gil, Ricardo ..... . ............ 191
Gilchrist, Jane ................ 220
Gillenwater, Jeff .. ... .. . ...... 218
Gillespie, Pat. ................ 215
Glass, Arthur ... .. .. . ......... 218
Glasse, Roxe ................_. 172

Glen, Lonnie ...... ... . ... . . .. 210
Glen, Rick ................... 210
Glennon, Rosemary ... .. ..... 286
Glover, Katie ................ 184
Gnagy, Annette . . ............ 286
Godfrey, Susan ............... 172
Godwin, Sarah ............... 183
Goehring, Meri .......... . ... 213
Goodman, John . .. ........... 214
Goodman, Karen .. .... .. ..... 183
Goodson, Kip ................ 192
Goodwin, John ............. . 226
Goodwin, Paul .... . ...... 221 ,286
Gorham, jerry ............... 286
Gotham , Shela . .. . . ... ...... . 192
Goudeau, Oletha ........... . 222
Grant, Corrinne .... ... ....... 191
Gray, Connie .......... .. .. .. 286
Gray, Dennis ...... . ......... . 218
Greco, Crys .................. 219
Greco, Matt ... . ........ . .. . . 218
Greene, AI .................. 198

Greene, Julie .............. .. 196
Greene, Leroy ............... 286
Gremmel, Rebecca ..... . ..... 286
Gridley, Curt ................ 175
Griest, Peggy . .... .. .... . .... 183
Griffey, Gwen . .. . . ..... .... .. 202
Grisamore, Dave . ..... .. .... . 220
Gritting, Cindy ........... 200,215
Grossman, Ken ........ .. ..... 179
Guenther, Marjorie ........ .. 286
Guliford , Lana ............... 286

h
Haas, John ................... 286
Haberly, Marc ............... 286
Habluetzel, Tracy ............ 188
Hackett, Kim .... . ....... . .... 188
Hackney, Marie .... ... . .. .. . . 225Hagen , Gary ............ .. . . . 192
Halblieb, Dan ...... .. ........ 198
Haley, Judy .............. 193,221
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Hampton , Greg ...... . . .. 187,286
Hampton , Susan .... . ...... . . 183
Hand, Judy ... ......... ... ... 202
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